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5 In the Matter of:
:

6 ' SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et al. : Docket Nos.
i : 50-361 OL

7 (San.Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, : 50-362 OL
:

8 Units 2 and 3) : .-
:

9 ----------------------X

~ 10 Los Angeles Room
Marriott Hotel

11 700 W. Convention Way
Anaheim, California

12
Friday

13 September 25, 1981

(f 14 Evidentiary hearing in the above-entitled

15 matter was resumed, pursuant to adjournment, at 9:20 a.m.

16 BEFORE:
,

17 JAMES L. KELLEY, Ci. airman
Atomic SafetJ and Licensing Board

DR. CADET H. HAND, JR., Member
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x 1 _P _R _O _C _E _E _D _I _N _G .S.; )
'''

2 9:20 a.m.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. We will begin
i. .

.p

(> 4 this morning with the presentation of the Staff's case.

5 Mr. Hoefling?

6 MR. HOEFLING: Yes. The Staff would call as its

7 first witness Mr. Harry Rood.

3 Whereupon,
f

9 HARRY ROOD

10 was called as a witness herein and, after being first duly
i

11 sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as follows:'

12 DIRECT EXAMINATION

g 13 BY MR. HOEFLING:

'/D) 14 Q Mr. Rood, would you state your name, occupation
'

15 please?
!

[ 16 A My name is Harry Rood. I am a Senior Licensing
;

17 Project Manager with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

18 Q Mr. Rood, did you prepare a statement of profes-
|

| 19 sional qualifications which was attached to an affidavit
P

20 prepared by you and further attached to the NRC Staff response

21 to Intervenors GUARD, Carstens, et al., request for consider-

22 ation of tuo additional icsues in the context of low power

23 licensing?

24 A Yes, I did.
7sV 25 O Is that statement of professional qualifications

-

_ _ _ _ _ _ . - . _ _ . . . . . _ . . _ _ - ., . _ - . . ,
I
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~] 3' true and correct?

'
2 A Yes, it is.

.

5 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, those qualifications

4s? 4 were provided to the Board and the parties as an attachment

5 to the Staff pleading which I have referenced and I would at

6 this time move that they be admitted into evidence and bound

7 into the record.

j g MR. PIGOTT: No objection.'

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection from the Intervenors'

10 MS. GALLAGHER: I'm looking for the pleading.

33 Could someone provided it with me for just a moment, please?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Probably.

13 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Rood has a copy. Let me give

-

14 you his.
,

I 15 MS. GALLAGHER: I found Lt. Thank you. No

16 objection.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

13 (Whereupon, the statement of professional
1

19 qualifications of Harry Rood was bound into the transcript.)+

20 >
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HARRY R000 -

,
,

Professional Qualifications

Education

Bachelor's degree in Nuclear Engineering, North Carolina State University,
'

1950.

Licenses

Prefessionel Engineer's Licenses in the State of California in Nuclear
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering

Experience,

jU 1956-1965:
Nuclecr engineering, work for Atomics International Division of
Rockwell International, located in Canoga Park, California. Performed
reactor physics, shielding, heat transfer, and economics analyses on a
variety of reactors and proposed reactors.

.

1966-1973: .

Engineering Supervisor for Atomics International. Supervised a
unit of 10 to 15 engineers in the areas of reactor analysis and
engineering.

1973-Present:
Project Manager of t:ie Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Bethesda, Maryland.

.

Managed and cooordinated the safety and environmental reviews of
applications for construction permits and operating licenses conducted by

'

the NRC Staff,

O

O
I-

. . _ , - . ._
_ -_- - . _, . - - -.
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3 1 BY MR.'HOEFLING:>

i
,-

2 . Q Mr. Rood, were you present on Tuesday of this

_ 3 week when Dr. Lyon testified with respect to his application

' ' 4 of certain tables which were contained in the supplement to

5 the draft environmental statement relating to the operation

6 of San Onofre and also tables which were presented in the

7 final environmental statement related to the operation of

8 San Onofre?

-

9 A Yes.

10 .O Have you had an opportunity to examine those

11 tables and to investigate how those tables were prepared,

12 what assumptions were used, and to what use they should be

13 put?
~x

( ,) 14 A Yes, I have.

15 Q Could you explain to the Board your views with

16 respect to those tables?

17 A All right. I'm here to try and shed some light

is on the basis for Tables 7.3 and 7.4 of the final environmental

15 statement and the co'rresponding tables in the DES Supplement,

20 Tables 7.4.4-2 and 7.1.4.-4, respectively.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Can I just clarify in our mind,

22 are the DES tables in evidence at this point? I know they

.23 have been referred to a number of times. I don't remember

- 24 whether they are in.

N~
25 MR. HOEFLING: I don' t believe they are.

.m

~/

- _ . . - . .
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j' JUDGE KELLEY: Did you intend to offer them?
3,

).\'~~'
2 MR. HOEFLING: No. Reference was made to them

i

3 in Dr. Lyon's testimony.

I|
t/ 4 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand that. My recollec-

5 . tion -- I'm not sure. Did you offer the DES table? I

6 just don't remember.

7 MS. GALLAGHER: We did. I believe we attempted

3 to but it was kept out and we did not press it. We did not

9 rely upon it.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: That was my recollection. I recall

33 it being offered and our reaction that we were having enough

12 trouble with 3 and 4 and that stirring another table into

33 the picture would just make it that much more difficult.

[V) 34 MR. HOEFLING: The presentation by Mr. Rood

15 would explain the history, if you will, of those tables.

| 16 Dr. Lyon, for instance, made some statements on the record

17 that there was a table in the DES which was then changed, a

33 substantially dif ferent table was presented in the FES.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: I remember testimony to that effect,

20 Yes.

23 MR. HOEFLING: And Mr. Rood is going to try to

22 relate the chronology of what happened there.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. The burden of the testimony

24 from Dr. Lyon, though, concerning his calculations had to do
(3
-

1

' ''J>

25 with Tables 3 and 4 in the FES, as I recall.

.(v

. . - . - . . -
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y MS. GALLAGHER: That's correct. And I would
);

' ''
2 object to the use of the DES table unless it is admitted.'-

3 I don't think it is proper to rebutt it for what implica-
; --

(_) 4 tions it may have on 3 and 4 unless it is also'in evidence.

5 MR.'PIGOTT: Do we have an understanding

6 that_the DES table, then, is not to be referred to or used

7 for any probatit' purpose in this proceeding, in which case

g it would be unnecessary for Mr. Rood to address it, including

-

9 reference to it in the testimony.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: That would be satisfactory with

gy the Applicants?

MR. PIGOTT: Yes.12

y3 JUDGE KELLEY: The Intervenors, what do you think

'N 34 of that suggestion?(V
15 MS. GALLACHER: I'm trying to think what the

16 implications of that are for our case.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, your witness did rely on the

13 FES tables for his calculations, as I recall.

19 MS. GALLAGHER: But not the DES.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Exactly. And Mr. Pigott is saying

21 let's keep the DES out of it and just --

22 MS. GALLAGHER: I thought it was.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: It's out right now. That's right.

24 I heard that I was about to hear testimony about the DES and

25 that made me wonder do we want to get into the DES for any

o(~'s

l

i
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- y' . purpose. Mr. Pigott says no, he doesn't. Now my question
8

%)
2 is __

3 MS GALLAGHER: Does Mr. Rood's presentatior
7-
(_) 4 depend upon use of the DES?

5 WITNESS ROOD: My presentation essentially says

6' that the DES tables have been completely superceded by the

7 FES tables.

3 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, then why don't we leave

9 them out entirely?

10 MR. PIGOTT: For both Intervenors and Staff

yg purposes.

g JUDGE KELLEY: For any purpose.

33 MR. PIGOTT: Including any references thereto.

/'''% 34 JUDGE KELLEY: The Board is going to rule that
%]

15 the DES tables that have been adverted to are not in the

16 record for any substantive purpose and will not be discussed

17 .by this witness or relied upon for any matter in controversy.

13 BY MR. HOEFLING:

19 Q Proceed, M_. Rood.

20 A All right. Table 7.3 of the FES shows estimates

21 for the probability of occurrence of the PWR release cate-

12 gories of severe accidents which are defined in the Reactor

23 Safety Study document in NASH 1400. The probability values

24 given in Table 7.3 are revised from those of WASH 1400,
7,

''J 25 based on recommendations resulting from the extensive review

.

.

x_/
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k.
O' I' that was done of WASII 1400 by the NRC Staff and independentf )

w/
2 review groups. In addition,-however, one of the values given

3 in Table 7.3, that for-the PWR 1_ release category, is cur-
I,

k/ 4 rently believed to be too high. This is reflect in footnote

5 D to the table. This probability has been reduced in recent

6 analyr.es cn other nuclear facilities and the overall dose

7 consequencen have been shown to be reduced.

8 Fevertheless, the values given in Table 7.3

0 of the San Onofre FES were used in the San Onofre analysis

10 which-resulted in the values given in Table 7.4. These

11 consequences are more severe than is now believed to be

12 appropriate.

13 One other comment on Table 7.3. In discussing
,s

( )_ 14 the subject with Dr. Lyon at page 9802 of the transcript

15 Judge lland asked whether the TMI accident corresponded to

16 any of the PWR release categories given in Table 7.3. The

17 Staff answer to that question is no. All of the release

18 categories in Table 7.3 include core melt and containment
~

19 failure and, hence, they result in much more severe conse-

20 quences than the TMI accident in which the containment did

21 not fail.

27. As is discussed in the FES, the values given in

23 Table 7.4 of the FES were obtained by combining the releases

24 for all isotopes shown in all nine categories .;bs Table 7.3.Ol'a
25 with site-specific meteorology data and site-spedific

f3
.J

o
I

,

- - - , , , - ~.
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;
population data for the year 2000 using the CRAC code. ThisI

2 code has been. discussed at length in earlier testimony in

,_ 3 .the' proceeding.

' ')!
' 4 With mgard to Table 7.4, the Board questioned

5 thd assumptions used in generating the values in the table,

6 particularly regarding the columns labeled Persons Exposed

7 Over 200 rem, Persons Exposed Over 25 rem, and Acute Fatalities.

8 Specific questions arose regarding' protective action assump-

9 tions and whether or not contamination is included.

10 First, I would like to define the 25 and 200 rem

11 columns. These refer to whole body dose received due to

12 direct radiation from the plume and from fallout on the

13 ground. The calculation that resulted in Table 7.4 included
- p.

( j 14 some accounting for the effects of evacuation and sheltering.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Before you get to that, the column
!-

16 on 25 rem and up, is that 25 rem up to the top dose or 25

17 to 200?

18 WITNESS ROOD: My understanding is that it is over
~

19 25, including all the way up.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: So that the left column of the

21 200 rem, those numbers are included in the next column?

22 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

24 ///

25

Iv

&
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, T2 kl ~1 WITNESS ROOD: And I guess similarly the fatalities.,

2. would be included in both of the 200 and 25 rem --

3 JUDGE KELLEY: As long as I have interrupted you,
[ :
N/ 4 the earlier column is PWR one through nine. I would have

5 expected turning the page that I would find PWR one through

6 nine in 7.4 and the number is off to the right. But you

7 don't have that denotation -- there isn't any such column,

3 and there are six instead of nine.- How are the different

9 accidents represented in 7.47

10 WITNESS ROOD: 7.4 is a combination of all the

33 categories in 7.3. In other words, this -- the code cal-

12 culation sums each of these and multiplies by the appropriatc

33 meteorology conditions and the population, and so what you

(%sn) 14 have is a very complicated calculation. I think there was

15 some testimony before. There was something like 91 different.

16 start times. 91 meteorological scenarious. And each of

17 these nine categories is examined for each of those 91 and

13 each one contributes to the overall dose, and does versus

19 probability, so what you wind up with is a curve, such is

20 shown in figure 7.2. Each of those curves is the result of

21 a single calculation combining all TWR release categories.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Can I -- when you say it is the sum

23 of all nine or you say it combines all nine, and --

- 24 WITNESS ROOD: Well, it is a weighted sum --
- '')

25 JUDGE KELLEY: I am sure you know I am a layman'

/~S
U
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.k2 1 on thi subject. I am just groping, but that sounds to mef ;.
xs [-

2 like'you are going to add up all nine accidents. :
i

3 WITNESS ROOD: Well, you add -- |
_ '

i !
k/ 4 JUDGE KELLEY: You are not going to have all nino

5 at once, I assume --

6 WITNESS ROOD: Oh, no.

7 JUDGEIELLEY: -- in terms of release?

8 WITNESS ROOD: No, ro. You add them weighted by

9 the relative probability of occurrence.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

11 WITNESS ROOD: So that you could say, for instance

12 in table 7.4, you have a column that says probability 10 to

13 the minus seven. There is 10 to the minus seven probability
p
.v)i 14 that 31,000 exposures over 200 rem would occur. That 31,000

15 number is contributed to by each of the various scenarios,

16 you know, or at least has the opportunity to be contributed

17 to in calculation.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: But what I was finding difficult to

19 grasp was whether this hypothesized accident, the probability

20 of which is 10 to the minus seven, which accident is it? I

21 mean, is it some kind of --

22 WITNESS ROOD: It is not any given accident.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Then how is it useful? I am afraid

24 I am just not with you.3
d 25 WITNESS ROOD: Well, I think what it is saying is,

,

s.,) I
)

.

.

|

|
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f , k3 1 that if you look at all the possible accidents that can
t :
'' J2 happen and all the meteorological conditions that can happen,

7 -
3 .and you statistically combine.them in the appropriate way,

kl 4 you can say that there is one chance in 10,000,000 --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: That is 10 to the minus seven?

6 WITNESS ROOD: Yes. That 31,000 people will

7 receive over 200 rem exposure. Now, some of the -- and that

3 would be -- for instance, some part of that would be due to

9 PWR one plus meteorological condition one. Some part of

10 that would be due to --

11' JUDGE KELLEY: Are you saying that PWR one is

12 one chance in ten trillion, and PWR nine is one chance in

13 10,000, then there is some sort of aggregate in the middle?
-

( ,) 14 WITNESS ROOD: No, it is -- PWR nine might not

15 be able to result in 31,000 exposures, no matter how you do

16 it, no matter what the meteorological conditions. PWR one

17 might result in 31,000 or more for most meteorological con-

18 ditions, although a few, say when the wind is blowing out to

19 sea, wouldn't result in any. So, what you are saying is,

20 that out of the 10 to the minus seven, the probability -- in

21 other words, the 10 to the minus seven is the sum of a num-

22 ber of different scenarios -- I don't know exactly how many,

23 20, 30, 50 -- something like that -- the sum of which --

24 JUDGE KELLEY: I think I am starting -- the

-

25 light is beginning to dawn.

p
s_J .

._- -- . . .. . - . -- -
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1/ ) Sk4 1 WITNESS ROOD: In other words, out of the 10 to
- L.J

'

2 the minus seven some small percentage of it is a PWR one

I with the wind blowing north at 10 miles an hour. Okay?
,.

~( 't' ' " 4 Another part of it is PWR two with the. wind blowing east at'

5 five miles an hour. So you add up all the ones that -- of

6 the scenarios that can possibly give you that many, and that

~

7 Lis the probability of it.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, I'think I am with you now.

9 ,Go ahead.-

to JUDGE JOHNSON: Excuse me. Another thing I am

'
gi hearing from what you are saying is that the first column

12 in each of -- that there is no correspondence between the
.

33 first column in each of these t' ables. That you cannot go
r-<

( ,x) 14 from a PWR one, for instance in table 7.3, to a probability
.

.

~ 15 that corresponds to that in table 7.4 because 7.4 is a --

16 WITNESS ROOD: Compound --

5 17 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- collection of lots of things?

13 WITNESS ROOD: You can only make that kind of a

19 comparison if you know that there is one single dominant

20 sequence that contributes to the majority of the dose and

21 probability. Now, if there is such a thing, then yes, you

22 can do it. But to the extent that these are truly composites

23 you can't. Now, I think if you look at the more extreme

24 accidents and the more extreme PWR sequences, you have got a-
.

25 better chance of,being able to do it, but I wouldn't want to

v-
.

37 - - , _ - - - - -
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:k5 1 'do it. I-think'it is ---)
J

2 JUDGE JOHNSON: If there be a dominant accident,

3 it is. hidden in the manipulation that has gone on --
!'!, 't
'/ 4 WITNESS ROOD: Right.

5 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- between 7.3 and 7.4?

6 WITNESS ROOD: Right. And then you also have to

7 look at meteorological conditions.

8 JUDGE JOHNSON: Yeah, that is part of the manipu-

9 lations.

10 WITNESS ROOD: Yes, yes. And half the time,

11 maybe, the wind is blowing out to see, or some fraction of

12 the time, and you have to take that into account and a lot

13 of. things.

,m
() 14 It is a very complicated calculation, aand I woulcl

15 not want to say it is amenable to simple manipulations of the

16 type you are talking about.

17 JUDGE JOHNSON: Thank you.

18 WITNESS ROOD: Okay. The calculation that

^

19 resulted in table 7.4 included some accounting for the

20 effects of evacuation'and sheltering. For people in the

21 process of evacuation, sheltering factors appropriate to

22 motor vehicle transport were used. For people not in the

23 process of evacuation, sheltering factors were used which

24 are appropriate for people going about their normal activi-g-

()
25 ties, that is, some people are in the open, some people

oo
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m

- 3 'k6 1 are inside buildings, homes, et cetera.
|

'

' ' '

2 We would note that the last sheltering assumptior ,

/,
3 that is, normal activity, is really conservative, because

i
K/ 4 in an emergency situation people at. risk would either be

5 told to evacuate, or would be told to seek shelter inside
.

6 and close windows and torn off ventilation systems, so this

7 is one -- an additional aspect of conservatism that is in

3 the calculation that might not make it appropriate for the

9 purpose it was used for.*

10 Going on now to evacuation, all the values in

11 table 7.4 are based on the assumption that the 10 mile EPZ

12 is evacuated, but that areas beyond the EPZ are not. In'

13 arens beyond the EPZ, people are assumed to go about their

,- m
14 normal activities for at least 24 hours, and in some cases

( )
15 for seven days following the accident.

16 People within the EPZ are assumed to evacuate

17 for 15 miles from their original location in a downwind

is direction at a speed of 1.2 miles per hour. Thus the EPZ

19 is completely evacuated af ter 8.3 hours from the time that~

20 the evacuation starts.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Where do we find that -- what you

22 just said -- is that --

23 WITNESS ROOD: That is not in the FES.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.
s

k)
25 WITNESS ROOD: That is --m

.

.(~'w/
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!

k7 y JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, go ahead.
s

}
~ ~ ' '

3 _ WITNESS. ROOD: That is a result of discussing

,.-
3 this with'the people that ran the calculation, and they

'() 4 looked in the printout, and that --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: And you can appreciate from

6 hearing Dr. Lyon the other day that that is kind of a

7 crucial point..

3 WINTESS ROOD: Yes.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

10 MS. GALLAGHER: I would at this point object

y; on the basis of hearsay.

i 12 JUDGE KELLEY: What are you objecting to exactly'

33 9orry.

?)'TI
y4 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, we are being told what

w)
15 the assumption underlying the FES are from a person who did

16 not himself participate in making the table. I am not sure

17 what the probative value that that would have in addition

33 to the hearsay problem. I personally would like to hear|

19 what he has to say, but I want to object to it in terms of

20 che record.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Perhaps you could explain to us ---

22 you are a project manager?

23 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: At San Onofre? What is your

O'

25 official relationship to the people who worked on the table?

s,

__

% re~~m -, ., ,--,.,.np - - - - - -.,-w
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) k8 1 WITNESS ROOD: Ultimately I am responsible for

it the documents the staff prepares, that is the FES, the DES,

3 the SERs and supplements thereto -- are prepared in a sense
, r, ;

NJ 4 under my direction. Now, there are semething like 40 or 50
!

peOP e who are contributing to these overall efforts andl'

5

.6 they are carried out over a period of years, and while I

7 review or read and look at all the material that is put out,

3 I am not intimately familiar with the details of each calcu-

9 lation that is done, and so in that sense, you know, I weat

go to the person -- I knew who did the calculation -- I had

yy discussed it with him, and they told me how it was done.

12 MS. GALLAGHER: But I guess the proolem is, we

13 don't have.anything other than what you recall of your con-
,m.() 14 versation. I mean, we have no calculations and we have no

15 data, even about what went into them. I don't mind hearing

16 this, but I just want to -- I want to be on record as far

17 as my objection goes to it.

.33 JUDGE KELLEY: Well I think it is better to

19 have it clear. If I have got an objection, I have got an

20 objection and I will rule on it. If I don't, I won't.
i-

23 FS. GALLAGHER: You have an objection.

22 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff would comment that

23 Mr.-Rood is the proicct manager for San Onofre and as he has

24 testified, his function include 7 a close interaction with,~-

/ \
,

25 a number of staff people. He has had this interaction with

[\
Q,/

- , _ . _ . _ - . -
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>,

'k9 1 regard to obtaining this particular information. I think
d: r~x

<

2 the information has probative value and I think that ctrict

3 hearsay rules are not applied in their usual litigative
,,

'- 4 sense in an administrative proceeding given the kind of

5 flexibility that we need to develop a record, and I think

6 that the information that Mr. Rood has to offer is probative

7 and should be before the Board, and if there is a. question

3 as to its weight, that is for the Board to consider.

9 ///

lo

11

* 12

13

( ) 14

15

16

17

1s

19

20
4

21

22

23

24
_

s.
25

:
.

,

|

__ _ _ _ - - _ _ - -
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T 3,~ 1 1; MR. PIGOTT: I might conment, I~ would support the

.

) 2 Staff and what has been said by Mr. Hoefling. I would

3 further add that Mr. Road cannot testify concerning the-

() 4 underlying assumptions of table 7-3 and table 7-4, and

5 explain them,that certainly Dr. Lyons could not do so, and

6 Mrs. Gallagher adds one more reason for the striking of

7 Dr. Lyon's testimony.
,

3 MS. GALLAGliER : Dr. Lyon did not attempt to

9 speak - to the assumptions behind FES and I would in addition,

10 while I have no doubt that Mr. Road is eminently qualified

11 as a project manager, I do not believe that he is qualified

12 to do the kind of calculations that he relies upon experts to

(~} 13 do for him, so with that I would -- y3u know, I would want to
'91

14 conduct a little voir dire about this matter.

15 MR. IlOEFLING: I don't see the need for any voir

16 dire on this point. Mr. Road is simply stating that he was

17 informed by a Staff member that he has reason to contact in

13 his normal course of business what the particular assumption

39 was, and I don't see what voir dire is going to add to what

20 we have before us.
,

21 JUDGE KELLEY: I am going to overrule this

22 objection. I think that obviously much of what the -- some

(.)
23 of what the witness is saying is bearsay. I don't think

24 there has been a witness in here who hasn't given us a fair
(D
''' 25 ' amount of hearsay. We have excluded learned articles of

. _ - ._
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2 1 various_ kinds where we had no opportunity at all to examine,

f) 2 but you have every opportunity to~ cross-examine Mr. Rood, and

3 we are trying to understand something that is very difficult,
,

(} 4 and it is evident from Mr. Rood's testimony already that he is

5 a knowledgeable witness, and so we are going to let him

6. proceed..

7 JUDGE HAND: Mr. Rood, before you go on, I want

8 one small question answered. You said that we evacuated the

9 EPZ downwind..Which way is downwind? Is it in the direction

10 that the plume is going?

11 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.

12 JUDGE HAND: Yes. Thank you.

r~x 13 JUDGE KELLEY: Was that just a -- did you assume
( )
u/'

14 they made a terrible mistake, or -- wouldn' t you normally

15 go in the other direction if you had your drutbers?

16 WITNESS ROOD: Well, downwind is away f rom the

17 p lan t . This is a one-dimensional calculation, in the sense --

18 JUDGE KELLEY: I am sorry, I don't mean to be
.

19 f rivolous , but I just -- when you said it, I could sort of

20 picture the plume chasing these people.

21 WITNESS ROOD: That is what happens in the

22 calculation, yeah.

. (]
. 23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.
4

24 WITNESS ROOD: If the people were directed tojm

s- 25 go cross wind, then they might be able to get out of the plume

.
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3- 1 a lot f aster, but as it is, the calculation assumes the
- .s

( ) 2 release and the people in one direction out here, and they are
. w./

3 evacuated in that direction, the plume goes in that direction,

'( ) -4 and they get 'whatever dose they get.

5' -JUDGE HAND: At 15 miles, or during the process?

6 WITNESS ROOD: During the process. They do

7 receive a dose while evacuating, and for instance if they

|
8 are evacuating at 1.2 miles an hour and the plume 'is going at

9 1.2 miles an hour, and it is right overhead, then they get a

10 large dose, worse than if they had stayed where they were, but

11 that is what the calculation models.

12 JUDGE JOHNSON: And this wind direction that is

13 assumed in this calculation is a composite weighted average

l 14 sort of thing, everything that would come out of the PWR 1

15 through 9 --
|

| 16 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.

17 JUDGE JOHNSON: -- of table 7.3?

|
18 WITNESS ROOD: Table 7.4 reflects a weighted

19 composite average of all those and all the meteorological

20 conditions.

21 JUDGE JOHNSON: Including wind direction?

22 WITNESS ROOD: Including wind direction, yes,
D-')-'

\
23 it is based on site-specific meteorology data over a one-

24 year period of time.
(h
\s- 15 JUDGE JOHNSON: Thank you.

.

l

.

- - ._. - . . . - m . .
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4 l' JUDGE KELLEY: You will be getting to a discussion

[J) 2 of dr. Lyon's analytical techniques?
x..

i
'

3 WITNESS ROOD: To some extent, yes. I really --

'() 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me ask you one question now

5 because you have referred ta it.

La
6 WITNESS ROOD: Okay.

'7 JUDGE KELLEY: You say that your model here

8 assumes-that the people evacuating the EPZ at so many miles an

9 hour do get a certain dose.

10 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Depending on where they are and

12 whether they went out at hour 4 or hour 5 or hour 6, I assume.

/~s 13 WITNESS ROOD: Right.'

\

(d'

i 14 JUDGE KELLEY: One of the things I think we were

15 wondering about the other day was that the text seemed to say

16 that evacuation of the EPZ was assumed, and we didn't know

! 17 whether that meant, if you will, totally successful
|

18 evacuation, that is to say, no doses, or whether it meant

19 what you now tell us it means, and the calculation --

'

20 calculation from Dr. Lyon seemed to be a backfit, if you will,

21 from' the numbers of people further out, and the percentage

22 of people living inside the EPZ, trul then one might say,

<

23 well, if they all got out safe, there isn't anybody in the

24 EP3, so that can't be true, but the table seemed to be, and

)
%/ 25 the text seemed to be so.towhat ambiguous in that regard, so I

. - . - - . , _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5- I would like you to address 'that in your presentation.

y ,) :- '2 WITNESS ROOD: Well, I must confess, I didn't

3 really understand the manipulations that Dr. Lyon 'was ,

() 4 performing, to the extent that I could camment on them. To

5 me, the calculation has all the necessary -- within the

6 limits or the assumptions, which are very conservative, it

7 accounts for people evacuating, and it accounts for dose to

8 .those people as they are evacuating. It accounts for dose to

9 people who are not evacuating. I didn't see any need to, you

10 know, subtract out 89,000 and multiply by -- divide by ten

11 and -- or any of that. You know, it escaped me the basis for

12 it. I understand --

f~'} 13 JUDGE KELLEY: But Dr. Lyon's bottom line, as I
v

-14 recall was, somewhere in the neighborhood of sixty to 90,000

15 people would get doses up around 200 rems, and if that is

16 true, then that is a matter of concern, and if it is not,

17 maybe it is less a matter of concern, so we want to have your

18 view on that.

19 WITNESS ROOD: Wc ll, we do have a bottom line.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: All right, thank you.

21 WITNESS ROOD: But -- let us see. I guess we were

22 at the point where people within the EPZ are assumed to7, .

(- 1

23 evacuate for 15 miles from their original location in a

24 downwind direction at a speed of 1.2 miles per hour. Thus,
f~%
i' ')

25 the EPZ is assumed to be completed evacuated 3.3 hours a ar

.

.
|
\
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6 1 the evacuati.on starts.

) 2 Whether being evacuated or not, people from the

3 plant out to a distance of at least 350 miles receive

4 ' radiation from the plume as it passes by and from f allout af ter-(v;
5 the plume has passed. A one-hour delay is assumed prior to

6 evacuation. A warning time that is- specific to each release

7 category is also assumed. For most of the categories, the'

3 warning time is either one hour or two hours.

9 With regard to the evacuation assumptions used in

10 the calculation which led to table 7.4 of the FES, the Staff

11 currently believes then to be quite conservative, perhaps

12 even unrealistically so. This is particularly true for the

-~) 13 very unlikely and very severe accidents having yearly
'v'

14 probabilities in the range of 10 to the minus six to ten to

15 the minus eight.

16 For these cases, most of the injuries and

17 f atalities occur outside the EPZ to people who are assumed to

13 go about their normal activities despite the occurrence of the

19 accident, for extended periods of time.

20 As noted by Dr. Iland at transcript 9796 and 9815,

21 .the third pragraph on page 719 af the FES points out the

22 unrealistic nature of the evacuation assumptions used in

23 determination of acute fatality consequencese. These same

24 assumptions were used, by the way, for all the columns in the
' o

-) 25 table, even though the text refers only to acute f atalities.

_
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. .

We can estimate just how conservative these17 1

(w, "2 evacuation . assumptions are by looking at Appendix F of the FES,

-

3 Figure F-1 on page F-3 of the FES shows that-if the evacuation

(^/t 4 is continued t'o-30 miles, rather than the ten miles assumed
v_

5 in table 7-4, the acute fatalities at the ten to the minus

6 eight per year probability level would be reduced by an order

7 cf magnitude from the 10,000 fatalities of table 7-4 to about

8 3,000.

9 Since the same conservative evaluation assumptions

10 were used in the generation of the other consequence data in

11 table 7-4, we would also expect reductions in the number of

(sic) 12 people that received doses in excess of 25 and 200 rems.

/~'3 13 In summary, the Staff believes that table 7-4 of
C'

14 the FES significantly overestimates the consequences of very

15 improbable and very severe accidents.

16 Three sources of conservatism have been identified

17 and mentioned here. These are first the probability for

18 accidents in the most severe category, namely PWR 1, is

19 higher than we now believe to be appropriate. Second, the

20 sheltering assumptions for people who were not evacuating were

21 assumed to be those for people going about their normal

22 business, which is probably not accurate, and third, and.most

23 important,- no timely protective action was assumed for people

24 beyond the EPZ during severe accidents which clearly
0,1

5- I 15 threaten them.

-
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8 1 In conclusion, the Staff believes that table 7-4

*
- , -3

(G 2 should not be used for emergency planning purposes due' to the

'3 degree of conservatism ir. the assumptions used in the

_ ([ 4 calculations on which the table is based. 4

5 So, that concludes our statements. .

6 JUDGE KELLEY: I am trying to renenber who goes

7 -first in the case of a Staff witness.
- F.

.

8 MR. PIGOTT: The'Intervenors.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Intervenors, right.

10 MS. GALLAGilER: I would like to cross-examine Mr.

11 Rood, but-I need a few moments to go out to my car to get some

12 documents which I don't have.,

-] 13 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. A short break, then. Off

V
14 the record.

;

15 i (Brief recess)

16

17

18

19

20

.21

b~ 22

Q,

22

24

25

1
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'

;T 1 JUDGE KELLLY: Back on the record. '

(J 2 CROSS-EXAMINATION !
i-

3 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

() 4 Q Mr. Rood, would; yea please state your educational

5 qualifications?c.
I.
'~

6 A I have a Bachelors' degree in nuclear engineering'

'.,y r
,

I,- 7 f rom North' Carolina State University.

3 -Q And have you any graduate degrees in nuclear

0 9 engineering, or any other field?

10 A' No.

11 Q Have you studied in any graduate programs,

12 probabilistic theory?

/'~ ' 13 A I studied undergraduate, at the undergraduate
N

14 leve l, statistics.
,

15 0 You mean basic statistics?

16 A Depends on what you want tc call basic. I took a

17 number of courses in statistics. I got a -- as an undergradua-

13' te, a scholarship in statistics f rom the Westinghouse

*

19 Corporation.

20 Q But you have no graduate degrees in statistics?

21 A No.

22 Q I don't mean degrees. I mean classes.

O 23 A- No.

24 Q Are you familiar with the CRAC code?

15 A I have some knowledge of it. I am not an expect.

_
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-

'

1 I~have never run it.

[ )- 2 0 In regard to your -- have you reviewed the

3 transcript concerning Dr. Lyon's testimony?

'-f ) 4' A Yes, I have.
v.

5 0 And is it your understanding from reviewing the

6 transcript that Dr. Lyon made -- relied upon the

7 interconnection between table 7.3 and 7.4 for his

3 interpretation of the results that are set forth in table 7.4?

9 A I guess my impression was that he checked in a

10 very approximate manner the -- to his own satisfaction, the

11 manipulation that got f rom table 7.3 to 7.4, and concluded that

12 he agreed with it, didn't disagree with it.

(~% 13 Q Are you saying that it is your understanding that

'w,

14 a reading of table 7.4 required other than for purposes of

15 validating the figures, are you saying that a reading of

16 table 7.4 relied upon, or were there corresponding references

17 made to- table 7.3 by Dr. Lyon?

13 A I can't recall. I mean, you kr.3w, hcurs of

19 testimony. I am not really sure tie thrust of the question.
2

20 0 I am trying to determine whether it is your

21 opinion that Dr. Lyon made use of table 7.4 by converting

22 things from 7.3.

23 MR. HOEFLING: If the witness knows.''

24 WITNESS ROOD: I think eventually in a proceeding,

. f'N
\sl 25 the way I recall it in the transcript, he seemed to be saying

|
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|3' l- that well, he didn't 'really rely on 7.3, other than as a

) 2 . check on 7.43

3 BY MS. GALLAGIIER:

. o)( 4 Q Then is that your understanding of his --

5 A That is my recollection of what the transcript

6 said, but I really -- you know, you really should ask him.

7 Q So that if that is true, then table 7.4 as used

8 by Dr. Lyon was a mere scaledown. The figures that Dr. Lyon

9 derived from his reading of 7.4 was a scaledown of the

10 figures that are in 7.4 by Dr. Lyon.

11 MR. PIGOTT: I would object to that. I don't see

12 any basis for the assumption as to -- the assumption that is

(~N 13 made by the Intervenor's witness -- Intervenor's attorney
( )
uj

14 in that question.

t

15 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, the witness said that his

16 recollection was that he relied upon it only for the;

17 purposes of corroborating the figures, and I think that

18 justifies the further assumption that he didn't rely on it

19 for anything else.

20 113 . PIGOTT: Well, that -- there is my objection.

21 The assumptions are not borne out in the record, and I don't

, .
22 think they are proper for this question-

- )
~

23 g MS. GALLAGHER: I believe there is reference in the
,

-

|

24 record to the uses that Dr. Lyons put the tables to. |
/m 1

'x '

25 JUDGE KELLEY: I am hesitating here for a moment.-

;

_ - . ._,
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4 1 It is 'not clear to me whether the witness is
rx

) 2 prepared here this morning to offer any detailed critique of(

3 Dr. Lyon's testimony.

|/) 4 MS. GALLAGHER: And indeed, I don't intend to
v,

5 put into it. I am just trying to prevent confusion -- there

6 was a question from the Board asking, well, then you can't

7 really take the figures from 3 and rely upon them in 4, and I

3 just want to bring out that that wasn't what was done by Dr.

9 Lyon, and I believe it is in the record already, but just for

10 the purposes of this morning's examination, I thought it would

11 be helpful to have that clear.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Can the witness answer the question,

(~%, 13 do you know.Dr. Lyon's testimony to a degree that you can
\~/ ,

14 give an answer to it?

15 WITNESS ROOD: No, I really am not prepared to

16 . comment on what>Dr. Lyons did that much. It was very

17 confusing to me, you know, the whole manipulations that he

33 went through, and you know, I would hesitate to hazard an

19 opinion as to what he did or why.

20 MS. GALLAGHER: For the purpose of clarification,
,

i
l

21 would a statement of counsel help, just -- not to -- you know,
'

22 in any technical detail at all, but just simply to say
,,

''
23 what it was that he did?

24 lIR. PIGOTT: I will object to tne witness'

(''l)-^

'5 recharacterizing what was the most confused piece of'- 4
.

, , , - - - w. ~ . - -- -y --
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|

SJ 1 testimony to hit'this record in the history of the proceeding, '

o
,7 m

-{ )- 'and I really would object to a statement of counsel trying to2
g,m

3 straighten out that particular segment of testimony.

( %|
/

j 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, when we started with Mr. Rood
.v

5 this morning, I think the Board 'was not entirely clear where --
,

6 what Mr. Rood would present . Certaj aly we thought he would

7 come 'in arid present some explanations and interpretations of

8 the unbles in the FES and what the Staf f did, and I thin. it

9 is fair to say he has done that. I didn't know, although we --

10 I didn 't know whether wo would get from Mr. Rood

11 a sort of detailed analysis and critique of Dr. Lyon's

12 method.

''; 13 We didn't get that, at least not on direct, and I
(O

14 am not sure -- well, cross is limited to the scope of direct.

15 There is not much on direct with regard to what Dr. Lyons

16 did, and we can get into a terrible morass, I think, trying

17 - _to go back over that ground. This is more sort of a long

18 statement than a ruling on an objection, but I wanted to just

19 state what I think would be our concerns in this regard.

20 MS. GALLAG11ER: I think I could explain in about
,

21 three or four sentences the use of table 7.3 in this.

22 MR. PIGOTT: I don't think that is of any value.,_

~ '
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, it is offered as a statement

24 of counsel. It is not evidence. We will allow it as such.
/~~N
i 4

's / 25 Go ahead.
-

-
. . . ~ _ ._y -__.,e --., ,,-,_y, _-__
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i 6 . 1.: MS. GALLAGHER: Okay. All Dr. Lyon used table

:-g

j) ^2: 7.3 for was. to check out the validity of the results of 7.4,

3 comparing it to his own study that he hau done earlier, which

l, ,) 4 is not in evidence, anl which has not been admitted. That is
v

5 tae .only use that was made of Table 7.3. Everything else

6 that hW said about numbers is directly from 7.4, scaled down

7 to brin] the population within the 10-mile EPZ, because it

8 hadn't been done--- it would have been irrelevant.

9 JUDGE HAND: How are you using that word " scaled

10 down," Mrs. Gallagher?

1] ! MS. GALLAGHER: Wall, looking at table 7.4, you

12 have obviously large populations greatly in excess of what
n

I /'' 13 there are in the EPZ, and so that cauld not -- all the damage
N.);

14 couldn't have happened within the ten miles, so therefore,-

15 it was necessary to make certain adjustments in order to -

16 bring it within the ten miles, and how he did that was by

17 taking a tenth, approximately, of the population, because it

18 was a million, and scaling it down to approximately 100,000,

19 and then --

20 JUDGE HAND: And you don't remember his saying

21 that he had done that the previous evening?

22 MS. GALLAGHER: Pardon?

O
23 JUDGE HAND: It doesn't to me represent a very

24 useful calculatiori, in terms of what I am now learning about
f%
'' 25 those tables.

-
|

.

_ _ _ . _ _ - -_
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.7 1 MS. GALLAGHER: It was an adaptation of our

,

I 2 previous efforts.

3 JUDGE HAND: A very ad hoc sort of thing, that I

.( ) 4 think you could challenge an I don't know, seventh grade,

5 -eighth grade mathematics student, say if you have got

6 89,000 people here, and they are included in all this, and so

7 forth, and get right back to where Dr. Lyons got. It simply

8 doesn't take account in my mind of the special things that that

9 table has to tell us I

- 10 MR. PIGOTT: If I might comment on the statement

11 of Counsel, it was my -- if we have a clarification, I thought
,

12 that the range of probabilities of PWR 1 through 1, as shown

T 13 on table 3, were in fact the basis for selecting the last
b(^

14 three lines of 7.4, 10 to the minus 6, ten to the minus 7,

15 and ten to the minus 8, and there was an interrelation, and

16 there was a use of table 7.3 to get to 7.4, at least in the

17 selection of the lines to be used.

18 MS. GALLAGHER: In the selection, but not in --

19 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.
,

20 MS.GALLAGHER: Not in any other recpect.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, and for the est of it, we

22 will read the transcript and see what we find.,_

('
23 MS. GALLAGHER: Okay.

24 BY MS.GALLAGHER:n
k ') 25 0 Looking at table 7.4, Mr. Rood, what population is'-

L. s

- . . - ,
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8 1 taken into-consideration, and what geographical area?

,y,
( ) -2 A The population taken into consideration in the
~_-

3 . calculation that led 'to table 7.4 is the site-specific San
.

f) 4 Onofre population for the year 2000 out to 350 miles. Beyond
v

5 that a U.S. average population was used.

6 Q So you mentioned that the assumption was that

7 there would be some kind of evacuation carried out within --

8 ard it wasn't clear to me, within the ten-mile EPZ, or out

9 to 15 miles?

10 A The evacuation consisted of evacuating overyone

11 who initially was in the 10-mile EPZ. The evacuation itself

12 resulted in people being transported 15 miles further away

/~ 13 than he started from.
^ N,T

. )
14 0 15 miles further away from --

15 A The plant .

16 0 -- the end of -- from the plant?

17 A Yes.

18 Q So actually, the evacuation was out to 15 miles?

19 A No. No, if a person was at mile one, he would

20 move out 15 miles --

21 Q To mile 16.

22 A -- to mile 16. If he was at mile 10, he would mov a

''
23 out to mile 25.

24 Q Just looking at the large numbers of injuries

. p'ws'
-

'

25 and deaths in the table, of what use would evacuation of just

_ -. . . . _ . . _ - _ _ , _ . _ - . .. ... , . .
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'9. 1 the 10-mile EPZ be, if all of the -- if 130,000 deaths
.

4) 2- occurred, obviously people are not going to be safe when they

3 are evacuated out to mile 16, isn't that correct?

) 4 MR. PIGOTT: Objection as argumentative and

5 beyond the scope of the direct in this case, this witness's

6 direct.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: I think it is a fair question.

8 It is overruled.

.9 WITNESS ROOD: Could you repeat the question?

10 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

11 Q I am just trying to understand how protective

12 measures in-this table were taken into account, from what you

('"%v)
13 said.

14 A We ll --

15 0 If there are this number of injuries as a result

16 of an accident, and you are evacuating only the 10-mile EPZ,

17 or for that matter the -- a larger section, hvw -- what kind

IS of protection would people have by being taken to mile 16,
I

19 when obviously injuries are occurring more far away, and how
|
'

20 would that have an impact on the outcome?

21 A well, as you know, the dose f alls of f with

22 distance. As you get further away, you get less dose, so.

(~h'

\~)c

23 evacuating- anybody any distance rasults in reduced dose. I

24 can't really cuantify the degree of effectiveness of,s

''
- 25 evacuation versus no evacuation, because I don't know of any

-_. . ..
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' 10 - 1 studies of that. I think the -- the point that we might
,-.

-.
L 2 remember is that these extremely unlikely accidents are the

3 ones which result in injury beyond the ten miles. The more

,,
4 likely ones, the ones that are -- in fact, the ones upon which( ,)

5 - the ' 10-mile EPZ distance was selected don' t.

6 0 I realize this is a model, and not a plan basis,

7 but in your opinion, in the event of a real accident such as

8 this, would the plans as they presently exist take into

9 account the ineffectiveness of evacuation?

10 MR. HOEFLING: Could we have some clarification as

11 to the accidents such as this?

12 MS. GALLAGHER: Well, the one that is -- either

eT 13 the ten to the ninus seven or ten to the minus eight
Nv]

14 accident, on page 7.4, in an accident such as that, wou ldn ' t

15 efforts be made to evacuate people farther?

16 WITNESS ROOD: Yes, I think they would, and that

17 is -- as I said in my testimony, that is one of the reasons Tna

18 feel that this table should not be used for emergency planning

19 purposes, because it did not take into account something that

20 abviou' sly would happen.

21 MS. GALLAGHER: Excuse me just a moment. I need to,

_

22 find my notes.
O
'~' 23 BY MS. GALLAGHER:

24 Q You said in your testimony that the PWR category
O
(.J 25 is now believed to be too high. By uhom is it believed to be

,

,- , , . - - - - -, ,-,
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'11' 1 -too high?

2 A- By Staff experts.;

3 0 And have they done new probabilistic studies such

(] 4 as the WASII 14.(sic) and the later studies to come to that
N. /

5 conclusion?

6 A Well, I think you don't have to do an entire

7 WASII 1400 to reach that f airly limited conclusion. What they

8 have done, my understanding of what they have done is they

9 have evaluated certain accident sequences that lead to the

10 PWR, that contribute to.the PWR 1 category, and have

11 concluded that their likelihood is lower than they previously

12 had estimated, and lower than is reflected in the numbers in

13 table 7.3, and also as I mentioned, the footnote D to table7-.

.l\''')
14 3 is essentially an early . indication of this fact, this

15 conclusion .

16 Q And which footnote is that? Would you read it,

17 please?

18 A Yeah, if you look at table 7.3, footnote D says --.

19 and D refers to the probability for PWR 1 category, says:

20 Current understanding of the phenomena of containment failure

21 by steam explosion embodied in this release category

22 indicates that the proSability should be lower than stated.
A
AJ 23 0 Does that have to do with the disagreement

24 merely as to the probability of breach of containment by
n
k, ) 25 steam explosion?
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10 353
12 1 A It has to do with the revised estimate of,the

t )- 2 likelihood of the steam explosion scenario. |

3 'O In developing the range of accident scenarios

4 )- 4 f or inclusion in the CRAC code, - how are they chosen?

5. A The PWR categories given in table 7.3 are input

6 to' the CRAC code, is that what you mean? How are those chosen ?

7 Q Well, you mentioned before that you might choose

8 a PWR 4 with the . wind blowing at X miles an hour and might

9 choose another one?

10 A The code chooses those.

11 Q- The code chooses those on what ?

12 A The code combines nine accident categories with

13 91 meteorological conditions, 91 start times. The 91 were''

sv
14 chosen in order to give a representation, a complete

15 representation of the meteorology that could occur at the

16 site over the course of a year, and so those 91 start times

17 and meteorological conditieas were chosen on the basis of

18 trying to accurately represent the meteorological probabilitie s

19 that would occur over a full year at the site. The PWR

20 release categories were chosen based on the work that was

21 done for WA3H 1400.

22

C\
x_/ 23

24

O):
\_/ 25

,

1

y
'

,. -- . ,. , ,,
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t "S 1 y M3. GALLAGHER: I have nothing further.
'

'''
2 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Pigott?

3 MR. PIGOTT: Thank you. I have a few questions.
-n
(_) 4 CROSS EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. PIGOTT:

6 Q Mr. Rood, with respect to both Tables 7.3 and

7 7.41, I believe you have stated that they are not to be used

3 -for emergency planning considerations. For the record, what

9 is their proper use?

-10 A Those tables are included and we started in-

yy -cluding them fairly recently -- San Onofre is only the

12 second such -- second plant to have them. In order to

13 implement the Commission's interim policy statement of June

/~') 34 13, 1980, regarding NEPA requirements. These are basically
NJ

35 for the purposes of evaluating environmental impacts based

is on NEPA. That is the objective. And they, as I said earlier ,

17 include quite a degree of conservatism, much more so than

13 we would feel appropriate for emergency planning purposes.

19 Q Now I believe you mentioned the population figures

20 that were relied on especially in Table 7.4. Is my under-

21 standing correct that you used population expected in the .

12 year 2000?

23 A That's correct.

24 Q Out to a distance of 350 miles?

25 A That'a correct.'-

.

(
K.J

I
.

L
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'

2 ?~' -1 Q. And beyond 350 miles you used the average US
3

J.
' ~ '

2 population or did you go beyond 350 miles at all?

3 A The calculation did go beyond 350 miles by a
I, '! -
> ~ ' 4 small-amount. Actually, what happens in the calculation

5 is the plume is followed out to ,350 miles and then it is
.6 assumed to rain out so that all the radioactivity contained

7 in the plume is deposited on the ground or where it might

8 possibly impact people. My understanding is that the US

9 average population density values were applied at that point.

10 Q 1. your opinion is it probative to be using those

'11 figures, those population figures in the context of emergency:

P anning .and preparedness at a particular site?l12

13 A For most of these accident scenarios it really

-( ') 14 doesn't matter because there is so little dove at that
s-

15 point. I think for environmental impact, where you are

16 looking at overall person rem to the population, that's

17 where it really comes in. Ycu get doses of the sort that

18 would give injury or worse. I don't think it matters that

19 much and it might not be necessary at all in an emergency

20 planning calculation to worry about that.

21 Q Looking specifically at the first column in

22 Table 7.3, that states -- Column 2, I should say, of Table

23 7.3 -- that states the probabilities for eacn of the accident

g scenarios with, as you have discussed, a much. lower prn-'24
~

25 bability to PWR 1 than is reflected in that table, is that

O
\ !v

_ _ - , . . . , . . - - ..
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' ~'} 3 1 . correct?i

~J

2 'A- That's correct.

3- Q Would you feel.it appropriate to use the values
,_

\' 4 -of the probability of those PWR 1 through 4 as the basis for

5 using the Persons Exposed columns in the last three lines,

-0 -0
6 for 10 , 10- , 10 , as shown in Table 7.4?

7 A I wouldn't want to do that. I mean, to me the

3 way the calculation was done, in which all the categories

9 were considered and all the meteorological conditions

10 considered is more or less the appropriate way to do the

11 calculation, given the conservatisms involved. I wouldn't

12 want to do a very small part of the calculation,which is
.

13 what it sounds like ycu are describing, and say that was

-( ) 14 as good as doing the whole calculation.
ws

15 0 Table 7.4 assumes evacuation of the EPZ, is

16 that correct, 10 miles of the EPZ?

17 A That's correct.

18 Q But no evacuation outside EPZ. Everybody goes

19 to the store and carries on as though nothing had happened?

20 A Correct.

21 Q And do you consider that to be a realistic
,

22 assumption?

23 A Certainly not for the more severe accidents.

24 It niicht be a 12 'le more appropriate for some of the veryg, .

(~
25 low severity accidents. But if you had a major release

'

/~

(_T)
.

.

W
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j''( 4 -1 such as the kind that we arn talking about, probability in

-7 -6" the range of'10~ 10 , 10 I don't think that is realistic2 , ,

3 at all. As a matter of fact, at TMI you notice that
,_

's-) essentially for almost no release you had people considering
I

^4

5 evacuation, spontaneous evacuation and things like that.

6 So I would say that people are going to evacuate and evacua-

7. tion orders are going to be given long before any of these

8 . doses could be reached.

9 Q So f,r evaluation even of the actual effects of

10 the high severity / low probability accidents, these figures

11 would appear to be,on a rather unrealistic basis?

12 A That's correct.

13 Q And if -- then as I understand your bottom line

f) 14 conclusion is that comparison of the population figures shown
.\_/

15 in column 2 and 3 of 7.4, the last three lines do not give

16 us realistic values or even relative values for emergency

17 planning purposes.

18 A As I said before, the table should not be used

19 for emergency planning purposes. It was not intended as

20 such and we don't recommend it.

21 fir. PIGOTT: Thank you, Mr. Rood. I have no

12 further questions.

23 JUDGE JOHNSON: To follow one more step, Mr. Rood ,

24 on Mr. Pigott'r recent questions, if you took.a specific_s

25 accident at this plant and fe(. the wind velocity, the poten-

,

%.)

.
.
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-4 5
~

tial release, direction -- which is incorporated in velocity,g

,
J-

2 -of course -- into your code would you expect to get numbers
,_

i 3- comnarable to these for a specific situation?
ys
-(.-l 4 WITNESS ROOD: I think if you went through and

P cked the worst case trom the standpoint of the accidenti5;

6 and the worst case from the standpoint of m teorology and

7 _you assumed no evacuation, you assumed all of the assumptions
'

that are inherent in the code, I think you might.s

9 JUDGE JOHNSON: Because the code is weighted
,

10 to pick the " worst condition"-anyway out of all the composite

33 nine PWR category accidents, 'he composite of the wind velo-

12 cities to the most probable --

13 WITNESS ROOD: I think the code ca?.cu3ates all

[) 14 the possibilities and then weights them with the appropriate
v

15 likelihood.

16 JUDGE JOHNSON: Let's go back to Table 7.3 for

17 a moment please, sir. The text on page 7-10, about six

18 lines trom the bottom of the second paragraph en t: c c page,

19 says that the event sequences in categories PWR 1 through 7

20 lead to partial or complete melting of the reactor core

21 while those in the last two do not involve any core melting.

22 And then, to paraphrase, all involve breach of containment.

23 Go that says to me that PWR 8 and 9 don't involve core

24 melting, is this correct?

O 25- WITN?.SS ROOD: That's what it looks like it says.

7-]\ |

,

N

.

(

1

-
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f'~) 6 |1 JUDGE JOHNSON: Okay. Now looking at 7.3, for
i/''

2 several reasons.that we can find in perusing the transcript

.. 'A I am confused. .The seven columns to the right of the table

:(3o'' ' 14 are headed by-Fraction of Core Inventory Released. Does

5'" 5 this assume a fractional melting of the core or is this a

6 fraction of-the entire inventory in the entire core?

7 -WITNESS ROOD: As I understand it, it is a

8 fraction of the entire core. In order to get some of those

9 larcer numbers you wotdd have to have melting.

10 JUDGE JOHNSON: That's what I had assumed and

11 then -- so if you assume a 1 percent core melt you reduce

12 these numbers immediately, correct?

13 WITNESS ROOD: Well, you certainly reduce the
*

(m) 14 larger ones.
\~/'

15 JUDGE JOHNSON: I think that's all, Mr. Rood.

16 Thank you.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Mr. Rood, you said you thought

| 18 that use of Tables 3 and 4 was not appropriate for emergency
~

19 planning purposes because, as I understood you, you consider

20 them unrealistic for that purpose.

21 WITNESS ROOD: Yes. They are more conservative

22 than we would consider appropria!.a.

23 JULJE KELLEY: Okay. So are you saying -- these

24 are all very low probability, high consequence accidents

O 25 which we used to call Class 9 accidents, correct?

fs

v
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~'}-'7; I WITNESS ROOD: I think so, yes.
x.-

2 JUDGE KELLEY: In at least an approximate sense.

3 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.
:y

1..! -

And are those accidents accidents
.

4 '-
.4 JUDGE KELLEY:

5 that one would describe as being beyond design basis of the

6 facility?

7 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I note in the SER at page 15-21,

9 Table 15.3, there is a table entitled Radiological Conse-

10 quences of Design Basis Accidents, and it lists a number of

11 accidents which I believe are in turn analyzed in the documenu.

12 And the doses are, for the most part, pretty low. Certainly

13 the whole body doses are 1, 3, 7, as compared to a value like

Q( ,, ' 14 25. Now I assume that you would consider that the emergency

15 plans ought to be capable of handling those kinds of accidents.

16 WITNESS ROOD: Yes.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: But in your view, should emergency

18 plans make any particular account for anything beyond a

19 design basis accident other than one's capability to expand

20 on what you've already got in place?

21 WITNESS ROOD: Say that again now. Should the

22 emergency plan --

23 JUDGE KELLEY: This is a hard thing to get at.

24 It is something that we have talked about over the course
7-

~\_J
25 of the hearing and in various documents and pleadings and so

f

\

)>

\)

i
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^ 8 y 'on. The argument has sometimes been made that you ought to
7

;8 ,

' " ' l
~

P an to a certain level, let us_say, design basis. And that2

,3 'means explicit planning in terms of people and radios and
,,

(_,) trucks and buses and distances and allthe rest. But that you4

5 shouldn't have to plan beyond that essentially becauce it is

6 very, very unlikely and, in any event, should such a thing

7 happen you would have in place an existing planning basis

and what you would do is just' expand on that on an ad hocg

9 basis rather than makes plans in ad,.ance of any very specific

kind to meet these remote contingencies. Does that help?10

WITNESS ROOD: Yeah. Okay. Let me see if I canyy

comment on that. Design basis accidents , c.s discussed in12

Chapter 15, the doses that you are looking at there are
13

y4 probably doses atithe site boundary or the LPZ exclusion areai .

~,

JUDGE KELLEY: Correct.y$

WITNESS ROOD: Thay are not doses out in the16

17 Populated areas.

jg JUDGE KELLEY: Which would be even smaller,

19 right?

20 WITNESS ROOD: Yes. Definitely.

gy JUDGE KELLEY: They. fall off.

22 WITNESS ROOD: Much smaller. Design basis

23 accidents of that type are accidents where the plant is

24 specifically required to have protective and mitigative
[)
L'

25 systems, ECCS, that kind of thing. That is one type of

A
N.|

._-
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's 9. 1 : design basis accident. Then there is a design basis accident
!
''

2 for emergency planning purposes which is not necessarily the

_ 3 same. I think if you look at NUREG 0396, I believe it is,
; 8

i/ 4 a number of studies were done in coming up with the recom--

5 mendations in that document and comingup with a ten mile
.

6 EPZ that do account for scenarios worse than design basis

7 in the Chapter 15 sense.

3 On the ether hand, one'has to draw the line at

-8
9 some point and I think when you get talking about 10

10 accidents, which is 1 in 100 million, I think you really --

11 well, my personal opinion is that you don't have to specif

12 ically plan, you can simply -- that can be accomodated by the,

13 capability of the planning base that you established. I

,a
! ) 14 mean at some point --
.%/

15 JUDGE KELLEY: But you are saying -- okay, go

16 ahead. Finish.

17 WITNESS ROOD: Well, I was just going to say that

18 at some point you do have to draw the line as to what you

19 are going to olan for and expend resources.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's be clear. We're not
i

21 suggesting for a moment that let's say you've got an accident

12 that could conceivably involve the kinds of numbers that are

23 in this FES. I don't think anybody is suggesting we should
' '

24 immediately go out and construct enough hospi.tals and doctors

b')
l'~' 25 and pills and everything else to just sort of stand ready

I

n
l I
V

-

h.
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;3 ' 10 ~ 1 until that 1 in 10 million takes place, that's at least not
\ !

2 what I'm talking about. What concerns me, though, is.how'"

. 3 do w as a Board approach this. I mean quite frankly, these

X_) 4 design basis accidents on Table 15.3, the whole body doses

5 seem rather trivial. I assume that's not why we came out

6 here to look.at emergency plans; therefore, there has to be

7 something more significant that is involved in emergency ~

g planning and I am just trying to get a grip on that.

9 Conversely, your scenario of the most extreme*

10 one, perhaps so unrealistic that one need not plan against

11 it, but there is a ran 9 in between, I would think, and one

12 of the difficulties we've got is that to some extent it

13 appears that we have to look at this ad hoc, case by case.

L /'') 14 The Commission didn't tell us how much was enough. So that's
%J

15' what I'm seeking your view on as to just how we approach a

16 problem like that.

17 And I think you have indicated, take this 10 mile

18 EPZ, now we've talked about that and evacuation beyond 10.

19 Does the 10 mile number factor in the pssibility of Class

20 9 releuses -- okay, Class 9 very serious, very low probability

21 accident?

22 WITNESS 900D: Yes, it does. It considers

23 accidents much more severe than the Chapter 15 accidents.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. We had a witness a while_

\~ 25 back, Mr. Woodruff?

(% ^
t

-)
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~M ;11 { MR. PIGOTT: Woodard.
I

m./

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Woodard. And there was a chart

3 showing a knee? Did the knee -- was that one of your
-

( s)
~ 'u ' 4 exhibits? Do ycu Know what I mean?

5 MR. CASEY: Exhibit 119 and 120.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Two knees.

7 MR. CASEY: They are two ways of showing the same

g thing.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. In any event, as I recall

10 it, it showed a sharp drop of doses at about 10 miles. Now

yy is that, given a range of accidents, including some fairly

12 serious ones, can one anticipate a drop in doses at that

13 point? M'aybe it is unfair to refer to an exhibit you may
n

fV) 34 not have seen.

15 WITNESS ROOD: I really have to look into, you

16 know, the specifics of it. It is - general rule the further

17 away you go the less problem there is. I'm not sure I know

13 the basis for a knee at any particular point.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: This seemed to be in contrast to

i 20 what you just called the general rule. The general rule

21 then I guess would be sort of a straight linear decline

22 in dose rates as you drove away from the plant, is that

23 correct? This exhibit -- Mr. Casey perhaps can find it; I

- 24 won't talk about it until Mr. Casey finds.it., You can take
<

25 a minute to look at it.''

(
(

'

s._

,
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f 's, 12 i The reason I'm raising it, Mr. Rood, just one
'

i

~

2 further comment with you, is that we've got these very high

_ 3 numbers so far out and when I saw the knee I thought well,
i \
' '

4 that can't happen. And now I'm wondering why these numbers'-

5 occurred if it is.a fact that dose rates drop down to little

6 or nothing at around 10 miles.

7 WITNESS ROOD: First of all, this is a log -
~

P ot and that -- you know, talking about a knee in a8 109 l

L 9 curve on a linear plot or a semi-log plot or a log-log plot

10 you change the scales and you can change the curve. And

33 I see this calculation. I really have not reviewed it and,

12 you-know, I'm just not really able to comment onshether it

33 is appropriate or not.

[ ') 14 .TUDGE KELLEY: Does one need accompanying texts
. (_/.

15 or something other than the paper itself to make sense out

16 of that?

17 ///
:

18

19

20

21

22

'

23

24

- ,,

O
t 1
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'T6 kl .1 MR. PIGOTT: We would point that as I recall

~.,

2 .the exhibits as dose versus probability, which accounts for

3 severe dropping off, because once you assume the accident,
,_._

f ')'r> 4 then the doses are one line. If you take dose against

5: probability, then chances of people further out can be

6 expected to drop significantly, especially for the high

7 severity, low probability accidents.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, that is helpful. That casts

9 a very different light --

10 MR. PIGOTT: And I think -

11 JUDGE KELLEY: -- on it than I guess I had under-

12 stood.

13 MR. PIGOTT: Yes.

/

(v\) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: I thought no matter how big the

15 accident, that past 10 miles you were in pretty good shape.

16 That is not what that is about.

17 MR. PIGOTT: No, that is true. I don't think so.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Then --

'19 WITNESS ROOD: And when I was talking about fall-

20 off with distance, I was thinking of dose versus distance,

21 okay? And this is probability versus distance.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay, then that is very different.

i 23 WITNESS ROOD: Different --

24 JUDGE KELLEY: It is a probability curve, really?O 25 Okay. Then I don't think -- I think my question disappeared.

(~)v

['

i

i
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v~ 3 -k2: 3 Mr. Hoefling? |

(' ~
MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, I have no queations

' :
!

2

3 for Mr. Rood. I just would want to comment on the statement
,_

'-- 4 by the Board that we appear to be addressing emergency

5 Planning in somewhat of an ad hoc case by case basis under

6 the Commission's regulations. I would argue that we have

7 much more structure than that to deal with. We do have the

8 planning standards which ought to be applied generically

9 and a guidance document, which the Commission has made

10 reference, and the 0396 document as a guidance document

yy which the commission also indicated should be incorporated

12 into the regulatory base, so I think we do have a substantial

13 amount of structure to deal with in emergency planning area.

x-
.( ) y, JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I $on't -- I think you find
wJ

15 more there than I do, and let me just say that when I look

16 at the regulation I find nothing beyond -- it tells me 10

17 miles and that is about it. But there are these other things

13 and I am not saying they shouldn't be resorted to. I am

19 just saying that the regulation itself doesn's seem to give

20 the Board very much guidance.

21 ,MR. HOEFLING: We would have no questions of

22 Mr. Rood.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Mr. Rood, thank vou very

24 much. Appreciate your help. Let's take a sh t break andg~),

1 -
''

25 then we will take the next witness. Off the uxi .

['i
U

l

I
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'S- -)c3 1 (Whereupon, a brief recess tras taken. )
n

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. We are back on the record.' ~ ~ '

3 Mr. Iloefling?.
-

'J 4 MR. HOEFLING: Staff would call Mr. Kenneth'
-

5 Nauman, Jr. to the stand.

6 MR. PIGOTT: While Mr. Nauman is approaching the

7 --stand, Applicants would like to renew their motion to strike

3 the entirety of the witness of Dr. Lyon. I believe the
-

9 Board had deferred that ruling until.they could hear from the

10 Staff on some explanation on table 7.3 and 7.4 of the final

11- environmental statement. I would submit that based on the

12 testimony of Mr. Rood in addition to the grounds that were

13 stated at the earlier time, it is now clear that Dr. Lyon

[ h 14 and his estimates or testimony was using inappropriate popu-
% ,/

15 lation figures. He was making inappropriate use of proba-

16 bilities between table 7.3 and 7.4, that the -- it was clear

17 that the populations exposed in columns two and three of>

18 table 7.4 are primarily outside the EPZ, with no credit

19 being taken for evacuation, and ther _ fore scaling to show

20 exposures within the EPZ from that table is in effect a

21 non-sequiter and without any kind of probative value, and

22 we would just renew and reemphasize our motion to strike that.

23 testimony.

24 MR. HOEFLING: Staff would also urge that the

O'
25 testimony not be admitted, or be stricken. I think it is i

'#

!O)v

.
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108' l' clear.that Dr. Lyon misapplied the table, and that the table'')'^ 1

2 was put to a use for which it is not suited, and consequently

~4 3 shouldn't receive this Board's consideration.
| Y
d" ' 4 MS. GALLAGHER: Dr. Lyon, not Lyons, did not use

5 an inappropriate population, and I object to Mr. Pigott's

6 characterization of his use of table 3. I think it is for

7 the Board to decide the proper use of this table. We have

3 heard testimony from NRC Staff that it is not meant for

9 planning purposes. However, I think that should go to the

10 weight, rather than the admissibility.

33 In this proceeding we have had no evidence from

12 Applicants of planning for serious accidents, life-threatenir g

33 accidents, and I therefore would urge the Board to consider

n
( ) 14 this evidence with whatever weight it assigns to it for that

!

15 purpose.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: We are in a position now, having

17 heard the Staff to make the decision and we will deliberate

13 and I think have a decision pretty quickly. I hink the --'

19 correct me if I am wrong, but I would think the constraining

20 factor would be if the Applicants are thinking in terms of

23- rebuttal, we would need to know what they need to rebutt, or

22 they might want to know it for that reason. Otherwise,

23 obviously we -- well, we will have it very shortly. But

e - 24 that is what seems to us to be the driving consideration at

' " '

25 this point.
.

_

\
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'

' ') k 5 1 Whereupon,
.. ,

2 KENNETH NAUMAN, JR.

3 having been.first duly' sworn by the Chairman, was called as
~3

''"' 4 a witness herein and was extmined and testified as follows.

5 MR. HOEFLING: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Nauman is with

6 the Federal Emergency Management Agency and is appearingy

7 here today under the terms of a, memorandum of understanding

3 between FEMA and the NRC; under that memorandum of understand-

9 ing FEMA would provide witnesses to NRC proceedings to in-

10 form the Board as to their views with respect to the area
|

11 of offsite emergency preparedness. We have with us today '

12 representing Mr. Nauman, Mr. Spence Perry. Mr. Perry would

13 be available during Mr. Nauman's appearance to deal with
ew

14 questions that perhaps would require a FEMA perspective as(v)
15 they come up during the course of the presentation.

16 At this point what I plan to do is to go through

17 a series of documents with Mr. Nauman, have him describe all
:

13 of them as a group, and then tender him for cross examinatiort,

19 rather than deal with the documents one at a time.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you also have an overview in

21 mind?

22 MR. HOEFLING: No, but I feel confident

25 Mr. Nauman could provide an overview.

fw 24 JUDGE KELLEY: I think perhaps after you get to

b
25 the document introduction if you could just -- a sentence or

/"N
G

1

1
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f'm k6 3' two on the various topics that zou plan to address might
~'

,. 2 be' helpful.

3 MR. HOEFLING:- Fine.
,_
' )\ /- 4 DIRECT EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. HOEFLING:

6 0 .Mr. Nauman, do you have before you a document

7 dated August 24, 1981 entitled Testimony of FEMA's Kenneth

3 W. Nauman, Jr., on Guard Contentions One and Two Related to

9 Emergency Preparedness for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating

10 Station Units 2 and 3, consisting of a cover sheet, a page

13 containing a note, and then 14 pages of question and answer

12 testimony?

13 A I do.

[ ]\ ' 14 Q Did you prepare that material?
%

15 A That is correct.

16 Q Is it true and correct?

17 A It is.

13 Q And attached to that document is there a two-

19 paged statement of your professional qualifications?

20 A There is.

21 Q Is that document -- was that document prepared

22 by you?

23 A It was.

24 Q And is it true and correct?
\
''

25 A Yes, it is.

. .

O
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>''N i k7 L 1 MR. HOEFLING: Staff would move these materials'
-( /v

2 into evidence at this time and request an order that they

3 be'boundrinto the record.,,

-(-)- 4 JUDGE HAND: You waived those? I was asked to

5 ask if there are any objections.

G ER. PIGOTT: None from Applicants.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: Nor from the Intervenors.

8 (Whereupon, the document referred to was bound

9 into the record following this transcript page.)

10;.

11

12,

i

13

( 14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

"

12
t

23 |

l
24 1-

| 25

Ov
!
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Current w rkload and timing constraints prohibit an I

NOTE: elaborata description of details relating to some,

,seven plans relating to San Onofre. In light of ' ~ _

g the datailed citation of current findings in the,

infer-:1 pisn raview and the exercise evaluation. -

I find it appropriate to make reference to those
documents for response to these contentions.
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Q.1 = State your name and title:

A. Kenneth W. Nauman, Jr., Emergency Management Specialist, Federal
. u..-

Emergency Management Agency, Region IX.

.Q.2 Do_you have a statement of professional-qualifications?
P -

A. Yes. A copy of my statement of professional qualificationsis

attached to this testimony.

Q.3 What is the purpose of this testimony?

A. The purpose of this testimony ie to address Contentions 1 and 2

raised by Intervenors GUARD in this operating licensing proceeding

eacn of which is related to the emergency preparedness of the San

Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3 (SONGS 2 and 3).

My testimony will examine the scatie cf off-site emergency

preparedness as it aflects GUARD's contentions.

~

.

Q.4 GUARD Contention 1 states:

Whether the state of emergency preparedness for -

SONGS 2 and 3 provides reasonable assurance that
the offsite transient and permanent population
within the plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning
Zone,10 C.F.R. & 50.47(c)(2), for SONGS 2 and 3 can*

'

be evacuated or otherwise protected in the event of
a radiological emergency with offsite consequences
occurring at SONGS 2 and 3, as required by 10 C.F.R.

O''

& 50.47(a)(1), (b) (10) , and Part 50, Appendix E.IV.

With respect to the portion of Con.antion 1 dealing with

O
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evacuation time estimates, i.e., Part 50, Appendix E.IV, top..

V ).
e

what extent are evacuation time estimates considered by you

in your evaluation of offsite emergency preparedness for '-- ~

'

i- SONGS 2 and 3? *

. .

.A. The wacuation time estimates were reviewed in accordance

with NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1 to the extent that they were

. indicated in the emergency planning and that emergency direction

and control personnel considered them in their protective action

recommendations.

Q.5 What criteria did you apply in your evaluation?

A. The criteria applied were those reflected in NUREG 0654/

FEMA REP-1, Rev. 1, Part J, Protective Response.0 ,

o.

Q.6 Describe the results of that evaluation?

A. The assessment reflected the jurisdictions have. considered.

the evacuation time estimates developed in the SCNGS study by

W. Smith and Associates and reflected an intention to give
,

consideration of time estimates in dealing with protective

response in an emergency situation. *

Q.7 In your opinion, do the evacuation time estimates which

you have evaluated meet the criterf2 which you have

.

identified in your response to Question 5 above?

'

O

_ _ _ - - . - - -
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A. Yes. The evacuation time estimates meet the criteria.

. - . . -,

U:,.

:y|(vy . Q. 8 With respect to the port. ion of_ Contention 1 dealing with

evacuation or taking other protective measures for offsite

permanent and transient population within the plume exposure

pathway EPZ, have you evaluated this area for SONGS 2 and 31,

A. - Yes, I have examined the capability of offsite organization to

evacuate or take other protective measures for the offsite

permanent and transient population within the plume exposure

patl.way EPZ. Such capability is required by planning standard'

10 C.F.R. & 50.47(b)(10) . In my evaluation, I applied the

p criteria of NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, " Criteria for Preparation
; i

and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and

Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," II.J.

Q.9 Which or3anizations in the vicinity of SONGS 2 and 3 have you

evaluated for conformance with the guidance of NUREG 0654?

.

j A. I have evaluatad the plans of the local jurisdictions within the

plume exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone (EPZ) and the

plans of the State of California for conformance with the

guidance of NUREG 0654. The local jurisdictions include Orange
O

County, San Diego County, the City of San Clemente, the City of

San Juan Capistrano, State Parks and Recreation and Camp
O
t

Pendleton.

. . _ . _ - _ _ _ - _ . . - . - _.- -
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Q.10 What were your findings with respect to each of the juris--

dictions which you have identified in response to Question 9 -"

.A1 . . i-() . above with regard to each of the guidance elements contained
|

in NUREG 0654, II.J7
1

l
A. With respect to each of the jurisdictions related to SONGS 2

4

and 3, the findings are reflected in the plan review and exer- !

!
cise evaluation findings produced by FEMA Region II (Informal

~ Plan Review letter to Alex Cunningham, State of California

C tice of Emergency Services, dated April 27, 1981; and,

Evaluation Findings, San Onofre NGS, Offsite Emergency
AMM

Response Pla"s Exercise, May 13, 1981).p, They identified
~

additional work was needed to meet all of the NUREG 0654

criteria.

Q.11 Summarize the status of offsite jurisdictions' conformance

to the guidance contained in NUREG 0654, II.J and provide us

with your judgement as to whether or not the offsite jurisdic-

tion meet planning standard 10 C.F.R. & 50.47(b)(10).
.

A. The status of offsite jurisdiction planning as it relates to

conformance to NUREG 0654 is reflected in the plan review

addressed in the answer to Question 10 above. Generally, the

jurisdictions demonstrate an ability to respond to general

disaster conditions, but need additional training in thep]L *
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radiological response areas. It -is my opinion that the
. _ a_ ,

'(
'

jurisdictions'have met the planning standard 10 C.F.R.,

Para. 50.47(b)(10) except to the extent that further de eelop-

ment of protective action procedures for ingestion pathway -- -- -

EPZ has to be completed.,

.Q.12 GUARD Contention-2 states:

Whether there is reasonable assurance that the emergency
response planning and capability of Laplementation for
SONGS 2 and 3, effecting the offsite transient and per-
manent population, will comply with 10 C.F.R., Section
50.47(a)(1) and (b) or (c)(1) as regards:

A.. the procedures for notification by Applicants of "

State and local response organizations, 10.C.F.R.
/~'i) Section 50.47(b)(5), and for notification of and

continued communication among emergency personnelsf

by all involved organizations, 10 C.F.R. Section
*

50.47(b) (6) ;
.

B. the means for notification and instruction to the
populace within the plume exposure pathway Emergency
Planning Zone,10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(5);

C. the information and the procedures for dissemina-
tion of information to the public within the plume

'

exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zone on a
pariodic basis on how they will be notified and whati

their initial action should be in the event of an .
'

emergency,10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(7);

D. the arrangements for medical services for contaminated
and injured individuals, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)
(12);

E. necessary transportation and communication equipment,
,.() and the operation of the euergency operatians centers
'

of the principal responce organizations. 10 C.F.R.
Section 50.47(b)(8);

'

F. the capability of each principal response organization
s_,/ to respond and to augment this initial response on a

continuous basis, 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(1);
4

.__. , - , _ . _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . _ . , _ _ _ _ _ _ , . . , , . _ . _ _ , , . - _ , . . _ . , . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ , . , . . . , . ~ . _ . -
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G. radiological emergency response training to those-

who may be called on to . assist in an emergency,
10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(15); r

. W) .Lt E.- the methods, staffing, systems, and equipment for
-~

, assessing and monitoring actual or potential off-,

site-consequences of a. radiological emergency
condition-within the plume exposure pathway EPZ
for SONGS 2 and 3,10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(9);

I. .the prisical design, communications equipment, and
operat ng procedures for the interim Emergency
Operar' ons Facility,10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(3)
and io)(8);c

,

,' J. -the methods, systems, and equipment for assessing
i and monitoring actual or potential offsite conse-
. quences of a radiological emergency condition within

the ingestion pathway EPZ for SONGS 2 and 3, 10 C.F.R.,

Section 50.47(b)(9); and

K. general plans for reentry and recovery plans and
procedures,10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(13).n

: (::)-
| A. To the extent that the standards of NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rev. 1,

have been applied to the review of emergency response planning

and capability of implementation regarding SONGS 2 and 3, and assuming

the contention asks if there is a reasonable assurance that the
.,

items A-K (less J) will be or have been addressed in planning,
'

; the answer is-in the affirmative. (This assumes reentry and

recovery planni2g will be accomplished.) -

1

'
;

,

* 2nd Part of
Q.12 With respect to Contention 2.A have you exam'.ed the procedures |

3

. of offsite response organizations for notification of and

i (12)
i

t

e

..,mu. . - , , , _ - - . - . , - - y...-, ,-r., .- ..,y 4w-,--...,- .yv- , . .- - .,- , ,,,-- - , , - - . , . , - , , - - - . , , , , . . , , - - , , - ~ .
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i 1

's. ' continued communication among emergency personnel by all

involved response organizations?
, , , ,

~(~) .

'''' '

2nd Part of
A.12 Yes, the procedures of offsite response organizations for

notification and communication regarding emergency personnel - ~ ~ - -

were examined in accordance with NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rev. 1,

standards II.E and II.F.

.

Q.13 With respect to Contention 2. A, do the procedures for no:ifica-

tion of and continued communication among emergency perstennel

which you have described in response to Question 12 above meet

planning standard 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(6)?

/''T ,

''

A. -Yes. Additionally, siren systems are being installed at this

time and are forecast to be in place before licensing. Plans

and procedures currently exist for notification and communication.

Q.14 With respect to Contention 2.B, have you examined the means
,

established by offsite response organizations for notification

.

and instruction to the populace within the plume exposure pathway

EPZ?

A. Yes, the standards of NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rev. 1, Part II.E,

O
vere applied. These means include, establish govermental

telecommunications systems, government vehicles, media, sirens,

(._ j) and Emergency Broadcast System equipment.
.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,- .-. . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ , , , , _ . . . . , . _ , . - _ . . _ _ .
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Q.15 With respect to Contention 2.B, do the means which you have
LJ

described in respo.:se to Question 14. above for notification
. . . - -

and instruction to the populace within the pluma exposure

pathway EPZ meet planning standard 10 C.F,' Section 50.47(b)(5)?

.
-

A. Yes, to the extent that they have been addressed in planning
.

and were critiqued by the informal plan review document referred

to in the answer to Question 10. When sirens are installed and

tested and plans and SOP's finalized / updated, they should meet

the standard. Future evaluation of the demonstrated imple- -

! mentation will validate the capability to meet the standard from

an implementation standpoint.

(~] .Q.16 -With respect to Contention 2.C, have you examined procedures-

V
established by offsite response organizations for dissemination

or information to the public within the plume exposure pathway

EPZ on a periodic basis as to how the public will be notified
,

and what its initial action should be in the event of an

emergency?*

A. Yes. NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Re7 1, planning standard II.E was -

applied to the plans. Procedures are identified that the utility

will provide informational disseminations through mailings on a

periodic basis. Additional coverage through motels, recreation

areas, and other transient locations is planned.
,

Q.17 With respect to Contention 2.C, do the procedures which you have
b

described in response to Question 16 above, meet planning standard

10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(7)?

. - - - . . - - _. . - . . . . ._. . _ - - . . . _ . - . - . . - .
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-} A. Yes. Jurisdictions have included procedures to the extentg
(

~

identified in'the informal plan review cited in Question 10.
..:-

(~') Q. l'8 - With respect to Contention 2.D, have you examined the arrange-v

ments uade by offsite response organizations for medical services

for contaminated and injured individuals?

A. Yes. NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rey. 1, Standard L, was applied to

the plans. Some local hospitals have been identified and have

recieved some training for handling patients subject to

radiation contamination.

Q.19 Do the arrangements for t.edical services made by offsite response

organizations for contaminated and injured individuals c'escribed

./ in response to Question 18 above meet planning standard 10 C.F.R..

Section 50.47(b)(12).

A. To.a limited extent, yes. Some specific actions were cited as

not observed in the informal plan review. Reference the citation

of informal plan review in the response to Question 10.
.

Q.20 With respect to Contention 2.E, have you examined provisions of
.

the principal offsite response organizations to provide trans-

portation and communications equipment during an emergency and

to establish emergency operations centers.

A. Yes. Provisions of NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rev. 1, Standards II.C,

E, F, H, J, and L were applied to the plans reviewed. Emergency

O Operating Centers and the transportation and communications assets
L)

of the two counties and two cities, the U.S. Marine Corps, and the

State and Federal organizations are available to support an emergency.

_ _ _ , _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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') 'Q.21. Do the emergency operation centers established by the principal,

t

offsite response orgarizations and their, commitment of transporta-

'- tion or communications aquipment described in your resporse to-

\/- Question' 20 above meet planning standard 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(8)?

. ,

A. Yes. Orange and San Diego Counties have established and operational

EOC's with required emergency response plans and equipment to respond
,

to transportation and communications requirements most likely to
,

occur..

Q.22 With respec.c to Contention 2.F, have you examined the capability of
s

the principal offsite response organizations to respond to an emer-

gency and to augment any initial response on a continuous basis?
/'') -.

N_J -

. A. Yes. Provisions of NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rev., 1, standards A and

C were applied to the plans reviewed. The capability to respond was

demonstrated through past demonstrated disaster response and through

planning oriented to principles of mutual aid and redundant staffing.
,

Q.23 Does the capability of each principal offsite response orgenization .

to respond to an emergency and to augment this initial response

on a continuous basis described in your response to Question 22

above meet planning standard 10 C.F.R. , Section 50.47(b)(1)?

O
A. Yes. The basic. planning of the jurisdictions, coupled with the

[v') State and local mutual aid agreements, and Federal support through

the FEMA Organization provide the necessary response capability.

_ _ _ .- . - - . - . . - . -.
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Q.24 With' respect to Contention 2.G, have you examined radiological "'"
, ,-

) I

emerga.ncy response training that has been provided to offsites

!response personnel who may be called on to assist in an emergency?

l

A. Yes. . Training has been reviewed under NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1,

Rev. 1, standard 0 and.said standard applied to response plans.
# *

Training provided to response personnel has been limited. Addi-

tional training has been identified as being needed. Local juris-

dictions have teams identified who have had training given by

the State such as the RDO, RDIW, and RM courses and associated <

courses, provided by county offices. Medical radiological courses

( *

were presented by the utility. Additional training is felt necessaryv

to improve proficiency and expand on the specific techniques of

power plant field monitoring and ingestion pathway sampling, as well,

as the provision of' basic radiation concepts train'ing to all parti-

cipants. . Training plans and procedures are being developed at this

time as a result of the exercise evaluation findings,,
,

i
.

Q.25 Does the radiological emergency response training of offsite
4

personnel which you have described in your response to Question 24

above meet planning standard 10 C.F.R., Section 50.47(b)(15)?

o.

A. To some degree. Reference informal plan review and exercise,

i

g''g evaluation findings documents cited in Question 10 above. Addi-
~~

tional' training is recommended,

t

- - - - , e. . --+ , , . , - , , , _ - . - , - , . , - - , . , . - - . . . _ 1. ,.. . . . - ---, ..e ,m,e--. - -- --,..
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Q.26; With respect to Contention 2.H, have you examined the methods,
GN/ staffing, -systems and equipment available to the offsite response

'

' organizations for assessing and monitoring actual or potential

offsite consequences of a radiological emergency condition within;

- the plume exposure pathway EPZ for SONGS 1 and 27

.

'
'

A. Yes. NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rev. 1, standard I was applied to

plans reviewed. System and equipment exists in limited quantities,

while staffing has been designed to meet plan requirements.

-Methods for assessment and monitoring are being expanded through
I - SOP's..

-
4

Q. 27 Do the methods, st'affing, systems and equipment available to the

; offsite response organizations for assessing and monitoring actual

or potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency

condition, described in your response to Question 26 above, meet
,

planning standard 10 C.F.R. , Section 50.47(b)(9)?,

r

.

A. Generally speaking, yes. Some equipment is presently not on hand
.

which would enhance the response capability of the local jurisdic-
.

tions. SOP's are being developed to address procedures for

response. Staffing from local, State and Federal organizations

is being refined and training is being developed to improve the
-

response capability. Reference informal plan review and exercise
; - %) |
,

t

ievaluation cited in Question 10 above.

t

-m e -r--,~ - - - - , - n- , , , ---n.- , --,-w-,.--- - - - - --e-. - - , e-.,-, , . , . - - , ,_.,, ,--ww,,,ww,+wew,vn,w-m,,- -,w,-w- a-
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Q.28 With respect to Contention 2.I, have you examined the physical
-;

.
.

,

. design, communications equipment and operating procedure for
:h,-s[
" ' interim Emergency Operations Facility (EOF)?

.

-.

A.. The facilities of the interim EOF were examined relative to
- NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1,'Rev. 1. The permanent offsite EOF has

not been established at this time. An interim facility at the

San Clemente City EOF is currently being used for the EOF. The

~ design,' equipment and procedures are being reviewed and updated as

a ; result of an' exercise; as of May 13. They reflected a shortfall

from perceived requirements.
.

' ""s - .

s
'

Q.29- Do the physical design, communications equipment and operacing

procedures'for the interim EOF described 14 your response to

= Questi'on 28 above aces planning standards 10 C.F.R Sections 50.47

(b)(3) and (b)(8)?

t

A. The design, communications equipment, and operating procedures

for the interim EOF were reviewed in the exercise on May 13, 1981. '

The findings resulting from that exercise evaluation identify

the current state of operations and suggested corrective actions.

Reference the exercise evaluation findings cited in Question 10

. above. At this time, th9re is additi.nsl work being accomplished

regarding facilities, equipment and precedures. Upon completion of

[aY
these. actions, a demonstration should be conducted to allow for

v.ci.* cation of facilities and capabilities..
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Q 30- . ith respect to Contention 2.J, have you examined the methods,W - :-

|(y,/ staffing, systems and equipment available to offsite response
,.,

organizations for assescing and monitoring actual or potential

*

offsi e consequences of a radiological emergency condition within-

the ingestion pathway E?Z for SONGS 2 and 3?

*

A. Yes, to 'the extent that they are covered by NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1,

Rev.1 standards II.C.3, 4 and J-11. There has been no ingestion

pathway response capability demonstrated.

Q.31 Do the methods, staffing, systems and equipment available to
,

/~'T
t, j offsite response organizations for assessing and monitoring actual-

_

or potential offsite consequences of a radiological emergency

condition described in your response to Question 30 above meet

planning standard 10 C.F.R. Section 50.47(b)(9)?

A. As yet the methods, staffing and systems and equipment relating

to ingestion pathway response have not been clearly identified or
.

demonstrated. The State of California has a draft proposal for

ingestion pathway response and has indicated a draft plan will be
.

submitted in the next two to three months.

4
-

o
,._/

,
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) PROFESSIONAL QUAllFICATIONS

KENNETH W. NAUMAN, JR.
Emergency Management Specialist

'

Plans and Preparedness Division
.

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Region IX, San Francisco, California

i am an Emergency Management Specialis't in the Plans and Preparedness
Division of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region IX, San
Francisco, California, and a Radiologica; Emergency Preparedness Site
Project Officer for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS).
I was also the principal coordinator of findings of the SONGS Exercise
Fi.ndings and Plan Review documents developed in 1981.

I participated in the NRC/ FEMA Radiological Emergency Response Planning
(RERP) Course, Radiological Emergency Preparedness Planners, and the DOE
Emergency Response Course at the Nevada Test Side in 1979 and 1980.

.

/~'} I received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Political Science from the
\ / University of Oregon in 1965. I attended the McGeorge College of Law,

University of the Pacific, Sacramento, for li years prior to a call to
mili.tary service.

I served in the United States Air Force as a pilot, operations officer,
plans of ficer, and Disaster Preparedness Of ficer during a tour of active
duty from 1967 to 1973 From 1973 to date, I have served with the United
States Air Force Reserve, serving in the above duties, and as a Base
Disaster Preparedness Augmentation Officer, McClellan AFB, California.

'

I attended the USAF Disaster Preparedness Course, Lowry AFB; Senior
Of ficer's Disaster Preparedness Course, Disaster Preparedness Ref resher
Course, and numerous seminars, training meetings, and conferences dealing -

with radiological and emergency planning. During Air Force duty, I served '

as Evaluation Team Chief, team member and instructor of emergency response
programs, as well ts participating in two actual disaster / accident response
events.

Prior to employment with the Federal Emergency Management Agency, I
served as an Emergency Mobilization Plans Officer (Civilian) with the

('l U.S. Army for 2i years. Duties included planning, management, and
'

execution of functions related to emergency movement and control (handling)
x

of up to 15,600 personnel in various types of situations.

,m

w'
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'|k8 '1' BY MR. HOEFLING:

2, Q Now, I have a few questions on these documents

_ 3 for you, Mr. Nauman. Could you tell us in what capacity
t !'' 4 you are sponsoring --

5 MR. MC CLUNG: . Wait a minute. I have to get a

6 clarification because I am not sure that I understood the

7 nature of what was just admitted into evidence. Can you

8 make a clarification on that? I might have misunderstood

9 what you were doing.

10 MR. HOEFLING: I was moving into evidence the

11 August 24th question and answer testimony of Mr. Nauman --

12 MR. MC CLUNG: Thank you very much.

13 MR. HOEFLING: -- and his professional qualifica-
<~g

,) 14 tions.

15 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. Thank you.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

17 BY MR. HOEFLING:

13 Q Mr. Nauman, could you tell us the capacity with

19 which you sponsored this testimony?

20 A That capacity is as a representative of Federal

21 Emergency Management Agency Region Nine, located in San

22 Francisco.

23 Q This testimony then represents the regional view?

~ 24 A I believe that is correct.

25 MR. F1C CLUNG: Could we have some kind of''

rh
(m)
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k9- 1 . clarification of what you mean by view?

2 MR. HOEFLING: Position.

3 MR. MC' CLUNG: Okay.
;_.,

EJ 'i
\' 4 JUDGE KELLEY: This isn't the main point here

5 that Mr. Nauman cannot speak for FEMA as an organization as

6 a whole, but rather for the regional office, is that --

7 MR. HOEFLING: With respect to this particular

8 ' testimony, yes. j

l
'

9 JUDGE KELLEY: His testimony, that is correct.

10 And then you'can argue whatever the significance of that may

11 be.

12- BY MR. HOEFLING:

13 Q Now, Mr. Nauman, I note that the testimony on

. r~y
f 14 pages five and six refers to GUARD contention two, and makes(a

15 reference to GUARD contention 2(k), which reads, general

16 plans for reentry and recovery plar.s and procedures -- I am

17 just reading the subpart of the contention -- 10 CFR section

18 50.47 B13 -- and does your testitaony speak to that contention

19 directly? Let me rephrase that question. Have you explicit--

20 ly addressed this contention in your testimony?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: I think the testimony speaks for

22 itself.

23 WITNESS NAUMAN: The reason why I hesitate is

24 that one .F the contentions that at the time that I responded

25 to it w. An limbo as to.whether it was going to be offered''

f~b
t
%.- -

- m~ _ . . _ . - . , _ _ _ _ . - . . .
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. :kl0 l' or not. I believe that we did. talk'to this particular con-

'2. tention, yes. Does that answer your question.' "

3 BY MR. HOEFLING:
,_

'.| ;
's' ~4 .Q Yes. .Could you summarize the regional position

5 with respect to the state of adequacy of offsite emergency

6 preparedness in the context of that contention?

7 A Yes, sir. I can. And that would be that we

3 feel that the planning that has been done by the local

9 jurisdictions generally meets the requirements identified

10 in 50.47 (b) and (13) in regards to entry and recoverj plan.

11 Q Thank you. Turning to your professional quali-

12 fications, do you wAah to amplify on that statement?

13 A Only to the extent, sir, that it might serve te
-/

( 34 further validate my qualifications to testify. That would
x,

15 be that I have a roughly 14 year planning experience or his-

16 tory, dealing in both academic ana on the job training in a

17 number of areas that are addressed within the purview of the

is issues. That would include professional planning experience,

'

19 academic training dealing *?ith radiological issues, basic

20 theory, application in both peacetime and wartime effects,

P anning training dealing with emergency response, a numberl21

22 of both actual involvements and planning involvements deal-

23 ing with evacuations of personnel, training in medical and

24 a number of the other issues that have been addressed and
. (' s\

s !

25 are involved in t'te planning program. These were included'~'

I

/'\ |

LJ \
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r' 'kil |1~ in both graduate and undergraduate areas, psychology, land
~

2 typography, a number'of them tell within the year of academic

3 training that was involved in the Air Force pilot qualifica-j
, 8

N- 4 tion program. 1

1

5. MR. PIGOTT: Applicants would-stipulate that j

!

6 Mr.-Nauman is qualififed to speak.for FEMA in the area of

7 emergency planning.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Is that -- had you just about

9 covered it anyway?

10 MR. HOEFLING: I was going to ask the Witness if

11 he completed his statement?

12 WITNESS NAUMAN: No, that is fine. Yes.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.
. , . ,

(V) 14 BY MR. HOEFLING:

15 'O Now, Mr. Nauman, do you have before you the

16 affidavit of Kenneth W. Nauman, Jr., executed on September

17 16, 1981 to which is attached the direct testimony of

18 Mr. Kenneth W Nauman, Jr.?

19 A Regarding?

20 Q Simply the direct testimony of Mr. Kenneth W.

21 Nauman, Jr., a one paged statement.

22 A We have developed a number of t.bese. I an. going

23 to have to ask you to be a little more specific so I can

24 find the exact one that you are --

O' 25 Q Sure, let me -bow you what I mean,

f'%
O
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''

-k12 1' A .That might be appropriate. Okay, I do now have
;

.-

1 that before me.

3 Q And do you have before you a document dated
('_ N
> 4 September 24, 1981, additional testimony of Kenneth Nauman,N

5 Jr.,7

6 A I do.

7 Q Did you prepare those documents?

3 A I did.

p Q Are they true and correct?

10 A To the best of my ability.

13 MR. HOEFLING: Staff would move that these

12 . documents be admitted into evidence and bound into the

13 record.

f%
( ) 34 MR. PIGOTT: No objection.

,

! 15 MR. MC CLUNG: Intervenors would object to the
|

| 16 admission into evidence of the document referred to as the

17 additional testimony of Kenneth Nauman, Jr., dated September

'

13 24th, 1981. With the Board's permission we could state our

19 grounds at this time.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

|

! 21 MR. MC CLUNG: This particular testimony, if --

22 does everybody have a copy in front of them?

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, we will get it. You go

- 24 ahead.

2$ MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. I will state the question.- ~'

O
,

. . _ , , . _ _ , __ , - -. . . _ , _ . . .
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'x kl3 1 I believe it will help. The questien is are you familiar

x.s
2 with the current national office views of the Federal Emer-

3 gency Management Administration as to the adequacy of the;,4

::( )~' 4 offsite emergency response planning at SONGS 2 and 37

.5 Answer: Yes. Question: What is that view? Answer: Given

6 the. commitment of Southern California Edison and the local

7' jurisdictions to the correction of the deficiencies noted in

s' the FEMA interim findings of June 3rd, 1981 and their con-
>

9 rinuing efforts to correct these deficiencies, it is believed

10 that provided the needed corrected actions are completed,

11 there is a reasonable assurance adequate protective measures

12 can and will be taken in the event of a radiological emergen--

13 cy at SONGS 2.and 3.

.p)( 14 Our first ground for objection to this piece of
w/

.15 evidence is that we believe that it is in direct conflict

16 'with the memorandum of understanding and with the regulations

17 of the NRC as specified in 10 CFR section 50.47 A2, which I

18 will quote. "The NRC will base its findings on a review of

! 19 the Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA findings and
..

20 -determinations as to whether state and local emergency plans

21 are adequate and capable of being implemented, and on the

22 NRC assessment as to whether the Applicants' onsite emergen-

23 cy plans are adequate and capable of being implemented.

24 In any NRC licensing proceediags, a FEMA finding will con--

' ' ~

25 stitute a rebuttable presumption on a question of adequacy."

.

f
- ,q./

__ _ .-.
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!

'N kl4 1
It is our position as Intervenors that if this

,

X ~_ #
\,) - 2 testimony has any probative value'at all, it would have

3 probative value as sor.ething to rebutt or somehow downgrade
_

.; i

A ''. 4 the interim findings of June 3rd of.the Federcl Emergency

5 Management Organization, and we believe that the rebuttal of

6 that fact, which we take to be a given and a presumption in

-7 this proce: ding, is improper and in conflict with.the regu-

3 lations-that exist.
'

9 JUDGE KELLEY: I am sorry. The last part of the

10 last sentence -- I don't think I caught -- or grasped. Did

3y you say you thought that this testimony was in conflict with

12 the regulations?

13 MR. MC CLUNG: That is correct.

-(n) . 14 JUDGE KELLEY: I am sorry. Could you elaborate
%/

15 and explain?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. The regulations provide

17 that the FEMA will issue a determination of adequacy of the

13 plans. That determination has been made in this case. It

19 is dated June 3rd, 1981. It was issued by the head office

20 of FEMA, and that is the FEMA findings, and that has been

21 the representation to the parties and to the Board since the

12 beginning of this case, and there has been no change in that ,

23 It is our position that if FEMA issues a new

24 set of findings, we vill be happy to accept those as new

O''

25 findings within this proceeding, but at this time, this

.. v)

,- _ - - . .
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(-} k15' 1 particular document does not represent new findings, and as

(>
2 such it is only impeachment or rebuttal to somehow degrade

3 the other findings by -- and I will go on.
Ou''/ 4 Our second objection --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Your first point -- I just want'

6 to make sure I understand it, is the lack of particularity?

7 Is that what you are speaking to?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: No. !

;

9 ///
4~;

,
10

11

12

13
.

'9
15

16

17
!-

18
i

19

2o
L

21
;

I 22

23

24

O'

25

)

I
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T7, lg 1 MR. MC CLUNG: No. O,381

) 2 JUDGE KELLEY: Ycu are saying, they came in in

3- June with a ratler long list of findings, and if they came

-() 4 back in now with a similarly detailed list and a review of

5 changes and the like, I take it you wouldn't have any

6 objection to that?
|

7 MR. MC CLUNG: I wouldn't have any objection to

S the Federal Emergency Management Agency issuing findings.

9 These are not findings.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I think we are saying the

11 same thing.

12 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes..

gO 13 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.
' \s'

14 MR. MC CLUNG: The second objection is on the

15 grounds that this particular item of testimony is at -- the

16 worst sort of hearsay. It is testimony as to what the view

17 of FEMA is. It is Intervenors position that view is very

18 unc lea r . There is no procedure in the regulations of FEMA

19 to set forth what a view is. There are procedures for

20 issuances of findings. This statement is not of the personal

21 knowledge of the witness. We have no one here to cross-

22 examine as to whether that view was formed or how it was

23 fored, or who in f act holds that view, if it is one person

24 at the national of fice or if it is many people at the national,

\ 25 office.

_ _ _ . . . _ _ .. - _. . _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . . . _ .
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2 ) Finally, Intervenors would suggest that the

() 2 testimony is irrelevant. It does not address any of the

3 contentions in this case. It only addresses the status of the

() 4 finding of FEMA issued June 3, and ruaybe potential changes

5 in that finding, and as such, is improper as evidence in this

6 case.

7 Finally -- I shouldn't have said finally last time ,

'
8 but this is finally. The statement, the second answer in

9 which1the witness describes this view, says essentially that

10 if Edison Company does everything that we said was wrong,

11 then we will remove our objection. Now, obviously that

12 statement is a tautology and of very little probative value,

(~'T 13 that if you do everything we told you to do, then we will
'v'

14 remove our objections and issue a finding of adequacy.

15 Intervenors feel with the low probative value of that

16 particular statement, and the high possibility of prejudice

17 that it might have as a rebuttal of the initial FEMA finding

18 that in should not be admitted into evidence in this case.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me raise a question first

20 before we hear f rom Counsel. The question is, thi s particul-

21 ar one-page supplemental testimony of september 24, it seems

22 to me Mr. McClung does raise some significant legal questions

O
23 with respect to this document, given the circumstances of

_ 24 this case. I think I prefer to see a short memo from the

'' 25 parties that I can think about, rather than have to rule up
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3 1 or-down on this right now, or like today. It is not clear to

I ) 2 me whether any. ruling immediately on this is necessary. Let

3 me ask you that first. If we received a memo from the

.() 4 parties on the legal questions Mr. McClung is raising, and

5 which I think I might elaborate. on a bit, and you go't a

6 ruling in the next week or so, does that -- does it matter?

7 MR. PIGOTT: Well, it certainly may.

8 . JUDGE KELLEY: Why? !

9 MR. PIGOTT: Well, because if it is taken to be

10 the truth of what is contained in the additional testimony,

11 I believe it reflects the view of the national of fice of

12 FEMA, and I think that that is a vary important consideration.

('~'j 13 We have Mr. Nauman at least speaking for the region, and I
Ej

14 would like perhaps af ter a little voir dire we might find that

15 he does in fact have authority to present this view on behalf

16 of the national, and I would think that it could be a

17 significant piece of evidence, and that to determine whether

18 or not it is admissible some period of time af ter the record

-19 is closed may be prejudicial.

20 MR. IIOEFLING: Mr. Chairman --

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, is this document -- that I

22 am getting at is this. This document is a wholly conclusoryn''
23 document that says in effect that provided this and that,

24 everything is okuy. It doesn't speak to anything in these

n(i

'J' 25 plans at all. It doesn't speak to medical services, evacuatio l
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14 1 time, and all the rest. Is this document being of fer'ed in

1 'L effect to preclude any discussion of.those subjects?
~

2,

v-

3 MR. PIGOTT: No.

|' ) 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Good. Then what does it matter if
U

5 we want to think -- this is a legal question. What does it

6 matter if we want to take a little time and see it on paper?

7 I am still not clear how that really will af fect the

g development of the case.

9 MR. PIGOTT: Well, I would submit that one never

10 knows precisely how the testimony will be developed, and it

11 may be developed along one particular tack, if it is

12 determined that Mr. Nauman can speak only for the region,

73 g3 and it may be -- and it may be added or changed or the varia-
i!sA

34 tion of the questions may come from a different direction if

15 it is determined that in fact he has some capability to speak

16 f r the national, 'so I would say it may have an ef fect, it

17 can have an effect on the way the record is developed.

gg MR. HOEFLING: I must confess the Staff is at a

39 loss here as to understand what the dif ficulty is. Mr.

20 Nauman is an employee of FEMA. He has expertise in the

21 emergency planning area. He is presenting an evaluation of

22 the contentions, and he is presenting an opinion, which under

23 the rules .of evidence, and I quote the Board to Rule 705, he

24 is perfectly entitled to do, to provide the Board with an

O
( ,/ 25 pini n which can then be probed on cross-examination, and no

,
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5 _1 one ir< holding these views, these positions out to be

i 2 findings-superseding any other findings. They are an,

3 assessment of what the state of emergency planning is for

| ) 4 this facility, and that is where we are.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Then what is -- excuse me. If

6 these are not findings, then what is their purpose?

7 MR. HOEFLING: Their purpose is to provide for

8 the record and for the Board FEMA's assessment, expertise as

9 to the status of emergency planning at this time with

10 respect to San Onofres what has happened since the June 3

11 findings, what is anticipated to happen, where we are.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: What has happened through the June

(" 13 3 findings, what is anticipated to happen, and where we are

(])
14' is not even suggested in this one-page document, one third of

15 a page, excuse me.

16 MR. HOEFLING: I would beg to dif fer with the

17 . Board. The document -- I will argue what the document says

18 indicates that FEMA has concluded that given corrective

19 action with respect to certain deficiencies, they will be able

20 . to render an adequate finding, and there is a basis for that

21 statement in the record. We have in the record Staff --

22 Applicants' Exhibit 146, which lu a memorandum to Grimes from

O,
23 Jaskey, and we have in the record Applicants' Exhib ts 144,

24 which is a letter to Grimes from Baskin setting forth a
*

/~s

25_ program of corrective action, and the record reflects that'
'-

.
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1 -this program has been developed in conjunction with FEMA,

( ,I 2 and the record reficcts further that if this program is

3 completed, FEMA would be in a position to render an adequate,

7 ,

() 4- finding, and Mr. Nauman is here to articulate to whatever

5 extent further articulation is required, that state of the

6 record.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Might I ask, Mr. Perry, whether

8 we are -- Mr. Perry, we have discussed this earli< r along

9 some of these lines, and I believe the Jaskey memo of mid-

10 July indicates FEM 's intention to do a further review of

11 the San Onofre emergency planning in I believe November. Is

12 that still forthcoming?

('') 13 MR. PERRY: To the best of my knowledge, yes, sir.
.LJ

14 JUDGE KELLEY: Perhaps, Mr. Perry, you would give

15 us a perspective on the purpose of this document.

16 MR. PERRY: Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, this

17 gets back to a discussion you and I had in our last series of

18 ' hearings out here, in which you will recall you asked me a

19 number of questions.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.
t

21 MR. PERRY: And I think on balance it was the view

22 at FEMA, and I think also the view of ine NRC Staf f that what

O
23 was going on in terms of evaluating the developmental

24 process of offsite planning out here was an ongoing process,_s

')'' 25 because if you will recall the thrust of your questions to me

. .

w w
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1 was where are we now, what is going on, are we going to have

v(j lt an update. In fact, I am looking here at page 8020 of the

3 transcript, in which you say -- said to me, I think there is

j ); 4 another aspect of that question. What vou have said is

5 helpful, but I believe we asked whether it was FEMA's view

6 -that at'this. time, given the fact that some activities are

7 still taking place, it was premature to attempt -- it was

8 premature to attempt to evaluate the state of readiness in

9 these plans, and I indicated to you that we would try to get

10 back to you and keep you informed on that. This is an effort

11 to give you the best assessment that we have at the national

12 level today as to whether this process is, based in large

/''s 13 part on reports that we have of activities from our regional
\v\

14 office here.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me One thing I did want

16 to ask you in any event..You indicated, I believe, when we

17 discussed this last, that there might be a letter forthcoming

18 from national on the questions I have raised?

19 MR. PERRY: Yes, sir. I have inquired about that

20 this morning. I am afraid it has been a little slow in

21 coming, but it is on the way, and it will confirm what we

22 discussed.

('')
23 JUDGE KELLEY: Will it make it into the record,

24 assuming a closing --

%/ 25 MR. PERRY: Yes, sir. Oh, yes.

- - _ . _ -
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-l JUDGE KELLEY: - -of the record --
,-~

(/) 2 MR. PERRY: Yes, sir.w

^3 JUDGE KELLEY: -- in a few days?

( 4 MR. PERRY: Yes, sir. It will. t

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Now, the question you just

6 referred to --

7 MR. PERRY: I didn't mean to imply, by the way,

8 Mr. Chairman, that this is a specific response to that
''

9 specific questiv.t. What I am saying is that we had the.

10 feeling that you were concerned and that the Board was

11 concerned that this was an ongoing process, and that you

12 wanted to be kept informed, given the fact that FEMA'si

e

f- s 13 developmental track was in process.
U

14

15

| 16

17

18

19

20

-21
'

22

23

24

25

,

4
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, - - ,tp8-1 1 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me just read this again.
|

' ''

~ 2 (Pause)

-- 3 JUDGE KELL 3Y: Mr. Perry, at the risk of asking
p

- -) 4 you to repeat yourself, how do you -- well, first of all,

5 you would not view this document as in any way superceding

6 the interim findings of last June?

7 MR. PERRY: It is not, sir, a new agency finding.

-3 It is not represented as such. I would say it is supple-

9 mental to the report you had in June.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: And just what is it designed to

33 -- how is it supposed to help the Board?

32 MR. PERRY: I think that we are trying to let

13 you know-that in FEMA's view the endertakings that were made
.

. [Vi 14 to improve the situation that led to the findings that were

15 held in June are going forward, we have no indication that

16 they are not going forward or that they are inadequate, and

17 that FEMA is basically satisfied at the national 1.evel at

13 this time as to the progress that is being made.

'

19 JUDGE KELLEY: And is Mr. Nauman, your witness,

20 prepared to enumerate each of the efforts and changes that

21 these conclusory statements are intended to encompass?

12 MR. PERRY: I believe he is prepared to discuss

23 in a general way his knowledge of the improvement actions
,

24 that are being taken by the local jurisdictions of the
7-''-)'

25 cc.npany, yes, sir. And to give regional level view of thos 3

O('%.

e
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2 1 actionss.

5 ')'~
~

2 ' JUDGE KELLEY: Well, maybe we can finish the

'

3 comments that everybody wants to make and have lunch.

I\- 'I 4 idITNESS NAUMAN: Mr. Chairman, excuse me. There

5 is one change that I would like to enter into the record

6 in regard to.the September 24 testimony, and that is that

7 we are Federal Emergency Management Agency, as opposed to

3 Administration. I think that is a typo . ae part of who-

9 ever prepared this.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you, fel.1, we'll go around.

11 Mr. Pigott, anything further on this subject?

12 MR. PIGOTT: Yes, I believe so. Perhaps we do

13 need briefing on the overall scheme of how we get FEMA
/~

(N ,) 14 participation at this time in the proceeding. I have a '

15 feeling listening to the conversation that there is at

16 least'an uncertainty with respect to findings under 44 CFR

17 350,md assistance --

18 JUDGE KELLEY: What citation is that?

19 MR. PIGOTT: That is the -- those are the regula-

20 tions of FEMA, 44 350,

21 JUDGE KELLE All right..

22 MR. PIGOTT: And the assistance that FEMA is

23 called upon to provide under the Memorandum of Understanding

24 between the NRC and FEMA, that findings as used in 44 350

0
25 ace a very particular type of finding following a very

OO

, . - . . . - - . . -_
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3 1 defined-procedure. It goes, as I recall, to an approval of )j
/

2 state and local plans as submitted by a state to FEMA for

3 overall approval of that state..,

!

\' 4 What we are dealing with is input, expertise,

5 and considerations of FEMA as related to gn-going licensing

6 proceedings and they come forth pursuant to the Memorandom

7 of Understanding. They are of a far different nature. The

& type of thing that we received in June, for instance, is

9 I think that the word " findings" is rather unfortunate. I

10 think it is a status report as of the time of the exercise.

11 There is now a status report as of the time we come to

12 hearing. And this is, as has been reflected by a couple of

13 statements, an on-going type of a process and it is, I think,
,

() 14 the type of input that is contemplated under the Memorandum
L

15 of Understanding to be rendered by FEliA.

| 16 Now there is no question it would be clearer,

17 easier, and all the way around much better for this pro-
|-

18 ceeding if there were a document entitled Subsequent Report

19 dated September 20 which formally went through each of the

20 deficiencies, I guess, from the May 13 exercise tr e put

21 into this record. But that is not the form that we have been

12 able to get from FEMA. But simply because we do not have it

23 in that more desirable form I don't think is a reason to

24 refuse to hear it.73
U

25 I think that what FEMA is providing should be

r)\L

- - --
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.4 i. looked at in that context. With respect to the specific
'

,

2 document of September 24, 1981, the only real question I |
'""

3 think to be asked is whether or not Mr. Nauman is author-
,

(_) 4 ized, whether National knows of this statement and has

5 authorized him to make this statement on the record.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: What significance do you attach

7 to the admission of this document?

3 MR. PIGOTT: The significance of the document

9 is that it closes the loop between regionaland national. If

10 I knew or Applicants knew that Board would be willing to

33 accept the findings of the regional office as being suffi-

12 cient for their 3etermination as to overall adequacy, then

13 it would have not value. But as I sit here now, I certainly

[~' g4 don't know whether the Board considers regional word alonev);

15 to be sufficient or whether it wants regional and national.

; 16 And were I sitting in the Board's situation I think I would

17 probably want at least a little of both,

13 JUDGE KELLEY: It would also be nice to get

19 something useful from the national.

20 MR. PIGOTT: Well, I think it's useful if --

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Show me the part that's useful.

22 MR. PIGOTT: Well, I think if one backs up and

23 realizas that what national does is pass on what regional

24 is doing, that the commitments, for instance, referred to
,s

- 25 in this document have to be the commitments that have been

O
u.-

- . _ _ _ . _ .
- - _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ . ~ . _
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5 1 .agotiated and discussed on the regional level, I would-
,

- ( ./ . -

2 assume.that they have been passed to national and reviewed

3 within whatever their review framework is. So when I read
,

,

k ''- 4 that they have looked at the corrective actions and the

5 continuing efforts, I would say that they have taken what

6 is being done on the regional level, reviewed it within

7_ their organization, and coma to a national conclusion that

a what regional -- that these corrective actions are in fact

9 satisfactory from a national standpoint. So I think that

10 is of value.

11 MR. HOEFLING: In addition, Mr. Chairman, to what

12 Mr. Pigott has said, the statement draws together in one

13 place the program, if you will, and the concept of the pro-

(,, T 14 gram to take corrective action and its meaning in the context
'%)

15 of an eventual FEMA finding.-

16 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. We have three pieces.

17 We have Mr. Nauman's testimony, is that correct? What was

18 offered exactly?
<

19 MR. HOEFLING: The two documents that we are

20 discussing now are the direct testimony of Mr. Kenneth

21 Nauman, Jr., and the additional testimony of Mr. Kenneth

22 Nauman, Jr.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: But I have -- there is an affidaviu,

24 is there not?,_s

i').
25 MR. HOEFLING: Yea. And there is a third piece

o
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6 1 of testimony attached to that which deals with the EPZ7 ;
V

2 contention.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: So there are three pieces of
.( \
,\

l- 4 paper.

5 MR. HOEFLING: Remaining.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: All righn. Now Mr. McClung,

7 you have objected to the additional testimony, made your

3 - argumer.t.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: That's correct.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you have any objection to the

11 other two?

12 MR. MC CLUNG: The first one is already in evi-

13 dence and the EPZ contention we have -- EPZ testimony -- we
A

(J) 14 have no objection to.
x.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. So your objection is

16 strictly to the additional testimony of Mr. Kenneth Nauman.

i' 17 MR. MC CLUNG: That is correct.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Of September 24,

19 1981.

20 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I think the practical

22 approach here and the one we are going to adopt is to admit

23 this testimony subject to a motion to strike following the

73 questioning of the witness and we will see during that proces24 s

( )
'''

25 how he speaks for national and so forth. So you do have

rh
()
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. _

7 i' reserved right to move to strike at the end.2?
\

<
'

MR. MC CLUNG: I know everybody wants to go to2

3 lunch and I apologize, but there was a lot of discussion
,.

KJ 4 there that went on without the ball ever coming back to me

5 before you made your ruling. I know you made --

6 JUDGE KELLEY: I know that. And I thought that

7 by doing it subject to a motion to strike we would be

a reasonably fair to all concerned and could still get to

9 lunch. I didn't really-think you lost anything.

10 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. But I do have an objection

.33 to any cross examination on that statement. I think that

'12 would be highly prejudicial in the record and I don't want

13 it.
,(j, 14 MR. HOEFLING: Excuse me. Do you mean direct

15 examination?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Direct or cross or any examination

17 on this particular document until there is a ruling on it.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: I have ruled that it is in subject

19 to a motion to strike following cross. Now if you want to

20 make particular objections as we get up into the course of

21 things, of course you can do that. But the idea is to get a

12 better idea of just what this represents and how it can be

23 helpful or unhelpful. And then we'll render a decision at

24 the end. Let's break for lunch.
,-

'' 25 (Thereupon, at 11:50 a.m. , a recess was taken

unnil L:00 p.m., the same day.)
,,
( i

'w/

. . _ -_ .-
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'l bE1EEESSE EEEE1EE

2 (1:12 p.m.)'

,
s-

1

|

3' JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record.

[ } 4 And we had just made rulings on the testimony and

5 two other documents. I guess it is back to. you, Mr. Hoefling.

6 MR. MC CLUNG: At this point, Mr. Chairman, I

7 would like to -- perhaps we can get a lot of delay out of this

8 proceeding if I could ask a couple questions of voir dire

9 with respect to the motion that I made, and that might help
,

10 me out, and we might not have to go into extensive objection

11 of the direct, and perhaps extensive cross _ examination.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: What stage are you at, Mr. Hoefling?

~3 13 MR. HOEFLING: I have got a few additional

? '%
| 14 questions on these documents, and then I have several other'

| 15 documents that I wish to have the witness sponsor.

.
16 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, let us go through that part,

!

17 and then we will try to work in your point shortly.

18 Whereupon,

19 KENNETH NAUMAN, JR.

20 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resumed the

21 witness stand and, having been previously duly sworn by the

22 Chairman, was examined and testified further as f ollows :

(',#'1 \

23 DIRECT EXAMINATION -- (RESUMED)

24 BY MR. HOEFLING:

O
(. / 25 0 All right, MR. Nauman, looking at the two documents

._
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1 that you have just been discussing, the direct testimony and

) 2 the additional testimony, as I -- let me ask you a question

3 this way. -Is there a distiction between a regional position

( }) 4 .and a national position in your' agency?

5 A No.

6 Q- The region speaks for the agency?

7 A It -- okay, that is -- the negative response was

3 oriented to the fact that the region is a function of the

9 national office, obviously, or the whole agency, and if the

10 national of fice determines a policy, we are obliged to adhere

11 to it. To the extent that -- conversely, and in the opposite

12 flow of information, the region may reach a conclusion and

, '; 13 send it forth to -the national of fice, but the national'

'Q
14 office has final determination whether to accept or reject

15 that particular approach.

16 Q Now, has the national office -- does your

17 testimony, and additonal testimony as we have just discussel,

13 reflect the position of the national office?

19 MR. MC CLUNG: Could we have a clarification what

20 testimony he is referring to?

21 MR. HOEFLING: I am referring to the direct

22 testimony of Mr. Kenneth W. Nauman, and the additional

I) ,

"#
23 testimony.cf Kenneth Nauman, Jr., that we have just had

24 admitted into evidence, the two one-sheet pieces of testimony.

\ s' 25 MR. MC CLUNG: So you are not referring to the

,
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1 first --

) 2' MR. HOEFLING: No.
ss

3 ' WITNESS NAUMAN: Okay, in thecase of the September-

I) 4 24 testimony, or the additional testimony, if you will, it
,a

5 does to the best of my knowledge represent a national position.

6 In the case of the direct testimony statement, that is a

7 statement developed by the region which I believe has been ,

_

supported or concurred in by the national of fice. There was8

9 some coordination on it with them.

10 BY MR. HOEFLING:

11 Q Now, do you have before you a copy of a June 26,

12 1981 letter, to Brian Grimes from Kenneth P. Baskin, with

f^g 13 attachments, which is in evidence in this proceeding as

V
14 Applicants' Exhibit Number 144?

15 A I do.

16' Q Turning to the attachment, enclosure 1,
|

17 entitled " Corrective Actions Required to Address FEMA

18 Determinations of June 3, 1981," consisting of three sheets,

19 is it your understanding that that enclosure describes

20 adequate corrective action with respect to the deficiencies

21 found by FEMA, and presented in the June 3, 1981 interim

22 findings?

(-)
~#

23 MR. MC CLUNG: Objection. The question is

24 vague. I don't know what adequate protective action means
^
, s

(/ 25 in this context with respect to -- we have got a very complex
i
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L 1 set of interim findings, and it is referring in a general

( ) 2 way. We can't tell what the answer means.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: I would like to just ask a

[ ') 4 . question or two for a clarification myself. I had thought
s.s

- 5 carlier that we had raised a question of whether Mr. Nauman
,

6 would be speaking for a national of fice, or whether he would

7 be speaking for a regional office, and I thought the answer
,

8 was regional. If Mr. Perry could speak to that? !
i

9~ MR. PERRY: Well, I would not wish to

10 characterize what the witness can testify to on the basis of

11 his personal knowledge, sir, but I think in a general way, it
i

12 can be said that Mr. Nauman will speak directly, to the

r' 13 extent that he has views of a personal nature, or developed
( v ;l

14 f rom his personal expertise, largely f rom a regional

l 15 standpoint in terms of specifics that we are talkingebout,
l

16 in San Onofre-specific' problems, and to the extent he is

17 aware of national policies, findings, or views, he will

13 report on those to you.
,

19 JUDGE KELLEY: I had expected from what was said '

20 earlier -- perhaps I misheard -- I am asking now about the|

21 prepared testimony of Mr. Nauman,.and that is -- I asked you

. 22 a broad question first. Now, more specifically the prepared

c'',
23 testimony submitted in the case on the 24th of August, that'-

24 testimony, I thought I understood Mr. Nauman to say,

(3N/ 25 represented a national view.

_ _ _ ._ _ -- . _-
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1 MR. PERRY: It was developed in the region, and to

) 2 that extent is a regional view. It has been reviewed, however,,

'J

3 at the national level, and is considered reflective of FEMA's

/ ) 4 national views, yes sir. .

w/

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. That is helpful. Now,

6 with regard to the questioning here this afternoon, with

7 respect to what may be said in prepared testimony, or some

3 other subject, is Mr. Nauman -- will his testmony be regional

.9 testimony or national testimony?

10 MR. PERRY: Well, I think that to the extent --

11 perhaps we are having problems with classification here.

12 some _ of it is of necessity regional testimony. I mean, it

rN 13 arises out of actions taken by the regional of fice, or
i t

V
14 activities carried on by the regional of fice, and I think to

15 that extent, it -- that would have to be characterized as

16 regional with national blessings.

17 To the extent that he is talking about national

13 policies or national views, that would have to be classed

19 as national testimony, I wou ld think .

20 JUDGE KELLEY: So do we take this statement by

21 statement, should it' be thcught relevant, whether it is

22 national or regional, if you will?
f~')
"' 23. MR. PERRY: I would think possibly so, depending

24 on the question, yes, sir.
,

(-) 25 MR. MC CLUNG: Intervenors will be doing so, too.

j
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I1 I can promise you that;

() .2 JUDGE KELLEY: This supplemental testimony of the

3. 24th -- not the 24th -- yes, the 24th. This is fairly

- ({ } 4 characterized as a national of fice opinion?

5 MR. PERRY: Yes,. sir.

6- JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. This document is rather

7 conclusory ' and -- well, hard to understand without further

8 explanation . Is Mr. Nauman in a position to elaborate upon

9 this statement as to its meaning, in the sense that the

10 elaboration would be a national view?

11 MR. PERRY: I would think so, yes, sir.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Go ahead'.

(~s 13 MR. MC CLUNG: Your Honor?
(

14 JUDGE KELLEY: I am sorry, you have a pending

15 objection, Mr . McClung . May we get a restatement of the

16 question? Yes.

17 MR. PERRY: I just want to make clear that the

18 pre-filed testimony in this matter, Mr. Nauman's general

19 knowledge, Mr. Nauman's position in the organization, are

20 such that he is considered by his agency as FEMA's witness

21 in this matter.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: I think that is fine. It is just

O'
23 a ' departure from I thought I had heard prior to this, and I'-

24 am delighted that that is the case. Go ahead.
p
\-- 25 WITNESS NAUMAN: Mr. Chairman?

w

'

>+
. . -.
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

' () 2 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think that maybe it would be

3 helpful, the distinction that I have an understanding regarding

() 4 is that I obviously cannot be citing policy decisions for the
v.-

5' national office, but where decisions have been made, where

6 opinions are rendered by the region, I would be able to

7 testify.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me ask you, is it the practice

9 of the regional offices to prepare detailed analyses of a

10 particular reactor, and to then forward that to the Washington

11 office for further review, or do the regional offices sign

|
'

12 off on site-specific, reactor-specific emergency planning

13 analyses ?-~

l [ 6
s

\~J'

| 14 WITNESS NAUMAN: I don't wish to compound the
L

15 problem, but the limit of our responsibility is off-site
|

16- emergency preparedness, so we don' t deal with the reactor or

! 17 onsite problems, but I think the answer is no, we do nat

'18 form conclusions and send them forth. We can render a
,

19 position of regional opinion to the national office, and they,

20 as I have indicated earlier, have an option to determine

21 whether they accept or deny that.

22 , JUDGE KELLEY: But they do review it in Washing-

f-]s\_ 23 ton --

24 WITNESS NAUMAN: Oh, yes. Most definitely. In

h
k./ 23 the general logical conclusions that I would bring, which has

1

l

|
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1 so far been true to form, is .that they are going to lean in

( ) 2 the direction of the regional opinion, because we have got the

3 onsite expertise. We are probably more informed as to the

( )i 4 technical nature of the problems than somebody 3,000 miles
,

\_

5 away with a multitude of other projects, but they put the

6 national emphasis to the issue. They provide --

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Then they review the details of

3 your analysis, and --

9 MR. NAUMAN: Yes, sir.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't recall -- the June findings,

11 what we have come to call the interim findings, were they

! 12 sent to Washington, for national review?

fg 13 MR. NAUMAN: Yes, sir. They were.

()
14 MR. MC CLUNG: Let us clarif y that. They weren't

15 sent to national, were they? I mean, you sent your

16 evaluations to national, which then they produced the

17 interim findings.
,

'

!

13 WITNESS NAUMAN: Mr. McClung is correct. We sent

19 an opinion to them as an interim position, and I highlight the

20 word " interim," and at that point, it is national's

i 21 responsibility to issue a finding and determination which is

22 then sent over to NRC through the steering committee.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: And did they not do so in this'-

24 case?
. ,R

k ,/ 25 WITNESS NAUMAN: That is correct.m

1

|
,

.-.
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1 JUDGE KELLEY: They did do so?
<

2 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir.'

,

3,
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~~ lbEl l' JUDGE KELLEY: You had a question and I think, 1),
''

c
~ 2 Mr. McClung had an objection I guess you are going to have

t

_
3- to restate the question.

, .

'V 4 MR. HOEFLING: Let me try a different question.

5 BY MR. HOEFLING:

6 0 With respect to Applicants' Exhibit No. 144,

- 7 Mr. Nauman, did you meet with the Applicants subsequent

8 to the issuance of the June 3, 1981 findings to discuss

9 them and their resolution?

10 A I did.

11 Q Was a program of corrective action developed

12 at that meeting?

- 13 A It was.
,m

'( ) 14 Q Does Enclosure 1 to Exhibit 144, consisting

15 of the three sheets I have previously identified, des-

16 cribe that program of corrective action?

17 A Yes. It should be understood that it repre-

18 sents a document provided by Southern California Edison

19 rather than something that was generated by FEMA.

20 Q I understand that. If this program is carried

21 out would FEMA be in a position to reach a favorable

22 finding with respect to off-site emergency preparedness?

23 MR. MC CLUNG: Objection. Unclear what FEMA

- 24 is in that question.

G
25 MR. HOEFLING: Restate the question.

,

|

[ h

.
.

1

I

)

'
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2
'

;-
- y- BY MR. HOEFLING:

..t /
+

.

2 0- Let's begin with the regional office.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead and answer the question.
/ ;-
( /- 4 The regional office is a pending' question.

5 WITNESS NAUMAN: I have a feeling I understand

6 the general nature of the question. I think an explanation

7 is necessary to' insure thorough understanding of it. We

8 would most likely be in a position-to render an opinion at th a

9 . point that the cor.rective action has been addressed and is

10 . submitted by the Applicants to the region or to the national

gj. office and ultimately to the recion. But there is an assess-

12 ment inherent in that process that would determine whether

13 r n t we would find a position' of acceptability of the

[')) 14 . corrective action. It's a minor distinguishment, but I
N_

15 want it understood that way.

16 MR. MC CLUNG: I might help clarify that answer

17 by referring the Board to the Exhibit 146 -- I don't know

is if you have it -- Applicants' Exhibit 146, which is a letter

19 for Brian Grimes from Robert Jaske of the Federal Emergency

20 Management Agency. In that letter Mr. Jaske states that

21 the October 15, 1981 date for essentially completing the

22 corrective actions would follow FEMA Region IX -- would

23 allow FEMA Region IX to complete its evaluation. We anticipa':e

- 24 providing NRC with FEMA findings and determinations about

''' 25 November 1, 1981. The point being that when the corrective

gO
%j]\
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3 11 measures that are referred to in Exhibit No. 144, FEMA
3,

1
'#

2 anticipates then the regional office will have to make a

3 review of-those submissions and then issue a finding based

- . 4 on that review. Isn't that correct, Mr.Nauman?

WITNESS NAUMAN: The statement ended up as a,5

6 question and I'm not sure that I took in all of it, but I

7 think that the interpretation is probably accurate. All I

3 em pointing out is that it is necessary for us to evaluate

9 the corrective action and if the corrective action is con-

10 sidered to be acceptable to us, to provide, as it is stated

33 in the 24 September statemc.'.t that there is a reasonable

12 assurance adequate protective actions or measures can and
,

l'

13 will be taken or do exist that we could render a favorable
|

/m

( ) -14 finding or favorable opinion by the region.,

| ^%)
i 15 JUDGE KELLEY: But some of that evaluation at

16 least remains to be done?
|

17 WITNESS NAUMAN: Well, yes, sir. I would say

18 it does, 17 light of the fact that, A, it's.:an on-going.

|
! 19 activity and, B, the last rendering of a position, if you

20 will, was effective I believe around the 21st of May. At

21 thac point we stopped allaction and looked at the total
!

12 program and said this is our opinion on what has been done.

23 Now we then have to render I think as a result of all this

24 a second opinion, an updated opinion, if you will, from
-

25 21-May, which is I believe the date that I started writing

(")xy.,
-

- - - - . w --. -w. . . - , . - , , - - p
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p I' it, to whatever date is determined. Now the corrective

2 action ~would obviously factor into that as a method of

3 _ assessment.,_
-> >

- 4 JUDGE KELLEY: And that latter date will likely

5 be late October, November?

6 MR. PIGOTT: The completion of it, you mean?

7 WITNESS NAUMAN: I'm sorry. I didn't hear that.

8 MR. PIGOTT: I was saying the completion, as

-

9 opposed to what we are getting now, which is an on-going or

to updated as of this time.

31 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think in light of the 350

12 Process, which is to refer to 44 CFR 350 process under which

13 we formally operate, that it would be an interim, again, or
,--g
(s-) 14 an update rather than a fi: al position report. I think that

15 the 350 process is where you might interpret or be led to

16 interpret a final estimation. But that needs to be kept

17 in perspective and the fact that this is constantly an on-

13 going process and never stops. When you get by the 350

19 Process you go to the annual review as defined in 0654 for

20 exercise and plan review.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: I believe we were told at one

22 point that- final FEMA reviews envision completion of statz

23 repo'_ts as -.well as local and that therefore we were on a

,.r~ 24 mode of interim reports until one had a final. state report

25 in hand.-

s.

w
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N, 1 WITNESS NAUMAN: I.think that probably could be
,
> !

''

2 interpreted that way, yes, sir. I think we are dealing with
,

l
~ 3 semantics in this thing. !

.f'i :

!\ 'w' 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, one of the things we are

5 concerned with here is your statement of the 24th now

6 carefully read I think is consistent with what you just said.

7 If you pick it up and you read it rather superficially you

a might come away thinking that this'says that everything is

9 fine right now in the opinion of national FEMA. You are

10 saying that since the evaluation isn't complete that can't

11 be quite what it r.eans.

12 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. I do not at any time

13 feel that that is a correct interpretation of this document.

( ) 14 It simply indicates in my opinion -- and I think I can speak
v

15 for the region in this and probably also for national --

16 that this simply st .es that the corrective actions must be

17 completed as defined within Exhibit No. 144 previously
,

18 addressed to give us an opportunity to render an opinion.

19 It does not say that it automatically says adequacy

20 exists.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. I'm afraid we are

22 breaking in on you, Mr. Hoefling, too much. Go ahead.

23 BY MR. HOEFLING:

24 0 All right, Mr. Nauman. Do you have before you7-
i''/

25 a copy of the June 3, 1981 memorandum for Brian Grimes

(a3
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fN 1 from John E. Dickey, subject Interim Findings and Determina-
(

^'

2 tions relating to the Status of State and Local Emergency

3 Preparedness for. San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units
,.

kJ 4 2 and 3?

5 A I do.

6 0 Are you in a position to describe the nature of

7 that document to us?

3 A I am.
.

9 Q Could you do that?

10 MR. MC CLUNG: Could I ask are you going to admit

11 this into evidence?

12 MR. HOEFLING: I'm going to move it into admission,

13 attempt to.

() 14 JUDGE KELLEY: If that's okay with you.

15 MR. MC CLUNG: That's fine. He didn't provide

16 me with a copy, but that's all right.

17 MR. HOEFLING: This has been served on the Board

18 and the parties long ago.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: I'm aware of it.

20- JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead.

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: The June 3 document to which we

22 refer is the FEMA interim finding and determination that

23 relates to San Onofre's off-site emergency capability as
,

I.. 24 presented to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. It in summary

J
25 reflects a position of an interim assessment as of approxi-

i

. N'%-

'

,

l
1

- -, -
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, -N., _ g' mately 21 May at.the time that it was -- that the material,

' ');

2 used within it was prepared.- It provides a summary of a
'"

3 number of events. One, a public meeting that was held to
/_T
x '' 4 receive public input. Two, the informal plan review provided

5 by FEMA Region IX and its associated Radiological Assistance

6 Committee, dated 27 April, 1981. And the summary of the

7 evaluation findings of the exercise of May 14, 1981. It

a should be I think pointed out that this was in fact an

9 interim rather than any kind of a hard determination. It

10 was as a result -- an interim finding -- it was as a result

33 of a direction by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to give

32 an opinion from FEMA to them in regards to the state of i
!
'

33 off-site emergency preparedness under the Memorandum of

() 14 Understanding which I think has been addressed in this
,

15 hearing.

16 It in summary -- well, would you like me to go

i
17 further into-detail on this, Mr. Hoefling?

I

18 ///
:

i 19
-

20

21

12-

23

24('s
(J

25.

bu
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<

E Til1kl 1~ MR. HOEFLING: I have another question for you,

2 but.before I go any further, the document has been served

3 on the Board'and the parties.. I have extra copies should

(3
V -4 anyone be short at this point in time.

5 MR. MC CLUNG: I might point out that it also --

6 a copy of it is contained in Intervenors' Exhibit Numb (r 15.
.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. I think both of mine

.8 are back in the room. I forgot ---
J

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: If I may add in the process of

10 distributing that --

11 (Pause)

12 MR. HOEFLING: And before we go any further, I

13 would like to have the document marked for identification.

p)t, 14 Let me point out that on August 27th, 1981, the Staff had

15 marked for identification its Exhibit 1 at transcript page

16 7709. That Exhibit dealt with infant mortality and Mr. Rood

17 responded to a statement made by a limited appearee. I

18 incorrectly identified that document as Staff Exhibit 1. I

19 understand that we are up to Staff Exhibit 9 at the seismic

20 hearing. Consequently I would like to renumber that docu-

21 ment as Staff Exhibit 10, and then have the June 3, 1981

22 findings that we are discussing marked as Staff Exhibit 11

23 for identification.

24 ///
.. 7

25 ///

/~N
U
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M k2 y (Whereupon, the documents

referred to were marked for2

identification as Staff's3.,

O' Exhibits Numbers 10 and 11.)
4

4

JUDGE KELLEY: And the testimony admitted5

6 Garlier, you Would just bind --

7 MR. HOEFLING: Just bind that into the record.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

9 BY MR. HOEFLING:

10 Q All right, Mr. Nauman, with respect to Staff

yy Exhibit 11, could rou tell us what your role was in the

12 development of that document?

A. Yes. As project officer and evaluation team13

(q- chief for the evaluation that was conducted on May 14th,
,

i 34N._/

15 I consolidated the findings of first the Radiological Assis-

16 tance Committee or RAC for purposes of the exercise. The

17 evaluation team, consisting of approximately 45 individuals

18 through a pyramidal process reached a final product, if you

19 will, and then put that into some type of continuity and

20 standardized terminology. And in the case of the public

21 meeting,_ simply attached a transcript of the meeting itself

nd made some comments thereto.22

I then proceeded to summarize the general infor-23

- 24 mation that would be considered by the national office in
b) -

25 _ reaching a finding and determination, an interim finding and

.

v
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| s' 's k3 ' .1 letermination. And in the process used, the criteria under
~

- (r

' .J -L x
2 which we are subject to -- that being 0654, and the related

L
3 CFR 350-arcas to put together an assessment, if you will, of

~

i ' (,_ 2
4 the regional position on the capability at that particular''

5. time, and as I indicated that was prepared with an as of da2e

6 of approximately -- and I am fairly sure it was 21 May.

7 That document was coordinated through the

8 regional office. It was prepared-for the Regional Director's

9 ' signature and it was resultantly concurred in and sent for-

10 ward to the national office. I think it important to note

11 that the requirements of the scheduling of the -- of this
'

12 hearing of other related NRC activities dealing with licen-

13 sing and related hearings thereto prompted this application
.f

( ) 14 of the MOU and the resultant requirement to conduct these
v

15 three activities, and the findings therefore are in fact

16 interim, and should not have necessarily a negative reflec-

17 tion upon.anyone, but simply being a status of events at

18 that particular time.

19 Q Mr. Nauman, were che regional positions that

20 were transmitted to headquarters adopted in these interim

21 findings?

22 MR. MC CLUNG: Objection. I don't know what he

23 means by adopted. I don't know what findings he is talking

24 about that were sent. We don't have that document in front-~

.

25 of us. I don't know what he is talking about that was

b
/
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'~N -k4 1 adopted or-what the word adopted means in this context.'

n-
2 ?UDGE KELLEY: Can you repeat the question?

_
-3' Maybe you can clar ify it a little bit.

" s';-
<

' 4 MR. HOEFLIhG: Yes, Mr. Nauman has spoken to the

5 role he had in developing the regional position with respect

6 to San Onofre, and that that pocitio7 was then forwarded to

7 national headquarters. I am simply asking whether or not

s the regional position was adopted at headquarters as is

9 reflected in this -- or was adopted at the national level.

10 MR. MC CLUNG: I am goina to make an objection

L 13 on the grounds that it is irrelevant and highly prejudicial

12 in this_ proceeding. It is my same objection that I made at

33 the onset of this testimony that there is a FEMA interim

~ [''J
t g

; 14 finding, and it is Intervenors' position that that is the|
%

| 15 finding that is referred to in the NRC's regulation, and I

|
16 object to any looking where that finding came from or how

17 it may have been arrived at to me is irrelevant. That par-

13 ticular finding is the finding. I think it is a fact that

19 cannot be impeached in this case, and how it was arrived at

20 for explanation purposes in all right, but for purposes of

23 the exact _ mechanics up and down the chain of whether or not

12 the state finding, the regional finding was adopted -- I

23 think that tends to impeach, and I see where this line of

, _ ~ 24 questioning is going. It lacks to me like it is highly

\~ 25 prejudicial because the obvious implication is if the'

v

-
. , . . -- , - , -w , _ _ . . v.__., ,y , ,, .,.r-,,- ,. _ _ , . _ . , ,. v
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w k5 i regional makes a finding now, or the regional has an opinionc-

'
|-

'~'
2 now,.then the national may adopt that opinion, and to me,

s

3 .that is irrelevant. We have the finding and I don't think
y_

-(~ ! 4 it can be impeached.

JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I -- the Board doesn't5

6 view.it in quite the same 1:ght. All we have now is the

7 question of whether the national approved the regional's

a finding. We are interee'_ed in a general manner in the revieu

9 process of FEMA, how they arrived at their conclusions,

10 whether it is purely a regional determination, whether it is

g yy a national determination has -- could have some bearing on

.12 the weight of the determinations to be accorded, so the

13 objection is overrule d on. that ' basis.

( -) 34 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, then can I ask that the
s.

15 counsel please clarify the exact finding -- what the finding

p 16 is -- let's get it out on the table before we ask whether

17 it was approved or not. I don't know what the finding is
|

| 33 that he is talking about.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you tell us again which

20 finding you are referring to?

23 MR. HOEFLING: I am asking the Witness whether!

22 the regional position which he sent to national was adopted

23 by national.

24 MR. MC CLUNG: We need a foundation for what

'O
25 that position is, is what I am saying.

Ov
|

,

- , -+ c ,, , . - - . _ . . 7,., . . , ., ,. . ,,,,
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('' ) k6- -1 ' JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I thought earlier -- which
a

2 document are.you referring to, Mr. Hoefling?

3 MR. HOEFLING: I am not referring specifically
,

- 4 to.any documents. I am referring to the documents that

5 Mr..Nauman referred to in his response, the materials that

6 he sent to the national headquarters. Let me ask Mr. Nauman

7 ~ would he tell us what the regional position was that he

8 forwarded to national headquarters.

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: The regional position was

10 almost exactly-that position which is reflected in the find-

11 ing and determination.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Is the regional position a

13 document that we have before us? Do we have that or not?
/%,

(v) 14 MR. HOEFLING: No, you don't. You have before

15 you --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

17 MR. HOEFLING: - in this room. There were --

18 a RAC review was conducted, and I believe that documented

19 in an April report and in addition there was an exercise

20 review which was documented in, I believe, a May report

21 which have been served on the Board and parties.

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes, correct. But the interim --

23 so called interim findings of June were a national document

24 which we do have which you just gave us, in fact --
-(~T
\ 1

'"' -25 MR. HOEFLING: That is right.

J

.. , __ .m_ . _ _ _ . . . . _ . _ _ _ , _ . _ _ - _
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' k7 1 JUDGE KELLEY: And.you are saying that that was
.

; 2 based.upon, drawn from what you sent to Washington, right?
Y

I WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir, that is correct.'

.A,
| 'd 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

'

5 ///

6

I 7
4

8
i

! 9
,-

10
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.
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q )tp12-1 1 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff would move that Staff
' 'wJ

s2 Exhibit 11 be-admitted into evidence at this time.
.

; ..
.. -3 MR MC CLUNG: No objection.
[\ '

\ >
' ' ' 4 MR. PICOT 2: No objection.'

5 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

6 (The document marked for

7 identification as Staff

8 Exhibit ;. 11 was received

9 in evidence.)

10 BY MR HOEFLING:

11 Q Turning to your affidavit again, Mr. Nauman,

12 would you get that before you, please? Would you get before

I
13 you the one-page sheet entitled Testimony of Mr. Kenneth

. rm)(_ 14 W. Nauman, Jr.? Do you have that?

15 A I do.

16 Q Did you prepare that?

17 A I did.

18 Q Is it true and correct?

19 A It is.

20 MR. HOEFLING: Staff would move that testimony
,

21 into evide. ice at this time.

22 MR. MC CLUNG: It's already in.

23 MR. HOEFLING: No, it's not. This deals with the

24 EPZ contention.
>(

25' JUDGE KELLEY: I'm looking at the --
,

O
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,e''g .2 '1~ MR. HOEFLING: It's the first attachment to the
' \. ).

'''

2 affidavit.

O)..
3 JUDGE KELLEY: Undated testimony of Mr. Kenneth

*'

\- 4 W. Nauman?
..#.

5 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Relating to the criteria for-

7 determination of the plume exposure pathway?

3 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection?
,

10 MR. PIGOTT: None.-

]] MR. MC CLUNG: No.4

12 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.
>

13 (Whereupon, the above testimony of Kenneth W. '

()'

14 Nauman was bound 'into the transcript. )

15

16-4

1

17

' 18

19
,

20

21

22

23

k
- 24-

,

|'
25

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR R.EGULAT.ORY COMMISSION-
,

i
'/ BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD.

In the Matter of~ ). ,-s

~

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY) Docket Nos. 50-361 0.L.
) 50-362 0.L.;4

.(San Onofre Nuclear Generating )
Station, Units 2 and 3)

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF MR. KENNETH W. NAUMAN, JR.

The following statement is submitted in reference to the question regarding
' resolution of corrective action relating to the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station (SONGS) offsite emergency response capability.

.

Responsibility for corrective action relating to the SONGS findings and
determinations falls with the Southern California Edison Company (as primary
agent fe": San Onofre NGS) as reflected in Exhibit No.144 (DFP-4) and the
. July 11, 1981, memorandum from Robert Jaske (FEMA) to Brian Grimes in.

Exhibit No. 146.

We are anticipating continued input from the utility regarding the demonstra-
:(''} tion of its updated capability so as to develop a future Regional position
\s / regarding the ability to respond to an offsite emergency. A-great deal of

information on-the actions subsequent to the exercise has been identified
through the testimony of jurisdictional representatives subpoenaed to testify
at the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) hearings for SONGS.

1e at &
The utility anticipates delivery 4around October. 15, 1981, of some of the
completed materials, a training schedule, and a proposal for further demonstra-
tion through one or more drills to be conducted in the October-November
time frame.

We.will be prepared to render an updated opinion on the corrective action
subsequent to that time. If all of the deficiencies are corrected, FEMA
will be able to~ render a finding of adequacy.

.

\s)
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}- UNITED , STATES OF AMERICA,

_,V . NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO.tISSION- +

!
~

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

. !"~i ..v
~

In"the Matter of' )
.

. .

.

)'

-SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY). Dockets Nos. 50-361 0.L. *

)' I 50-362 0.L. x ;

:(San ~0nofre duelear' Generating- -) +

Station, Units 2 and 3) ) _ ,

TESTIMONY OF MR. KENNETH W. NAUMAN, JR.
,

The criteria of NUREG 0654/ FEMA REP-1, Rev 1, relating to the criteria
,

.

'for determination of the Plume' Exposure Pathway Emergency Planning Zone
*

,
,

were addressed in.the review of the-Scn Onofre offsite emergency plans.
.

That application through the informal FEdA/RAC review. reflected a

/~' consideration of 10 CFR 50.47.C(2) to include topography, demography,
'\s

*

Lland characteristics, access routes, and jurisdictional boundarips.

Those factors were considered by R'egion IX in the review of the offsite

caergency response plans,.and the EPZ's contained in the plans are

considered reasonable and in conformance with FEMA planning guidance.

'
,

I

i

.
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o
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.
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,e UNITED STATES OF AMERICA1

(f- NUCLEAR REGULATORY. COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

.W.
~k In the Matter of ):

|- )
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON C7MPANY) Docket Nos. 50-361 0.L.

.
. . . ) : 50-362 0.L. N

(San Onofre Nuclear Generating ) 'i '\
Station, Units 2 and 3) )

'

AFFIDAVIT OF KENNETH d. NAUMAN. JR.-

--
, ,

. I am Project Officer, San Onofre Offsite Emergency Response Planning, Plans

and Preparedness Division, Federal Emergency Management Agency Region IX.
.

The testimony given here is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

.

bd I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on Septe=ber 16, 1981.

.

M

KENNETH W. NAUEUi, JR. p
,

b

.

.

:O
.
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jm UNITED STA'IES OF AMERICA

t ) NJCLEAR REGUIAIORY OctHISSION

Tx BEFORE 'IHE A'IOfIC SAFEIY AND LICENSING BOARDU -

In the matter of )
- ) i

SOUIHERN CALIFURNIA EDISON C m PANY " ~~)~ ~ Dof.ket Nos. 50-361 OL -
-

'

) 50-362 OL
_ET A_L_ )-

)
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating )

Station, Units 2 and 3) )

AIDITIONAL TESTDONY OF KENNEIH NAWAN, JR.

Septenber 24, 1981

.

Q. Are you familiar with the current National Office Views of the Federal
Emergency Management Administration as to the adequacy as to tSEloffsite
Emergency response planning at SONGS II and III?

\ A. Yes.

-Q. What is that view?

A. Given the conmitment of Southern California Edison and local jurisdictions
tc the correction of the deficiencies noted in the FD% interim findings of
June 3rd, '981, and their contiming efforts to correct these deficiencies,
it is believed that, provided the needed corrective actions are completed,
there is a reasonable assurance adequate protective measures can and will
be taken in the event of a radiological emergency at SONGS II and III.

4
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. ('s 1 WITNESS NAUMAN: It should be noted, sir, that

~

2 ~the date on that would be the date reflected on the affidavit .

3 It was sent in as one document.
("T
(_/ 4 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

5 .BY MR. HOEFLING:

6 Q Mr. Nauman, we have had a practice here of the
,

i

7 witnesses providing the Board and the parties with an over-

a view of what they have come here to tell us. The overview

9 is not considered direct evidence but is provided for inform-

10 ational purposes. Could you give us a brief explanation

.31 of what you are here to tell us?

12 WITNESS NAUMAN: Could we go off the record for

13 a moment?

; ( ) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure.
\~ /

15 (Off the record)

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Mr. Nauman's

17 overview statement.

!= 18 WITNESS NAUMaN: Thank you. The request to go

! 19 off the record was to clarify a point as to the nature of

20 the description that has been requested.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

22 MR. MC CLUNG: Pardon me. At this point -- I'm

23 sorry for interrupting, but I got confused in the admission

24 or moving of these various testimonies into evidence and

O- 25 before we broke for lunch I suggested that we had no objectior ;

m- ,

.. , , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . , , _ _ . . _ . . . _ , . . - . - _ .
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11- to one of them. The titles are all very similar and one of''

" 3,,

~'
2 them which we had a similar objection to, as we do to the

_ 3 one entitled Additional Testimony of Kenneth Nauman, Jr.,

th're is another on'e called the Direct Testimony of Kenneth'

4 e'

5 W. Nauman, Jr., which is attached to the affidavit of

6 -Kenneth-W. Nauman, Jr., in addition to the Testimony of

7 Mr. Kenneth W. Nauman, Jr., which is also attached to that

8 same affidavit, and I'got confused ~about which ones of those

9 -things are being moved in, as you might well suspect, with

10 those names.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: It's perfectly clear to us.

12 (Laughter)

13 MR. MC CLUNG: I'd like to say that we object

(%) 14 to the Direct Testimony of Mr. Kenneth W. Nauman, Jr., which
/

L./

15 is attached to the affidavit I referred to, on the same

16 grounds that we object top.the Additional Testimony of Kenneth

17 Nauman, Jr., dated September 24, 1981.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you just briefly not repeat

19 the whole ground but state it again?

20 MR. MC CLUNG: The basic ground is that we

21 believe that there are interim findings which have been

22 issued through the applicable procedural processes of FEMA

23 and that those are taken as a rebuttal presumption in this

24 case. They have been intrcduced as Staff Exh.ibit 11. We

O
25 believe that those particular findings cannot be rebutted

i
V
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by. testimony from FEMA. They can only be changed through'

;- _1

2- 'the. process and through some sort _of document received from

. 3 the national office saying that those findings have been
f
'k J 4 changed. And this particular document purports to say that

5 -- Purports to derogate those findings.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: I undarstand your objection. It

7 is a legal objection and --

3 MR. MC CLUNG: It's the same one.

9 JUDGE CELLEY: I'm going to overrule it, but the

10 objection is made.

11 MR. MC CLUNG: You are going to overrule it?

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

13 MR. MC CLUNG: With respect to this document?

/) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.( ,
15 MR. MC CLUNG: Is that -- just to clarify the

16 record, are you now overruling it with respect to the other

17 document as well?

18 JUDGE KELLEY: Was that still pending or isn't

19 that in?

20 MR. HOEFLING: That was in subject to a motion

21 to strike, as I recall.

22 MR. MC CLUNG: Subject to a motion to strike.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, well for a very different

24 reason. Well, I'm glad you reminded me because now let me

O'
25' clarify.it. This document has raised a number of questions

. |}L>

_ _ _ _ _ .
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''( -

in our mind, some of which are in the process of beingi
x-,

2 answered. This one here.--

3 MR MC CLUNG: Please refer to the last line of;,q
,

'*l 4 that document, in the Direct Testimony of Mr. Kenneth W.

5 Nauman, Jr. It is the same point, Your Honor.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I think I was premature.

7 I am going ' to withdraw that prior ruling and leave them in

a the same status, both pages, subject to a motion to strike

9 at the end.

10 MR. MC CLUNG: Thank you.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: I simply didn't read it that

12 carefully. I will put them both in the same category. Okay.

13 BY MR. HOEFLING:
, , ,,

.( f 14 Q Mr. Nauman, go ahead with your. overview.

15 A Thank you. The purpose of my testin:ony today is

16 a result of the NRC-FEMA Memorandum where FEMA is responsible

17 for cooperating with the NRC in determining off-site emergenc 7

18 . preparedness, levels of capability, if you will, and the

I 19 testimony centers around the off-site capability, as I have

20 inlicated, of the various jurisdictions as would be offered

21 lar the various councils. The FEMA requirements, obviously,

22 have already been outlined. We are responsible for reviewing

23 the various plans and response capability under terms of the

24 criteria of 0654, for conducting the aforemen.tioned reviews

'''
25 in the form of a plan review, an exercise evaluation and,

(~N
.

, , -

:
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T 1 in the case of 350, process the public meeting.
.

2 I think it important to distinguish that we'

3 are -irt an informal process of review under another FEMA-NRC
,_

'- 4 MoU that offers an alternative method of assessment to that

5 of the formal 350 process. For clarification, the 350 pro-

6 cess requires formal submission by the local jurisdictions

7 of accredited plans to the state and the state in turn issues

8 a position of concurrence in those' documents and then forward s

9 them to FEMA to request review and evaltation.

10 As a result of that, we would then proceed into

11 an evaluation of an exercise and hold a public meeting, at

12 which point those three documents would serve to form the

13 basis of a finding and determination issued by the national

/3
(a) 14 office, routed through the steering committee to the NRC for

15 their final determination in regard to actions towards

16 licensing.

17 It should also be understood that FEMA is

18 offering this in a support capacity to the NRC and has no

19 authority to render a particular decision, but only an

20 opinion. The alternative process to the 44 CFR 350 process

21 which we have addressed is under the Memorandum of Understand Lng

12 the NRC can ask FEMA to render an interim opinion based upon

23 criteria that they establish at thatparticular time. In the ;
l

24 case of the San Onofre off-site planning program, FEMA was
'

_ -

V
25 tasked to develop a finding and determination thatconsisted

.

"'s
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( of the'three activities I identified and in the April, May.x
- f f

'

2 and June timeframe of 1981 we took action to prepare those''

3 findings and~ determinations as closely following the formal
(-\( )- 350 procedure as was possible to lend as much credibility4

5 to it as possible so as to relate to that ruling that. had

6 been accepted in the system, if you will.

7 The current position at this date is for FEMA

IB to await further update and information that would relate

9 to the status of off-site emergency response to render upon

10 demand additional update or assessment of that capability,

gy ultimately reaching a formal finding and determination in

12 accordance with the 350 process. So my participation here

gg would be centered around those comments and to respond to

= ( ) 14 questions from counsel.

15 MR. HOEFLING: The Staff has no other questions

16 of Mr. Nauman at this time.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. We'll turn to cross

18 examination. Mr. McClung, are you doing that?

gg MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, I will be doing that. I

20 wanted to ask a few qur .tions that may be in -- well --

21 CROSS EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

23 Q Could you tell us please again what documents

24 exactly were provided to the evaluators at the national

'~
25 office when they made their interim findings dated June 3

O>\-- :

|
,

.

. _ ._ __ ._, _
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'N g' and referred to as Exhibit 11?
.

8 ;-
p. sa

2 A Yes, sir. The documents that were sent forthi

I' . 3 were the transcript of the public meeting,.the evaluation
p,

k_/ 4 of the exercise which I think has been entered into evidence,
f

'5 dated May 13, 1981 --

6 MR. HOEFLING: Correction. That's not in the

7 record. That-has been provided to the Board and the parties

8 but it is not in the evidentiary record.

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: I stand corrected.

10 MR. PIGOTT: Excuse me. If I could have a

y3 clarification. Staff Exhibit 11, the June 3, 1981 memorandum

12 for Brian Grimes from John Dickey, did that not include the

two attac'ments?h33
| -o
! (v) 14 MR. HOEFLING: It is my understanding that the

15 exercise report was more extensive than the matcrials that

16 are attached to the June 3 findings.

17 MR. PIGOTT: As opposed to the exercise sunmary

is that is attached.

19 MR. HOEFLING: That is correct.

20 MR. PIGOTT: I stand corrected. Thank you.

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: The third document was the plan

22 review. .Those three documents were sent forward with a

23 summary comment, as I had already indicated in my testimony.

- 24 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

25 0 And the plan review you referred to, was that'-

OO

|

__ _

I
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g..

y 3 the one prepared by you with the aid of the Radiological' ~ ~

,

1
'

2 : Assistance Committee?
<

3 A That's correct. The April'2|7 document, I believe .

t.
'/- -4 And to clarify the issue that was just raised by the

5 APPlicante, it is correct that the documents sent -- the

6 ' interim fladings and determinations, formal documents sent,

7 had the e ,2 lse summary attached as opposed to the enclo-

3 sures which were sent forward from the regional office.

9 Q Now Mr. Nauman, have you been authorized by the

10 national office of the Federal Emergency Management Agency

33 to express their views regarding the adequacy or inadequacy

12 of each item referred to in the regional radiological

! 33 . assistance committee review which you just referred to?
|

| [} 14 A I'll ask you to restate the question. Now that
us

15 I know what you are relating to I can re-evaluate it.

16 Q Are you authorized or have you been authorized

| 17 by the national office of the Federal Emergency Management

; 13 Agency to express or convey their views as to the adequacy
i

19 or inadequacy of each of the deficiencies and the corrections

20 t lat may be applicable thereto contained in the plan evalua-

21 tion which we have referred to as the Radiological Assistance

~22 Committee review dated in April of this year?

23 A I'm inclined to react to that question in the

24 terms that it has a multiplicity of contingencies and issues.~

' ' ' '
25 involved therein. I think the document speaks for itself,

r~N
6 \

N)

. - ,
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f~ , 1 to start with. I can render elaboration to those documents.
~

i /
' ^ ' '

2 - I cannot attest to any further opinion rendered by the?

3 national office beyond the document. The document speaks
pp
~U 4 for itself.

5 ,o And the exercise review which you furnished to

6 the national office, when they made their determination

7 which was issued June 3 and referred to herein as Sttff

8 Exhibit 11, vere you authorized today by the national office

9 of the Federal Emergency Management Agency to express their

10 view as .ta) each of the recommendations and findings which is

33 contained in that exercise review which you stated was
.

12 submitted to them?

13 A I'm going to have to answer the question in the

() 14 same fashion I did the last one. I can elaborate upon the
v

15 specific issues. I think that they speak for themselves.

16 .The national office opinian is rendered in those documents.

17 MR. HOEFLING: Excuse me. I think I'm a little

13 confused. Are we talking about speaking today to the status

19 of the deficiencies today or speaking to them when they were

20 identified in May or April? What timeframe are we talking

21 about?

22 MR. MC CLUNG: Thank you, Mr. Hoefling. I am

23 referring to the timeframe then when they were submitted

24 and I am referring to the timeframe now. uoth.
(~)
''# 25

.p
G

_ - _ - - - - _. _ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - . . _
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'5 l' BY MR. MC CLUNG:

''

2 Q And I . am asking you whether or not you were

.. 3 authorized by your agency at the national level to respond
.,-

\Y 4 today as'to their views on the adequacy or inadequacy of

5 each of the specific items contained in the RAC review and

6 in the exercise review today and back then.

7 MR. PIGOTT: Could we have it one at a time?

8 It in compound.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay.

10 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

11 Q Today.

12 A In regards to today, I can speak to the regional

13 position.. In regards to the document at the date it was

(q 14j prepared, I believe I can speak to the national opinion.

15 Q Thank you. That is very helpful. And with

16 respect to the Exhibit 11 of the Staff, which is the interim

17 findings or sometimes they are called other things, are you

18 authorized to speak today by the Federal Emerger.0y Management

19 Agency at the national office to discuss each particular

20 deficiency that is noted 'n that document and to render their

21 view as to the status of that deficiency today?

22 A I believe so.

23 ///

24
_ 3

-

25

~

. %J

,

. , - - . , - , , - . . _ , , . . , - - - , .
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:

/3
-

2 MR. PIGOTT: I question the relevancy of that(x, J -

3 particular question.

[ ') 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Let me ask, Mr. Perry -- I am
y.1 u-

5 going to assume, when the witness -- I think the questions

6 have been appropriate, and the witne'ss has said what he has

7 said about various things. I amt going to assume you agree

8 with what the witness says, or you will let us know.

9 MR. PERRY: That is correct, sir.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: And I think with assistant

11 General Counsel of the national agency here, that that is

I 12 adequate authority for -- not that the witness isn't, but

g w, 13 with both of them here, that is enough, in terms of who he

'O<

14 speaks for. And once you establish that, he speaks for the

15 national, and that is what we are going to take, as what is

16 getting said.

17 MR. MC CLUNG: I am unclear. Is that a ruling

18 that I can't inquire into'tthe nature 'of the authorization? I

19 think it is --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: I was a little unclear, but t he

'

21 answer is yes, because I don't see the point of pursuing it

_
22 any further. Thereuare all sorts of things you can probe on

''-) 23 cross, but we are going to take as given that.Mr. Nauman can

24 speak for the national, as he says he can.

- \_-) 25 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, can I ask you -- or tell you

i

, - _ _ s-_< ,- - _ . . _ , , . -
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2 1 why I am pursuing this? It'seems to be a pretty clear

r j 2 question once it is answered, and 1 understand your
-L J

3 hesitancy to probe into it further, but, the fact remains

4 when I ask the question that there was a long delay before the; ;
v

5 -response came, and it wasn't clear to me that that authoriza-
|

6 tion may be what we all take to be the authorization, and I
i

7 want to clarify precisely what the authorization is, and what

8 it speaks to with respect to that documer.c.

9 If that can be clarified by Mr. Perry, or through

10 some other way, that is less, you know -- that would be fine.

11 But I don't -- I think'it is too vague at this point.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: I must say, I don't think the

r') 13 Board feels much need for any further clarification. If you,

t:

'd
14 can give us a sentence or two that might be helpful, then go

15. ahead, but it is a question of wasting time. Go ahead.

16 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. Thank you. The

17 hesitancy was based upon the nature of your question. I did

18 not thoroughly understand what it was you were trying to get

19 at, and under the circumstances, I am trying to answer to 1

20 best of my capability, and it is very dif ficult with the

21 nature of your questions. If you could cut down the question

22 to a specific singular query, I would be more than happy to
b
'#

23 attempt to respond to it, and I think that it would probably

24 expedite things if rather than referring to FEMA in its

\J 25 long term, that you call it FEMA, and deal with FEMA national

, . . ..
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~3 1 of fice or FEMA regional office, and ask the question again.

( [ 2 Maybe I can respond in a little more timely f ashion.
s. / -

-

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Go ahead,
,

[) 4 MR. MC CLUNG: At this po'at, I must say, I am a
x-

5 little bit confused, and --

6 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

7 Q Let me ask you a couple of questions. Isn't it

3 true that the document known as the RAC review, and the

9 document known as the exercise review, form part of the basis

10 of the ongoing evaluation of the of fsite plans by FEMA?

11 A Yes,

12 Q An i wouldn't you say that those r. articular
.

f-~ 33 documents form part of.the basis.for the interim findings

~

14 issued June 3?
.

; 15 A That is correct.

16 Q Now, if you can speak to the' views of the ;

17 Federal Emergency -- FEMA at the national level on the June 3

jg findings, each of them as you said you could, why then cannot

19 y u speak to the national views as to part of the documenta- ,

20 tion which went into making those findings?

21 MR. PIGOTT: What is meant by part of the

. . 22 documentation? I am not sure exactly what you are referring
p
'~

23 to, F.2. McClung.

24 Md. HOEFT.1G: I am not sure the witness has said
fw,
'd 23 that.

d

_. , _ _ .- , . , . , .__._,y,.
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4 1 MR. MC CLUNG: I asked him --

_.

( ) 2 WITNESS NAUMAN: I would concur in Mr. Hoefling's
L:

'? statement. I am trying to analyze the lengthy questions as to

(v~') 4 what you are gettin'g at, and I -- it is beyond me. I have

5 stated -- I will stop. Go ahead.

6 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

7 Q Mr. Nauman, I know you don't like the . length of

8 my questions, and I appreciate your suggestions . to help me

9 rectify them, but I can only do what I can do at this point,

10 and the question that I want to ask you, you have stated to me

11 that the RAC review and the exercise review formed part of the

12 documentation upon which the June 3 interim finding was based.

(~'s 13 A That is correct.

14 Q And you have testified that you cannot tell me, or

15 state the viewsvof the national of fice of FEMA sith respect

16 to the specific comments outlined in those two documents.

17 A No, I don't believe I did say that. What I said

13 was that I can speak to elaborating upon those things, but

19 those statements have already been -- the position of the

20 national of fice is in the documents.

21 Q- The position of the national cf fice is in the

22 documents with -- as you have testified, with respect to when
O

- - 23 they were made, back in June.

24 A That is right.
O\- l 23 Q But the position for the national office with

. - -. - . - - -
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5 1 respect to those documents and the deficiencies contained

; 2 .therein as of today is act contained in it, isn't that

| 3 correct?

( i 4 MR. PIGOTT: What is the relevance of this line of
,O

5 questioning? I mema, we have gone now for over an hour

6 determining no more than that a man who gets paid in a

7 regional of fice is here speaking on behalf of the regional

3 of fice and the national office, and we are into a -- I don't

9 understand the long questions either, concerningwhether or

10 not he can talk about specific comments at specific times. I

11 really f ail to see either the relevancy or the probative

12 value of this line of questions any further.

g'\ 13 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, I think that I have
> <

's_/
14 indicated and the witness has indicated that he is here to

15 speak for his agency, that he can speak from a regional point

16 of view on many issues, and that he can speak from a national

17 point of view on many issues. I think trying to ask these

13 questions in the abstract, and say can you address everything

19 that is in a given piece of paper from two points of view, or

20 from one point of view, or however many points of view, is

21 counterproductive.

22 I would think that we could move forward, Counsel

b)''
23 could ask his substantive questions. If he wants to say,

24 well, do you know national's view on this issue, the witness
(-
U 25 is free to respond.
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6 1 MR. MC CLUNG: There is a point in this, Your Honor ,

( j- 2 and I will tell you briefly, or try to.
,

3 I an attempting to ask a few questions before I

(,- - ) 4 proceed with a lengthy -- what may be a lengthly cross-examina-

5 tion through many, many documents, a7d specific issues to

6 ascertain the national view, because it is my position that

7 if this witness canno't competently discuss the national view

8 as to each deficiency that it was outlined in the basic

9 documents which formed the June 3 findings, then this witness

10 I am going to make a motion to strike the testimony again

! 11' that has been admitted subject to my motion to strike right

| 12 now, so that we don't get invo lved .

| . (''N 13 Otherwiss, I have to go through each one of those
.

\s-)L

14 specific findings and recommendations, and figure out what the

! 15 national view is, because if he knows the national view, he
i

| 16 knows the national view, and I want to know it. It is going

17 to be hearsay, but we are going to find out what the national

18 view is on every single deficiency in these plans.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: If he can speak to it. It does

20 seem to me that the Board, for one thing, is interested, if

21 you can't give a national view, we may very well want to have

22 a regional view. We want to get the best information we can

23 get. Beyond that, I think Mr. Perry's comments are well taken

24 and we have explored this, and there are some things as to
,

kJ 25 which the witness can speak for the national and some things
_

_ . _ _ _ _ __ __
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1 as to which he can't, and I think it is going to be not

..

() 2 useful to pursue this much more, and I think we would be best

3 advised to move into the particular deficiencies that you
i

.( )- -4 want to explore.

5 WITNESS NAUMAN: Mr. Chairman?

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes?

7 WITNESS NAUMAN: If I may, the elaboration that

8 has just occurred makes the question a little bit more clear

9 to me. I can respond to the events that are in the record,

10 the record of the national office documents to which I have

11 referred, as of the -- if you will -- June 3rd date.
,

12 But those actions that are subsequent to that are

f'') 13 not formal opinions on the part of FEMA, so it is very diffi-
V

14 cult to state that FEMA has a -- well, it is impossible to

15 state that FEMA has an opinion from the national level that
.

16 relates to that. Those documents that have been -- that I

17 think you are making reference to now are position statements

18 that I don't believe relate to the nature of your question.

19 Your question is the status or emergency planning suisequent

20 to June 3, if I understood it correctly.
+

21 I can address regional posi'i ons, but FEMA has

22 not issued a national . position on subsequent to 3 June

O
23 activities.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: So that insofar as you are asked

25 about'an area and certain corrective action, that you know

. . - .
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'i' I something about is raised, that you can speak to that, but it

.

) 2 would be either regional, or even your personal opinion.

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, sir. 1 have explained the

,.

( ) :4 process. We render an opinion from the regional office to the

5 national office, and the national of fico either concurs or

6 dissents in that opinion and issues a finding from the nation-

7 al of fice, and there have been no findings issued subsequent

3 to 3 June in regards to the nature of the capability of off-

9 site emergency planning.

10 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, on that basis, I would renew

11 my motion to strike the testimony which is labeled the

12 additional testimony of Kenneth Nauman, Jr., and at least the

(~N 13 last line which is contained in the testimony referred to as
(v)

14 the direct iestimony of Mr. Kenneth W. Nauman, Jr.
.

15 JUDGE KELLEY: I would prefer, as I indicated

16 carlier, to defer ruling on ' chose two pieces of paper, but

17 if the ' hrust of your argument is -- and maybe I

13 misunderstand it, but if the thrust is that there has been a

19 FEMA national document issued last June covering certain
~

20 Points, are you saying then that something less than thGt now,

21 let us say either a regional office view, or just Mr. Nauman's

22 view, is inadmissible?

O
23 MR. MC CLUNG: I am saying that this particular

24 witness if he cannot speak to the national views on all those

25 issues, cannot -- is not competent to testify here today in

1
.

- .- __ - . _ .-
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1 support of this general. statement, and what I am saying is

t j 2 this is a very general statement.
v

3 JUDGE KELLEY: We can leave the general statement

[] 4 to one side, Mr. McClung. We have got all corts of issues
s_-

5 in this case, that it wouldn't matter if that piece of paper

6 never came in the door. I assume you would still want to

7 talk about various deficiencies, and that is what we are here

8 to find out about.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: My motion to strike is based at

10 this point -- I am making it for a reason --

11 JUDGE KELLEY: At this point, it doesn't lie --

12 at this point it is denied. I have made it, I thought,

g'~g 13 crystal clear, that I would be happy to hear your motion when
V

14 we finished talking on tnis witn'ess. If you want to make a

15 motion now, it is denied. Kindly proceed.

16 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

17 Q Okay, Mr. Nauman. Could you -- let us turn --

18 let us reference our discussion now to the first part of your
19 testimo :y, which is the testimony which relates to GUARD's

20 contentions 1 and 2, dated August 24, 1981 You note at

21 page 4 of that document, in answer to question 10, that with
!

22 respect to each of the jurisdictions related to SONGS 2 and
O

j
~ 23 the findings are reflected in the plan review and

'

24 e-ercise evaluation findings produced by FEMA region 9, and

's_/ 25 then you make reference to the documents which you have talked

.. .-
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1 about eac11er, namely the informal plan review letter to

j 2 Alex Cunningham,. State of California Office of Emergency

3 Services, dated April 27, 1981, and the evaluation findings,

,8

( J' 4 San Onofre NGS, of fsite emergency response plans exercise,

5 May 13, 1981. Were those documents prepared under your

6 supervision?

7 A They were.

8 Q And were they submitted as you stated earlier, to

9 the national of fice for review in the preparation of their

10 interim findings?

11 A I believe I testified to that ef fect .;

12 O And have you testified and in 3? r testimony that

f''N 13 -I am referring to , regarding to -- GUARD's contentions 1 and,

| N~-|
L 14 2, have you referred to those documents in answering some of
;

|
15 the questions that were posed to you?

16 A That is correct.

17 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, at this time, I wou ld like

18 to introduce those two documents into evidence, and they are

19 known as the -- I have labeled them Intervenor's Exhibit 13

20 and Intervenor's Exhibit 14,

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Were they among those you handed

22 out yesterday?

O
23 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, Your Honor.

24 MR. PIGOTT: Could we have a title for them as you

s /- 25 have identified them, Mr.McClung?
,

i

. . . , _ -
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1 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, Mr. Pigott. Regional

() 2 Assistance Committee, RAC review of the San Onofre Offsite

3 Emergency Response, dated April 27, 1981, is Exhibit 13, and

(-
(_/ 4 the evaluation finding, San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station,

5 offsite emergency response plans exercise, dated May 13, 1981,

6 is Exhibit 14.

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Any objection?

8 MR. PIGOTT: None.

9 MR. HOEFLING: No objection.

,

10 JUDGE KELLEY: So ordered.

11 (Intervenors' Exhibits Nos. 13 and

12 14 were thereupon received into

('') 13 evidence)
kJ

14 MR. MC CLUNG: I want to point out on the record

15 at this point that the documents that I served were not the

16 originals . They were documents that were served on me, and

17 therefore, there are sc.ae minor, if you were, check marks in

18 -the margin, and I will ask the Board and the parties to

19 please ignore those. There is nothing of substance contained

20 in the documents, and they can he referred to, I believe.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: So ignored.

f-s 22

O
23

24O
V

25

- - . - - - .
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i

; T14 kl l' BY MR. MC CLUNG:
\ .J

2 0 Okay,.now, turning to page two of the same

, _ 3 testimony dated August of this year, on that page it appears
' i

'

4 that you are discussing Intervenors' contention number one,''

5 is that correct?

6 A Yes.

7 Q And with respect to Intervenors' contention

a number one, you state in your answer to question six which

9 asked you to describe the results of that evaluation, re-

10 ferring to your application of 0654 to contention number one,

ty that the assessment reflected the jurisdictions -- have

12 considered the time estimates developed in the SONGS study

13 by W. Smith and Associates and reflecte d an intention to

n
() 14 give consideration of time estimates in dealing with protec-

"

15 tive reponse in an emergency situation. Could you tell me

16 please what you mean by intention to give consideration of

17 time estimates?

18 A The evaluation that was conducted reflected that

19 some issues had been considered -- or had been included in

20 the planning of the various jurisdictions, but that it did

21 not in all cases meet the recommended standards of 0654.

22 It also -- this answer takes into consideration the fact that

23 there have been subsequent Wilbur Smith studies completed

24 for the Applicant that have not as yet to FEMA's knowledge

25 been incorporated into the documents. The jurisdictions

j'~3

V'
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~ k2 1 obviously have an option to do so. The 0654 criteria under

~~#
;2 which FEMA operates reflects that, I believe, that it is onl: r

t

, _ 3 the responsibility of having such a document, but not that
I ,\
''/ 4 ' it be included in the plans.-

5 0 Now, are there some of the plans that did not

6 include those time estimates in their plans?

7 A We would probably get into some degree of debate

8 at-this point as to which plans you refer, in light of the

9 fact that there are some seven documents that are termed

10 plans.

11 0 It is your word.

12 A And some of those documents we don't feel should

13 necessarily be subjected to the 0654 criteria because of

- [Vt 14 capability to respond to them.

15 0 Let me ask you a general question. Do any of

16 the responses -- or have you been authorized by the national

17 office of FEMA with respect to any of the response contained

is in this document -- the testimony of FEMA's Kenneth W.

19 Nauman, Jr. on GUARD's contentions one and two related to

20 emergency preparedness for San Onofre Nuclear Generating

21 Station Units 2 and 3 dated August 24, 1981? Have you been

22 authorized by the national office with reepect to any of

23 these answers?

24 A Your statement is incomplete. Have I been

'''

25 authorized to do what?

O) -t
% /
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, L k3 .y Q To give the views of the national office.
7E ;

~' A Thank you.2

3 0 That was in the earlier too long question.
,

/ T

L_) 4 A I didn't get the give the views. This is a

5 d cument that was issued by me for the national office ~.

6 0 Ek) that all the remarks in this document can be

7 taken to be the views of the national office?

g A As stated by me.

9 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, I may be of some help

10' here. It should be understood that Mr. Nauman's prefiled
|

yy testimony was reviewed by the national office, cleared by

the national office and reflects FEMA's views.12

JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.13

{'']/
WITNESS NAUMAN: Thank you.'

34
; x-

MR. PIGOTT: Then we can assume he can stand'

15
i

cross examination on it? Okay.16

! 17 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. I have a problem. Earlier
l

yg during -- when this document was admitted into evidence, the

39 basis for that was some questions posed by Mr. Hoefling to

20 the Witness, and one of those questions was whether or not

21 this particular document expressed the regioral view, and

22 the answer that the Witness gave, I believe, was that this

23 document expressed the regional view at tho time of the

24 admission of the document.
7s,

(_)
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you mean earlier today?'

Ch
\~-)

_

c
- ., - . - , - - - -
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/ ~ , Ek4 1 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, this morning.
t )

'

2 JUDGE KELLEY: That is not my recollection.

/,

3 Maybe 1 asked a question at some point. I know he has said
)

'' 4 at least once before this that his testimony -- his written'

5 testimony represented the national view. Now he has said

6 it twice, and now the lawyer has said it, so we have pretty

7 well estc hlished it. This is national opinion.

8 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay, well I would like to then

9 make a motion at this time, and if I -- I stand corrected

to if the transcript will bear me out wrongly -- but I will

11 make a motion at this time to strik'e this entire -- or raise

12 the objection to, subject to a motion to strike. I did not

13 interpose an objection before because I believed that this

(~ t 14 was the regional view and not the view of the national. But
V

15 if this is to be the national view with respect to the Inter-

16 venors' contention in this case, then we would make the same

17 objection tnat we made before.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: On what basis? You are moving

19 to strike Mr. Nauman's prepared testimony, correct?

20 MR. MC CLUNG: That is correct.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Oh, is this because it is not in

12 the form of findings and determinations?

23 MR. MC CLUNG: That is right. If it is the
.

24 national view.

25 JUDGE KELLEY: Overruled. Subsequent evidence,
.

p
b
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e''s ; T, k5, :) or however- you want tx) label it, and we are happy to have it.

i.XJ
N 2 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

3 Q: Okay, I would like to go back to the question anc,
f
t \

^'- 4 . answer to number six on page two that you were referring to

5 before,.and I would like to try to tie that down a little

6 . bit. Are -- in one of the offsite jurisdiction.'s plans -- ir

7 any of them, do they not contain the consideration of the

-3 Wilbur Smith time' estimate?

9 A Which one did you want me to refer to? Any of

10 them or one of them?

31 Q. First -- any of them.

12 A I believe there are references to the evacuation

13 time estimates in at least two of the plans.

f~%( ) 14 Q Okay, which plans don't contain reference to the

15 time estimates?

16 A Okay, without checking back into them in depth,

17 I would hestitate to answer, but the county plans, I believe,

is have reference to evacuation time efforts -- estimates that

19 have been made.

20 0 I am trying to ask you which plans don't contain

21 such reference.

22 A I answered your question.

23 Q Which plans'--

24 A I would have to go back and look at them to

' G(~N
25 specifically respond to your question. I believe the County

,..

b,

.
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) k6 1 plans have made reference to them. I am not certain at
i'

2 this juncture that the remaining plans make re'ference to

3 them. The state plan, to the best of my knowledge does not,x

i \
'' # 4 but you must remember that these plans are in an interim

5 status. They have not made changes to the. original -- or

6 they'have not made changes relevant to our submission of the

7 plan review.

8 Q Did you bring the relevant offsite plans with

'

9 you today?

10 A I did.

11 Q Could you please review the plan for the San

12 Juan Capistrano and tell me whether the Wilbur Smith time

13 estimates are contained in there?

fx
( 's 14 MR. PIGOTT: I-am going to object to this kind<

s_)
15 of a question as one that is going to be extremely time

16 consuming and lacks any probative value. We have a showing

17 as to why we have to check San Juan Capistrano to determine

18 whether or not they make specific reference to the Wilbur

19 Smith plan. It seems ridiculous.

20 MR. MC CLUNG: It is a requirement under NUREG

21 0654,

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. Well, let's look --

23 654 where? Where in 6547

r- 24 MR. PIGOTT: I might point out --

'{3}

25 MR. MC CLUNG: The Witness has referred to it in

#
( \

k
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k7 1 his-testimony.-
,

'~~
2 MR. PIGOTT: The interagency plan which is

3 adopted and referred to by all the plans contains time esti-'

[.. \
'v/ -4 mates, and --

5 JUDGE KELLEY: That is an attachment, isn't it?

6 MR. PIGOTT: It is more or less an attachment,

7 an annex, different jurisdictions handled different ways,

8 but it has been a part of every jurisdiction's plan that has

9 been submitte d here in one way or another.

10 WITNESS NAUMAN: Further, it is addressed, sir,

11 by reference in the IAEP.'

12 MR. PIGOTT: That is what I was referring to.

13 WITNESS NAUMAN: I should have made that caveat.

s

( ) 14 JUDGE KELLEY: Well let's --

15 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, if you had said that --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Let's assume it is not in the

17 plan but it is in the annex, is that good enough?

18 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, that is -- I am trying to

19 get at what he meant by his testimony today, and if it is

20 in the interagency plan -- is that what you are saying?

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: I stated that if your question

12 related to whether it was in -- whether it was addressed,

23 versus being in the document, it is cited in the IAEP.

24 BY MR. MC CLUNG:3
~.)

25 Q Is that what you meant -- that reference, in the

b,
u
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k8 1 IAEP to the offsite jurisdiction's intention.to give con-
i
w/

2 sideration to t.ime estimates in your testimony?

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Where in the testimony reference?
f,

/ t.

4 MR. MC CLUNG: Page two in the answer to question' ' '

5 six.

6' WITNESS NAUMAN: I think that is probably ac-

7 curate, yes.

3 MR. PIGOTT: I would note that the name of the

9 -document in the plan was referred to as the interagency

10 evaluation procedure which -- evacuation procedure, which

11 may give a clue as to the intentic. of that document..

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine.

13 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
,-

() 14 Q Okay, now turning to page four, this same branch

15 of your prepared testimony, also referring to contention

16 number one, question number 11 at the bottom of the page,

17 you ask whether or not the offsite jurisdictions have met

13 the planning standard contained in 10 CFR section 50.47 B10,

19 and your response, you state in part that generally the

20 jurisdictions demonstrate an ability to respond to general

21 conditions, but need additional training in the radiological

22 response areas. Could you tell me briefly what you mean

23 by that statement?

<~s 24 A The previous disaster experience of the county's

k-)
25 and of the -- the countys of Orange and San Diego, as well

. -

t
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. k9 1 as the experience of the city of San Clemente, make them

2 highly qualified in the general disaster response area.

(,
3 They'have basic emergency plans developed which have a num-

i
' 4 ber of appendages thereto which deal with specific types of

5 emergencies, as I think was alluded to in Dr. Reed's testi-

6 mony yesterday. This,.as well as the vast disaster response

7 experience that they have, gives them a very big capability

8 of-responding to the general disaster.

9 In the specific case of radiological issues,

to the primary development of radiological response capability

11 has been oriented to wartime nuclear attack issues. While

12 those offer a basic background, if you-will, in the ability

13 to handle radiological issues, it does fall somewhat short,
,-.s

) 14 i" my opinion, of the technical response issues that deal'

(G
15 with a nuclea r power plant offsite release that could be

16 hazardous to the public.

17 These deal with areas of degree of monitoring,

18 rather than degree of monitoring the nature of monitoring,

19 nature of the protective actions that are necessary, related

20 thereto.

21 Additional radiation -- radiological training

22 has been felt to be necessary by a number of those people

23 that were involved in the exercise evaluation, and those

24 generally fall into the area of training and.then reevalua-
f
V

25 tion, which is to say that they should receive some basic

b)v
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.kl 0 1 training in the specific idocyncracies of nuclear power,

;-

v
2' plant emission possibilities, how to handle the monitoring,

,
3 the sensitivity thereto of the instrumentation, general

i s

' ' ' 4 response capability fron a communications standpoint. Yc a

5 are dealing with an EOF versus a command post or an EOC

6 concept, which creates slight variations in the response

7 procedural issues.

8 We felt it was necessary that specific training

^

9 be identified so that these people were familiar with handlir g

10 the problem'where differences exist between general nuclear
;

11 attack emergency response, and specific nuclear power plant

12 response.

13 Q Now referring to the monitoring training, could

(v) 14 you explain a little bit in more detail what type of train-

15 ing is necessary in the area of radiological monitoring?

16 A The training could consist of such items as

17 handling of equipment, general response procedures as to

18 where they would be -- how the teams would be made up,

19 where their base of operations would be from, how to handle

20 communications, plume tracking, the protective equipment

21 that would be necessary, the general -- just basic operation-

22 al procedures, extensive training in the form of drills as

23 to who to respond as a unit, how to monitor -- how to read

,f 3 maps, how to monitor from communicated locations, and when24

\~J |
25 I say that, I mean that if the EOF, for example, were to -- )

,

(J\
'
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7 kil' I say the plume has changed direction due.to meteorological
(O

2 conditions, they would have to radio out to a particular
,

- 3 team to respond-in different direction, to a different geo
-

.,

- 4 ref, geological reference point. These things don't just
'

5 happen. They are a result of training in a variety of forms,
,

'

6 whether it is classroom or field training.
I

'

7 ///
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tp
)15-1- 1 Q 'Now your testimony in this proceeding that is.

J'

2 prepared here as of August 24 and so it is speaking as of

3 . August 24, is that correct?. ,;

/ i
(_/ 4 A Yes.

5 0 With respect to this radiological training,

6 has that been done as of today?

7 A Do you address radiological monitor training or

8 radiological training in general?

9 Q Thank you very much. The monitoring that we have

10 been referring to.

11 A I have not been provided information.that

12 specifically radiological training as I have identified --

13 to the nature of which I have identified -- has been
7- 8( ,) 14 conducted. Plans have been put together by the Applicant,

15 I believe. Coordination is currently in being to provide

16 training to those various personnel that are involved, but

17 I do not have in my possession a position or a statement

18 that training has been conducted as of that time.
'

19 0 Does FEMA have a representative on the inter-

20 jurisdictional planning committee?

21 A In what I would consider to be an ex officio

12 capacity, that is correct.

23 Q Someone goes to tie meetings that they have, the

24 formal meetings that they have?gs
O

25 A Within the capabilities of our manning, yes.

/''T -
n J'
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2 y We are kept abreast of those things'through a copy of the

minutes and telephonic communications with Mr. Coleman and"
2

3- in many cases the county directors, as well as the State
e

'v# Office of Emergency Services.4

MR. MC CLUNG: This is not by way of a question,5

6 but I think it might be helpful in this proceeding -- I'm

7 n t trying to conduct discovery -- but if we could be

g 'provided, the Board and the parties, with the minutes of

9 those meetings of the interjurisdictioncl planning committee.

10 It might help elucidate e of the status of the on-going

yy enterprise and it would be a good thing to have in the

record. I'm just making that as a suggestion. 7 don't have12

them to offer.y3

| (V')
JUDGE KELLEY: What are we talking about in termsy4

|

| -15 f -- y u mean all the minutes of that group?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, there's not that many

17 minutes. How many minutes are there?

gg WITNESS NAUMAN: Is the question directed to me?
|

| 39 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

| 20 WITNESS NAUMAN: I believe they consist of two

21 or three pages apiece. I have two of the three that have

22 been issued with me today. I'm not sure whether they are

23 transferable because I may have made notes on them. I haven' :

24 looked at them in the last couple of days. But they cer-
)

25 tainly would be available within the next three working

3
~(G 1

)
.
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-3 1 days from Mr. Coleman or Mr. Turner without any question.g ;

A |
' ~ '

2 I'd be happy to render-mine if they are copiable.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Any comment from counsel on,_

( )
4 this suggestion?''

5 MR. PIGOTT: I really don't feel that thare is ,

6 much necessity |for them. We have not put them in on our

7 case. It has been described the activities. If there is

3 any question as to whether or not there is such a committee

9 and whether or not they have been meeting and there has been

10 ample opportunity to talk to at least several of the

11 members of that committee over the last month or so, I think

12 I am rather inclined to oppose this very late discovery

13 renuest.

[ )} 14 MR. HOEFLING: I don't know wtat it would add
%.

15 to the record. I think we have had a number of witnesses

16 in here speak of that group and indicate the nature of the

17 activities and their degree of participation and I don't

18 know what else those minutes would add to what we already

19 have.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: What about a single illustrative

21 sample set of minutes to give us an idea?

22 MR. MC CLUNG: I think it might be helpful. I

23 mean I'd be glad to --

<S 24 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you undertake to get ahold
'v'

25 of a copy and xerox it?

.

v
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f4 1 MR. MC CLUNG: I will do so.
7

''

2 JUDGE KELLEY: Fine. Thank you. Let's just

I do one.,_.,
;

''~ 4 MR. PIGOTT: I would note for the record that

5 every member of that committee has appeared as a witness in

6 this proceeding. '

7 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

3 0 Well, as long as we said that, who are the member s

9 of that committee?

10 MR. PIGOTT: You call that cross examination?

11 I really don't know. What are the names, Mr. Nauman?

12 MR. MC CLUNG: No, you don't have to. I'll ask

13 him myself.

I \
i 14 (Laughter)D,

15 JUDGE KELLEY: This is deteriorating.

16 MR. PIGOTT: Be specific in your questions.

17 (Laughter)

18 MR. MC CLUNG: I'm referring to the witness. He

19 may know the answer.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, let's ask him and ti,en if'

,

21 he doesn't we'll just give up. Do you know?
i

22 WITNESS NAUMAN: I hope you're not raising that

23 gavel towards me, sir. The members consist of those parties

24 that are representing the jurisdictions involved in the SONGS

25 activity, including the Applicants, the State of California,

OO

- .. .
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3 ;- 5 y~ and the Region IX of the Federal 2.nergency Management Agency.
s _,,/

3 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.
~

3 MR. PIGOTT: Just for the record, just so that
7. - ,

( )
'\~'

4 wecre complete, Mr. Coleman is the Chairman, Mr. Hunt, Mr.

5 Turner,-Ms. Furgeson, Mr. Stowe, Mr. Wallace -- Col. Wallace

6 ---- and Mr. Pilmer. .

7 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you. Why don't we take a

g short break.

9 (A brief recess)

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Ne're back on the record. Mr.

yy McClung can resume cross examination.

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

13 Q Mr. Nauman, do you believe, as an emergency

34 planning specialist --

15 A From time to time.

16 Q Do you believe that as an emergency planning

17 Specialist that the monitoring training which you have been
.

18 referring to must be completed in order for the response to

19 be adequate in the case of an emergency, a radiological

20 emergency?
|
'

21 MR. PIGOTT: What do we mean by " response"?

22 Do you mean response or response capability?

23 JUDGE KELLEY: v/ild you clarify in that regard?

.

24 MR. MC CLUNG: I'm not sure what the question is."

25 MR. PIGOTT: I found the question unclear. It

'

G
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6 1 ~ referred to or appeared to call for a conclusion concerning
3

'LJ
2 response and I wanted to know -- training and response --

3 and 1 wanted to know if you were talking about response
( 1-
's '

4 capability or whether once people responded and were in the

5 field they were capable of doing their jobs without training.

.6 The question was unclear I thought.

7 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

s 0 You have stated that there is certain training

9 in the radiological monitoring aren that you think ought to'

10 be completed, is that correct?

11 A That's correct.

12 Q Now do you think the lack of that training will

13 impact in any way upon the capability of the agencies to
'

( ) 14 respond in the case of a radiological emergency?

15 A I think it certainly lends the possibility that

16 it could impact upon it. Much of the capability to respond

17 is dependent upon the individuals that are involved. If

| 18 those individuals are self-dedicated to a particular situatio n

i

19 such as emergency response they may take it upon themselves
i

20 to become educated. But when you put that group together
|

21 and they function as an organization and when those people

22 .could theoretically be replaced because of changes in assign-7

|

23 ments or promotions, whatever, you then leave room for

|
fg 24 potential weaknesses in the system. A training program I

()
25 'which within it is composed of academic classroom training,

O
e 4

'%Y.

|
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/ ') 7 1 Lfield training in the form of drills or just simple field
~

C/
2 activities, SOP's and what have you, you attempt to guarantee

, 3 a base of proficiency, if you will, or a capability that

('') ~ 4 assures at least a modicum of capability to respond to a

5 particular situation. But'the true capability to respond

6 is dependent upon a number of factors, so I don't know that

7 I can qualify it with a specific yes or no.

8 0 So you don't know whether or not not having the

9 training would impact upon the response of the organization

10 to the emergency?

11 A I don't want to go so far as to qualify it to a

12 yes or a no. I'm saying that there is a great deal of

13 likelihood that the lack of training could preclude a

('%.( ) 14 capability to respond, but it is not an answer that you can

15 give a cold yes or no to. In other words, there is a poten-

16 tial, if you really carry it out full scope and if you look

17 at it from a totally -- from a total aspect -- there is a

18 possibility you could have a staff of responders that were
.,

19 capable without training. It is not very likely, but it is

20 certainly a possibility.

21 Q Well, we are referring here to a review against

22 the standards in the regulations as you have referred to them

23 in your quastioning. In your understanding of those regula-

r3 24 tions are you supposed to consider what might. happen in the
V

25 exceptional case that -- what people might do without.

b
L)
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r~^ 8 1 training at all?-

~

2 A I'm not sure I can answer the question. Would

3 you restate it?
,,'
( ;

4 Q Certainly. In your understanding of the regula-''

5 tion that you referred to in this question, 10 CFR 50.47B(10) ,

6 is it your understanding of that regulation that that require s

7 'the planner to look at what the response organizations would

8 do without any training at all?

9 A Oh, certainly. You would have to look at all

10 aspects. For example, if you take an individual as qualified

11 as Chief Coleman from San Clemente, his depth of knowledge

12 and his capability, in my opinion, to respond to disasters

13 and handle them from a management of an operational response

A
14 team is -- far exceeds the average capability. His deputy,v)i

15 Mr. Carmichael, is equally talented in that particular skiti.

16 I mean it seems to me, again, in my opinion, that it is an

17 inherent quality that those individuals happen to possess.

18 They are very good at emergency response. It's like planning .

19 -There are people that can write plans and there are people

20 oriented to writing plans. And there are people -ho have

21 been directed to write plans who have no capability whatso-

22 ever.

23 Now those two individuals are very capable and

24 I think they would require a hell of a lot le.ss planning, if

25 you will -- pardon the Greek -- than let's say some o*her

A

.

. . .
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7

9~ l' individuals who had no background or no innate ability to
.,.

2 consider all of the ramifications of emergency response in

3 thi :iological monitoring ~ area.
<

'k/- 4 0 Well, in.your answer to these questions and your

5 review of the plan do you consider the individuals who are

6 .in the' job?

. 7 ~A Do I consider them? I guess I would have to say

. 3 yes, but to a very minimal nature. I think that you have
,.

9 to have a basic level of training and plans developed to meet

10 the potential for an unqualified individual to be involved

11 in the program. But I think that is a little bit different

12 question than you -originally asked me.

13 Q Do you think that the NUREG document 0654 requires
/%
k..,) 14 that the training be planned, part of the plans?!

15 A Yes,

16 Q Then what is the basis of your statement that

17 on page 5 that in your opin'on the jurisdictions have met

18 the planning standard of the regulation with respect to, I

19 take it, the radiological monitoring training?

20 A I think it is clear there, Mr. McClung, the

21 statement says that they have a basic response capability

22 and a minimally -- well, scratch the " minimally" -- a

23 basic response capability but they need further development

24 of protective ection procedures, in this case.for ingestionjy
5 !
''~ 25 pathway EPZ, for example. They need expanded training. Now

A
N.]
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10 ( you also have to take into consideration.you have gone from~~
s

x.~]
2 a_ generic description of what is required for training or

3- the nature of a radiological monitoring team capability to
,,

j' s)
4 a specific. address of this particular site and, you know,'-

5 the responses are different.
,

6 For example, this jurisdiction has -- this site

7_ has the prerogative to call in additional capability from

8 the state and federal levels to support emergency response

9 in lieu of completed training. So let's say they have a

10 disaster response capability and a minimal knowledge of

33 radiological monitoring. If that knowledge is inherent to

12 some other group that is available to them in an emergency

j3 they can pull that group in thiough our procedural process

[[J) 34 and put them to work. But the responsibility, the basic
R

15 responsibility falls upon those locals to develop the

16 capability.

17 I am simply saying in this comment that that

13 capability is partially completed but not fully completed.

19 Rather than depend upon a bunch of state and "ederal people

20 to come in a-d assist them, the inherent responsibility is

21 at the loca. level and I want to see them trained. We want

22 to.see them trained.

23 Q Is it your testimony that the training program

7s 24 as it exists when you wrote this testimony did not n.eet

' (.
25 the planning standards of NUREG 0654?

O.v
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(] 11 1 A Yes.
'wJ

2 O Now I'd like to ask you to explain what type of

3 radiological response training you believe is necessary.

' 4 A I'm not sure that it is appropriate for me to
.

5 respond to that within my realm of authority. We have a

'

6 standard with which we offer to the local jurisdictions to

7 meet. It is up to them to decide the nature of the training

8 and for us to validate or comment upon and provide our

9 opinion as to the nature of the training.

10 ///

11

12
,

13

( 14

15

16

17
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18

19

20

21

22
,

23

(
25

|
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T16,1g l O' Well, in your opinion, what training -- what -- I
g

). 2 am not clear what --

3~ A Are you asking for my personal opinion?
,/ y

_ .O 4 Q No, what planning standard or what are you
_

5 referring to that is precluding you from commenting on that?

6 A Well, it isn't a planning standard. It is --

7- 0 I -- I am not --

I A FEMA's position is to review, under a criteria

9 of 0654'. The criteria does not identify 15 -- f or the ske

10 of discussion, our -- specific courses that have to be taken.

11 They t.r.is there a capability? There is a certain amount of

12 professional judgment involved, obviou s ly , but it is up to

.r~'s 13 the -- it is the option of the locals to establish the nature
* ),

v
14 of the training. If we determine that training to be

15 satisfactory, they have met the standard. If we don't, they

16 haven't.

17 But I don't feel that it is incumbent upon me as

18 a representative of FEMA to identify specific courses,

i19 | because thgy may have equivalent courses that are equally

20 qualified.

21 0 Well, can you as an expert in emergency planning
.

.
22 tell us briefly what types of courses in your personal

23 opinion would be necessary as far as radiological response --

24 A Yes, I can. FEMA offers a variety of courses,

' 25 radiological emergency response planning, radiological
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1 emergency response operations courses, these are -- of course - -

, . ,

) 2 two different courser of three that we offer, that vary ins

3_ ' length. They are usually a week to two weeks long, various

y)( 4 locations that offer in depth training. Now, the operations
,

5 course is held, for example, at Las Vegas, Nevada. Thert is ---

6 six or seven day course, of which half of the time is spent

7 in academic background training, and the balance of the course

8 is spent in the field at the Nevada test site, where teams are

9 sent out on training program field maneuvers, if you will,

10 that allow them to wear such things as Scott airpacks, to get

11 a feel for what it is like to be suited up in a complete

12 suit, and experience, for some of them, it can be somewhat

r'% 13 claustrophobic.
! )
%/

14 It also deals with monitoring. They send them

15 out with equipment into live radiation fields, radioactive

16 f ie lds , excuse me, that allow them to get real time

17 experience. They also have a number of exercises at the ends

18 of the course. They have one major exercise that encompasses

19 the whole class being divided up into an emergency response

20 team, and they go into a particular site with a particular

'1 prob lem, and attempt to respond to that, and in the course2

22 of that gain a great deal of experience dealing with
O
~''

! 23 monitoring and with command and control of a particular

24 monitoring team.
,

/~'N, -) 25 The planning course offers some related issues,
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1 applicable to both monitoring people, to field management

) 2 staff, to EOC ' staff, all types of things. The utilities have

3 put together through separate contractors consultants

( } 4_ training, radiological training.

5 There are a number of private consultant groups

6 that offer programs. The military puts.on courses. FEMA

7 puts on radiological defense of ficer courses. The radiologica]

8 . instructors workshop course, which is a slight misnomer in

9 .its title, it is in actuality an academic 40-hour course

i
10 dealing with a refresher in radiological issues as well as in

'
11 radiological monitoring, from an instructor's viewpoint, how

12 to teach the course.

js 13 There~is an RM course, radiological monitoring

!v)
14 course that is a -- anywhere from two to five days, that

15 specifically deals with the techniques of monitoriag, using

16 live radioactive sources, so there are a variety of courses

17 availab le . We are taking action, ongoing action, and have

18 for a considerable period of time, the last two years

19 specifica lly, to provide these courses to the local

20 jurisdictional persor.nel involved in response, both in

21 management and field application, or fieli personnel, to

22 -allow then to become up to sneed on this.
(') -

'#
23 0 With respect to -- is it your position that

24 NUREG 0654 -- strike that.
A( ,) 25 Do you believe that at the present time, there is_

. _ ,. --
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1 insufficient training for decision-makers who have to

.,
I )_ 2 implement protective actions in case of a radiological

3 emergency at SONGS?

[) '4 MR. HOEFLING: I think the question is a little

5 vague, what decision makers, and what are we talking about her$?

6 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you repeat it, please ?

7 MR.MC CLUNG: Sure.,

8 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

9 O Do you believe that additional training is

10 necessary, or that training is necessary, or that training is

11 necessary with respect to radiological response -- strike

12 that.

' f''; 13 Do you believe that the decision makers, the
N)

14 people that have to make the decision for what protective

15 action to be taken in the event of a radiological emergency,

16 need more training in order to respond in the event of an

17 emergency at SONGS?

18 MR. PERRY: Mr . r aairman?

A9 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes;:

30 MR. PERRY: Excuse me. The phrase " decision
,

21 makers," I think, is probably giving the witness some

22 problems here. We are -- are we talking about police |

''
23 people ? Are we talking about fire people, are we talking

24 about state and local government and the civil side people,

iv 25 just "hich decision makers are we talking ahosi?
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-1- JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I thought Mr. McClung

-m
/ 2 referred to decision makers, those who were going _to decide

3 among protective action measures, which I take it to be high

f) 4 level county and city of ficials, is that who you have reference
v

5 to?

6 MR. MC CLUNG: THat is who I had reference to,

7 sir.

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: Okay. For legal purposes, I

9 think a clarification was appropriate, although all decision

10 makers at each level of emergency response, law, fire, whatever

11 it is, require some orientation, some basic training, dealing

12 with radiological matters, so that they can factor them into

f- j3 their decision-making process. It is imperative that they
:
\-

14 be aware of that.

15 Specifically to respond to the question, it i's

16 necessary for the decision makers as we understand them, if

17 you will, in quotes,- that reside in the EOC during a crisis,

13 and serve to reach operational decisions for the particular

19 jurisdiction they command, to have a radiological

20 background, or -- I am sorry -- an orientation in radiological

21 issues. There is no way that they could ef fectively command

22 a force without that, if that is a prevalent problem.

''

23 I will qualify that with the comment that they
>

24 could have a radiological defense officer at their side to
f)
k- I 25 Provide input to them. I think that is -- if they had the

_ _
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1 basic knowledge inherent to themselves, they would f ree that

|- 2 other individual ~ up to serve other purposes, 'though.

3
. . :BY MR. MC CLUNG:

>

,, n

4 Q Is -- do you believe that the state ot the training'l f
'

U

s5 of the people that have to make the decision with respect to

? 6 the protective response is sufficient to meet the NUREG 0654

7 criteria at the present time?

8 A I guess the answer would be yes, minimally

9 qualified. You are talking about a great- number of people

10 when we are dealing with seven different jurisdictions. Some

11 of them are more qualified than others. '.(e need a standard-

12 iz'ed program of training to bring them all into the same

r% 13 sheet of music, if you will.

14 Something that will allow then to work

15 cooperatively with the same basis of understanding. Some-

16 thing that will assure us, whether it is FEMA or anyone

17 else, that they have a basic minimal qualification. Dr.

18 Ehling has, I think, a sufficient depth of knowledge in the

19 area in question to be able to deal with the issues, but

20 it never hurts to get additional training. Things are

21 updated, concepts are different depending upon who they are

22 presented by and how they are offered. It never hurts to

C)
23 get additional training.~

I 24 0 Do you believe that the state of the training

\ s' 25 programs that are planned, or contained in the plans that you~

6

.. . _ . , - - . , . - - - - - - - . - -
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1 reviewed for. radiological response action is sufficient to

) _2 comply with the NUREG, 0654?,

3 MR. PIGOTT: Are you asking only concerning the

[~) 4 documents that cm.e before the RAC review?
v

5 MR. MC CLUNG: No, I am talking about whatever

6 documents he has received of this --

7 MR. PIGOTT: Okay, any plans, any SGPs seen, any-

8 thing he has seen?

9 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, he has rendered a general

10 opinion as to the adequacy based as of August 24.

11 WITNESS NAUMAN: That is correct, and the brunt

12 of that, if not all of that August 24 opinion was based upon

13 the June 3 status of a situation. Which is to say that I.fr-)
LJ

14 have nat received, for all intents and purposes, any

15 significant changes to the events as they existed on June 3.

16 I may have to qualify that in future testimony, but I think

17 ' generally that that is true in relation to answering your

18 -question.

19 The extent of the training that is outlined in

20 the-documents as they were submitted, the plans that were

21 submitted, was only suf ficient to meet the minimum standards

22 of 0654. I do not feel that they addressed in detail the

A)''
~ 23 nature of the training available that was to come out of SOP

24 development, , standard operating procedures, which are
'~hj
(.. ! 25 currently being worked on, and were worked on -- were being

i

|

<
-_ _ _ - , - -- -
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1 worked on at that time by each of the jurisdictions, and this
.~

| 2 is not particularly uncommon or a shortfall of the documents.,

~J.

3 .Those plans were written in an operational sense. An ops

[v) 4 plan, for example, has limits to it. That is why SOPS are

5 attachments thereto. They are the further explanation of the

6 document as to what specifically in going to be done. If you

-7- put it all into one document, you would never get it open, by

8 anyone.

9 So, an expansion is still necessary. That was

-10 outlined in the plan review, and I think referenced indirectly
|

11' in the exercise evaluation findings .

12 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

/^^3 13 0 I would like to try to clarify something for
' %)

14 myself with respect to the nature of this testimony. Did you

15 just testify that this testimony dated August 24, 1981

| 16 re'.lects the status of emergency preparedness at or around

17 June 37

18 A You may have construed it that way. What the

19 witness meant was chat things have not materially changed,

20 as have been provided to me since June 3rd. In other words,

21 actions have been ongoing, but updates of those actions that

22 could specifically be referenced during this testimony have

'

23 not been provided. They are still ongoing. SOP's are being

24 deve loped . Modifications of the basic operational plans are
fG
k -) 25 bef ig done in accordance with the plan review and the

.t

.

-.
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1 ' exercise evaluation findings, but documents have not been

,-) 2 provided to me. ' References have been made to actions being
',,

q:

3- taken, but they are not specific to where I could answer your

( ) 4 question or refer to updated actions in the document to which

r;. 5 you. refer. Does that clarify your -- or answer your question?

6 Q I am getting closer to it, thank you. So, the

7 responses herein, you did not rely on any documentation or --

g that you know of at this point, that was provided to you since

9 the June 3rd findings were issued?

10 'A I think that is accurate. If none have been

11 providad, I can hardly rely upon them. And I don't want to

12 enter hearsay into the nature of my testimony.
,

13 MR. PIGOTT: ~If I might inquire what the witness's('N3
LJ

14 definition of hearsay is in this' case? And I say that

15 sincere ly . If he has made a legal conclusion, if he considers,

16 for instance, being told things by the Applicants as to

17 ongoing efforts, I would not think that the kind of hearsay

13 that this Board is not interested in; representations of the

19 Applicants to a regulating agency are probably quite

.20 probative in this instance.

21 If he means by " hearsay" that he has not seen

22 the plan, or he has not seen a drill, or a training outline,

O'^'
23 I would think that is an unduly restrictive definition of

24 hearsay.

(O
(/ 15 JUDGE KELLEY: I guess I am not sure what

-._

, _ - , - _ , - - - , _ - - . -
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1_ significance you see in it, Mr. Pigott. Give me an example
m.

( ; it of the kind of thing you have got in mind.
'

3. v
3 MR. PIGOTT: I will give you an example. We have

i} 4 been supplying Etatus reports to FEMA. Now, Mr. Nauman

'5 may not have been out in the field, and verifies -- verified

6 each of thore reports, and may therefore consider it hearsay,

7 is what I am thinking of, but on the other hand, it would be .

8 my feeling that that is the kind of hearsay we have been

9 accepting as testimony, a statement by an applicant to a

10 regulatory agency we consider has the kind of assurance of

11 trustworthiness that should at least he a?.lowea into the

12 record for purpose of if someone doesn't like it,. fur.ther

rx 13 discrediting or cross-examining on it, and I woi.ld not like
t, )v

14 ' to think that the witness is excluding any of that kind of

15 information because he has a definition of hearsay that may

16 be different from that which we have been using in this

17 proceeding.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: I understand. It is like the

19 FSAR.

20 MR. PIGOTT: It doesn't have to raise -- it

21 doesn't have to come to that leve l .

22 JUDGE KELLEY: Not necessarily.
O
\~#

23 WITNESS NAUMAN: If I may, ! cou ld --

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Yeah.
O
s/ 25 WITNESS NAUMAN: -- talk to this. Mr. Pigott's

L.
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il point 'is _ well-taken and I should not have _ been so free with
a

)- 2 the. nature of.the remark, but no, in no case am I makingp
,

L
3 reference to submissions or any observations in the testimony-

. ,-~,

i_,[ 4 that I have read, or input from the Applicants or anyone

5 e ls e . My, references were directed to third-hand information

6 that may have been misconstrued, or positions of a rather

7 general nature, verbally oriented .

I JUDGE KELLEY: 'I think if I understood Mr.

9 MEClung's questions, he was getting at whether your testimony

10 rested on new information coming after the June 3 review, and

11 I understood you to say, basically, no, it really didn't
..

12 rest on anything that you learned of following a June 3

(''} 13 report,. is that right?
V.

14 WITNESS NAUMAN: That-is correct, I -- at the time

15 of: development of this written testimouy, I had no new

-16 evidence that I could of fer to update the June 3 position

17 because of any number of reasons. Now, subsequent to that
i

18 there have been' inputs to me, both through direct testimony

[
19 that has been filed here, and other issues, other methods.

20 Ju,GE KELLEY: Yes.

21- MR. PIGOTT: I had thought the call of the

22 question was to the present date and not to the date of -- am,.O
~

If I am, I will withdraw my objection, that you23 I. incorrect?

24 are calling for any input or knowledge that this witness may,s

+ i

\/ 25 have up to the time he is sitting in the chair right now?

I

,

. _ . _ _
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'

l JUDGE XELLEY: One could go to either point in |

r~'N
! ! 2 time, I suppose. I.was -- were you speaking to the date of

;. x_- -

3 preparation of the testimony, or today, or both ?
~

. (q . 4. MR. MC' CLUNG: That particular question was
-

j.

5- exactly as you put it to the witness, which is referring to

6 the date when he prepared the testimony. I am trying to get

7 .t whether this testimony was based on the new -- any of.thea

8 new -- he may have gotten new stuff, but I want to know wheth-

9 er this testimony was based on it.
:

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. I think we got an answer

11 to that question. Right. Okay.

12 MR. MC CLUNG: That is very helpful.
,

'

rN 13

O
14

15

- 16

17
,

18

19

20

21

()
23

|24

25

. . _ _ , . ,._ .._ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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f'y tp17 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
C/ 1

2 Q Do you think that the system of classification

.
. 3 of radiological emergencies is sufficiently set out in, for-

.,\
\ l
'd / 4 instance, the Orange County plan for the decisionmakers in

5 Orange County to take a protective action?

6 A I.do.

7 Q Do you think that that classification.is suffi-

3 ciently set out in the San Juan Capistrano plan?

'

9 A ~I believe it has been, but I would have to pro-

10 bably look specifically at it. I know the two counties

11 and San Clemente and the Marine Corps, who have predominant

; 12 responsibility for the emergency response, have addressed

13 those issues and they are adequate. The state parks and

[ ')Y 14 beaches and San Juan Capistrano, planning efforts based
; w
<

15 upon their capability to respond left some significant

16 shortfalls in the compliance with 0654 criteria and so major

17 emphasis and a major study has' been put on those previously

, 18 referred to documents, which is why it is difficult to
I

19 respond to San Juan Cap's specifically.

20 Q I see. Did you participate in the May 13
!

21 exercise?

i 22 A I did. I was the evaluation team chief.

23 Q Was there a problem in that exercise in the

24 coordination of + 5e action, response action to be taken --

25 strike that. Was there a problem in coordinating the pro-

O .-
U

. . .. . - _. . - - . . .- - .
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~

2 l' tective action response between the City of San Juan Capis-
;

.v
2 trano and the City of San Clemente?

.

,. . 3 A There was a perception on the part of some of
a >

'- 4 the evaluators in those jurisdictions that a problem didq

5 exist'in regard to coordination. There has been-rebuttal

6 to that position offered by the jurisdictions. I think the

7 value in it is that it-has been brought to light. They have

3 acknowledged that whether or not there was a problem they

9 are looking at it. To the best of my knowledge, actions

to are being taken by the planning committee to modify the

11 design of-the response capability regarding San Juan Cap,

12 which is to say, as I understand it, that they are seriously

13 considering, if not have taken actions-to support and I think ,

;
{q) 14 as a matter of fact,6aat Ms. Ferguson's testimony attests to

15 .this. They are looking to getting additional response from

16 Orange County and either ' attaching their plan as a subpart

17 to the Orange County plan or at least having additional

IR response requirements met by Orange County.

19 Q Under the planning as it existed when you made

20 your testimony that we're referring to, what methods

21 existed for taking a protective response or making a protec-

22 tive response decision when there was a conflict between

23 the various response organizations? And I'll give you a

24 specific one. Let's say there was a conflict betwcen Sangg
s ;
'

23 Clemente City and the City of San Juan Capistrano and. the

)
v

.
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|

( ''[ 3 1 City of San Juan Capistrano wanted to evacuate and the County
v_-

.2 of Orange said no.

3 A Okay. To answer your question I will proceed,y

'~;.,

4 this way. Political jurisdictions are, generally speaking,

5 autonomous. They are going to do what their political heads

6 decide to do., In the particular example that you are citing

7 and relevant to the events that occurred during the exercise,

8 those jurisdictions were to coordinate with each other to

9 reach, if they could, a mutually agreeable protective respons a.

10 If in the case that you cite one jurisdiction decides to

Il evacuate and another one says they are not going to or they

12 don't support it, I don't think there has been enough coor-

13 dination and cooperation effected because it is darn diffi-

p) 14 cult to do that, especially if you are leaving a city andq

15 going into a county.

16 It is possible if you -- and ittorks as long as

17 you stay within the city limits, but when you leave those

18 and get into the county jurisdiction you have a great deal

19 of difficulty in affecting that relocation. I think that

20 you would find, in all honesty, that in a real time situation

21 the cooperation is going to result regardless. If the action

22 is taken to evacuate a city, the county jurisdiction and

23 those agencies responsible for support of a relocation or

24 in this case at evacuation -- and there is n distinction,

25 between the two terms -- will be provided.
,

C/

E
_ _ _
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eq 4 ' _y' Q Do'you think that a standard operating procedure
)'

~'

'2 f r the decisionmaking process between the various juris-

3 dictions would be appropriate?
i i
($ |4 A. Oh, most assuredly. Anytime you can get a co-

5 perative agreement together it is going to make things a

6 lot easier. And the interjurisdictional committee has

.7 acknowledged that'and totally supports it, the idea being

8 that let's all get on the same sheet of music and we will

9 function a lot more efficiently. And let's additionally

10 reach as many pre-crisis conclusions as to how to respond

yy to it as we possibly can. That is one of the best things

12 that you can possibly do. The only difficulty is the

13 p litical ramifications of concurrence by boards of supervisocs

["h 34 and city councils.
Al

15 0 In your opinion, does the IAEP set forth a
,

16 standard operating procedure for that that is sufficient

17 under the NUREG requirements? Or strike that. Under your

18 Personal opinion as an emergency planner.
,

19 A In my opinion there are quite a few things that

20 are left to be desired in the IAEP. In the first place,.

21 not all the jurisdictions have incorporated that as a part

22 of their plan. They may have referenced it in the plan,

23 but it has not been incorporated in all of the plans that

24 I think, again, was referenced in yesterday's. testimony.s

~

25 That document started out with one intent and ended up with
,

A
'(j-

.

,, - - , . - , . -,-----,,---,.,,n-, - - - .
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'- 5 i another one, in my personal opinion. Its original intent
|
'

2 was a cooperative agreement and that was great, but it'~'

3 never quite got there because of I think, personally again,
,

;
'

4 Political problems that were inherent in multiple jurisdic-'

5 tions all agreeing: on the same thing.

6 I think additionally that the interjurisdictional

7 committee is working to get around that problem in a slightly

3 different method and I think they may succeed at it.

9 Q So could you -- do you think that the IAEP con-

10 tains sufficient standard operating procedures to coordinate

13 the decision-making function that we rave been talking about?

12 MR. PIGOTT: Are you assuning if IAEP were

13 accepted by all jurisdictions would it be a sufficient basis?

[ '') 14 Is that the question?
' /

15 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, I think the record is going

16 to show a conflict between whether or not it is accepted and

17 whether it is not accepted.

18 MR. PIGOTT: I'm simply asking whether or not you

19 were asking a hypothetical question, if it was in fact

20 adopted by all the jurisdictions would it then be some kind

21. of an acceptable document.

22 MR. MC CLUNG: Okay. I'll make it hypothetical.

23 MR. PIGOTT: That's what I wanted to be sure of.

. - 24 WITNESS NAUMAN: Obviously it mig,ht. I don't

''
25 think that is the basis of the problem. The basis of the

p);
~.,
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^6 ~ problem is the document is weak in end of itself. In they,

e ~'J.~

first place, it only' addresses one protective action, and2

3 that is evacuation._ It is redundant in the fact that much
,

\-) of the information is included in the individual jurisdic-4

5 tional plans. It shouldn't be in the same place twice.

6 Some people,; including the State of California, found that

7 there were conflicting references within that, within those

g documents. You don''t write one plan and then write an

9 adjunct to it, no matter whether it is incorporated or not,

10 and say the same thing in two places because it only leads

gy to confusion, especially if they are not written in exactly

12 the same words in the samm form.

13 So it's got - se- a inherent mechanical problems .to
/%

(a -I 14 it that don't even bring the issue of political interaction

j$ into it.

16 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

17 0 You mentioned that the plan was developed with

13 one intent and then ended up with another intent. Could

19 you explain a little bit what you meant by that?

20 A It's my opinion that that document was meant as

21 an interjurisdictional agreement on evacuation -- well, an

22 interjurisdictional agreement on planning response. And

23 then in the course of its development I think it ended up

g- 24 being an evacuarion plan. I could be wrong about this, but
(~g)

25 I have discussed it with some people and reached this con-

-
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7 ~x
1 clusion from comments that were made.. But it ended up as

~

2 simplyfan evacuation document.

3 Now what is interesting is that that's the way
>q..

i

\A 4 ;the title says but, if you look into it, it has more than

5 simply evacuation within it. It talks about other protective

6 actions. If you are. going to talk evacuation, it should only

7 be evacuation -- again, in an interpretation on my part.

3 But the biggest issue I think is the fact that you get the

-

9 same thing said twice in two different locations and I don't

10 think that that is the way to attack a planning project.

11 If you are going to address it in the IAEP then don't address

12 it in the basic plan. Refer and incorporate officially it

13 as part of the plan. And that comes from a lot of plan

() 14 development and experience and observation in execution

P ans within the military, a number of different depart-15 of l

16 ments of defense.

17 Q If you know, were there any jurisdictions that

18 did adopt the plan?

19 A I believe one or two of them have, but I couldn't

20 tell you which ones they are.

21 Q Now you've mentioned that the plan, the IAEP,

22 is basically an evacuation document but it contains some

23 other language in it with regard to other protective actions,

24 is that.right?

'
25 A I believe that is what I stated, yes.

O
L ).

i
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ry 8 -{ Q 'Does it set forth procedures for the choice
.! )

- '
2 between evacuation and those other protective actions?

3 A I don't recall.
. rs,(,) 4 .Q Do you think that there should be an SOP co-

5 rdinating the protective action response between the

6 jurisdictions for other protective actions other than evacu-

7 :ation?

g A That's one alternative, yes. I lmlieve that the

9 interjurisdictional committee is working to standardize all

10 .of the individual jurisdictional plans to say exactly the

yy same thing word-for-word as a result of our findings. And

12 that ultimately gets to the nature of the problem. It

13 doesn't make any difference whether you have one document

~T that states the prccedure or whether you have five documents.[d 34

15 .that redundantly one for each jurisdiction talks to the issue

16 as long as they are separate jurisdictional plans. So San

17 Clemente is only going to look at San Clemente's plan that

13 states the evacuation procedure, but that is exactly the

19 same-procedure technically that Orange County uses. So you

20 standardize the thing.

21 Q And they are not standard now.

22 A I think that's probably accurate.

23 Q Do you believe that in order to meet the NUREG

24 0654 criterion on the choice of protective action the local

25 organizations should have standardized plans?'

O
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',, 9 - I' MR. PIGOTT: That's assuming they don't meet it7-%
}i

s

2 now? I think that is an assumption not in evidence.

3 MR. MC CLUNG: I'm trying to get at whether
fm,
k/ 4 they don' t -- he's testified that they don' t have it and I

5 am trying to get at whether or not they need it now.

6 MR. PIGOTT: He's testified -- excuse me, but

7 I think he has testified that he sees some problems with it

a but I don't think he's made the sweeping general conclusion

9 that you are assuming.

10 MR. MC CLUNG: I didn't mean to assume it.

11 WITNESS NAUMAN: I can respond to the question

12 if you can restate it the same way you did before. I can+

13 respond to it. I just don't recall exactly the question.

14 ///

15,

16

1

17

18

19

20

21
,

23

24
i

25

0
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|[')T18Lkl 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:
'- .

2 Q Do you believe that NUREG 0654 requirements will

7., .

be met with respect to evacuation and protective response3

? !
'' 4 actions without.a standardized' SOP or plan between all the

5 various. jurisdictions?

6 MR. PIGOTT: Same objection. That_ question

7 assumes as its predicate that there has been evidence or

8 findings that they do not present1'y meet 0654 standings and

~

9 if we look at Staff Exhibi . Jaber 11, we will find that on

10 page two,~ start of the last paragraph, in summary our interin.

11 finding is that state and local government radiological

12 emergency response plans are minimally adequate. And the

13 question flies in the face of that finding.
/"~'N
ty,) 14 MR. MC CLUNG: Well, then --

15 JUDGE KELLEY: Excuse me. Where are you? What

16 are you -- quoting from?

17 MR. PIGOTT: I am at page two of Staff Exhibit

18 11, which is the letter of June 3, memorandum of June 3

19 from John Dickey to Brian Grimes, the last sentence of --

20 or the first sentence of the last paragraph finds that the

2* plans are minimally adequate. The question assumes that they

22 are not adequate and needs some kind of a fix on this IAEP --

23 MR. MC CLUNG: Wait a minute.

- 24 JUDGE KELLEY: I understood the question to be
~'

25 narrower, and to.be directed to whether the lack of a

,e~ |

V
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/~'; k2: 1 standardized' evacuation plan would: meet .o654. Is that a
~ . -

2 fair paraphrase of'the question?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: Or evacuation or other protectiveg s ..
! )

4 4 response, yes.

5- JUDGE KELLEY: .Take it a piece at a time. Evacu-

6 ation. Do you think that a- standardized evacuation plan

7 .c'mmon to all jurisdictions is necessary to meet 0654 stan-o

8 dards?

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: No, sir, I do not.

10 JUDGE KELLEY: You don't think that is necessary?

11 WITNESS NAUMAN: What I am saying is that it

12 does not affect its -- whether they meet the criteria or not,

13 but it certainly creates some concern -- there are two dif-
A.

1q) 14 ferent areas there. In other words, you can have slightly

15 non-standardized plans and still meet the criteria, but you

16 only meet them minimally. I guess the best example is the

17 problem with Interstate Five, where one plan says one thing

18 and another plan says another, and technically, when you

19 look at them from an application of 0654, from a plan review

20 standpoint, they meet the standards, because they have

21 minimally met the standards. But when you execute them in

22 an exercise, you find, lo and behold, there is a little

23 problem there. You can still conduct -- you can still meet

24 the criteria, but you sure as heck don't do it very efficient -,g
.V

25 ly, and efficiency may have a very significant play on the

O
_

e , --
7 -r- w -
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"} k3 1 real time situation.

~

2 JUDGE KELLEY: What is the inconsistency to

3 which you are referring with respect to Interstate Five?
,.

;s

U- 4 WITNESS NAUMAN: It dealt with law enforcement

5 opening and closing highways, and I think that has been --

'6 well, it was_ brought to light in the exercise evaluation,

7 and~it'may have been brought up'in the testimony.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: I am not sure that it has been.

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: One county automatically closes
_.

'10 Interstate Five at a certain level of emergency. Another

11 one does it by option, or decision'of the decision makers.

12 They created some degree of conflict and maybe even -- well,

13 that overstressing the thing. There was a problem inherent

[ ) 14 in[the exercise that was brought to light, and corrective
' \J

15 action has been taken by the interjurisdictional committee

16 to the best of my knoweldge to resolve that.

I 17 JUDGE KELLEY: Could you describe in somewhat

18 more concrete terms what that problem was?

!

19 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yeah, they had traffic flowing

* 20 in one direction and not in the other at a particular stage
-

, 21 in the emergency, and -- what it amounted to was that the
,

22 two counties didn't know what each -- or didn't realize the

23 Problem existed because they hadn't ever tested it, The

24 decision makers of county A decided that it would be best'

I,)
25 for them to determine when they wanted to close the highway.' '

O
L)\

'

-
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k4 1 County B opted to close it at a specific emergency level,
; -

"J regardless of conditions. As such, there was traffic flowing
2

3 back and forth, or in one direction, as I understand it, and

) 4 this was an input from an evalu'ator, so I really can't go
,

5 beyond what I have already given you, so --

6 _ JUDGE KELLEY: But I thought in an evacuation

7 situation, having traffic go one way was precisely what you

3 wanted. I don't understand what the problem was.

9 WITNESS NAUMAN: You had -- you had a traffic

flow within a restricted area that shouldn't have been there,to

gg that created additional responsibilities in a county because

12 traffic had proceeded from county A to county B, and county

B had closed the roads and they didn't think they had a
13

("') 34 problem, and-lo and behold all this traffic showed up.

V
15 JUDGE KELLEY: Bumping up against the barricade?

16 V'ITNESS NAUMAN: Essentially.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: You indicated this has been fixed

13 now, this problem?

19 WITNESS NAUMAN: I believe that I was made aware

20 of corrective action being addressed.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Back to you, Mr. McClung.

22 WITNESS NAUMAN: This is the benefit, by the

23 way, of conducting periodic exercises. You are always going

24 to have these little nitty gritty problems that have to be
' Ch./

( s) ironed out in the course of exercises. That is what theys 25

/~~N
/,v

.- . _ _ ,
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5 k5 t are for. They are a learning tool.

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

. J Q Do you think that the -- you stated that the
. .

-

4 plans could be non-standard, or there could be some non-

5 standardization of the plans and they could still meet the

6 NUREG 0654 requirements. Is that right?

7 A It is correct when you say there could be some

3 non-standard situations, yes.

9 Q Given the non-standard situations that existed*

ja in the various state and local jurisdictions' plans which

33 you reviewed in the preparation of this testimony --

12 A I am sorry. I didn't catch the beginning of

33 that conversation -- there was'some other going.

14 Q Given the non-standard aspects of various -- of

15 the various plans which you reviewed, would they meet the

16 NUREG 0654 criteria?

17 MR. PIGOTT: Do you mean did they meet it?

13 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

19 Q Did they meet it?

20 A I think I already attested to the fact that you

21 could have non-atandardization in the plans and it meet the

12 criteria, and we found the criteria minimally acceptable.

23 JUDGE KELLEY: Notwithstanding the lack of stan-

24 dardization?

O
25 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes.

.

O
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k6 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:r 3
i,

'
"

2 Q But -- is that why they were found not capable

3 of being implemented at the same time?
( \
\> 4 A Oh, no. I couldn't respond to a broad based

5 assumption like that. No. I mean, there were a variety of

6 problems brought to light in the course of our total review

7 of the program that caused us to reach the conclusion that

3 additional capability was necessary, but to pin it down to

9 non-standardization is totally unacceptable. I could not

10 support that.

33 Q Is that one of the fact' ors that contributed to

12 the implementation problem?

13 A I think it probably had some relevance to it, yes .

( ) 14 I am not trying to be evasive.

15 0 I appreciate it. Did the plan for the city of

16 San Juan Capistrano contain references to the protective

17 action guidelines?

13 A I believe so.

19 Q Do you believe the references that were containec.

20 in that plan were sufficinnt to meet the 0654 criteria?

21 A I would have to refer to my review of the docu-

22 ment in order to respond to that. Again --

23 Q What --

24 A -- you are dealing with six plans down there.

25 It is difficult to remember each one of them.
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k7 1 Q Would you be referring to the -- what I call the
)

a

2 RAC review?

3 A That is correct.

4 Q So, if I wanted to understand the basis of this'

.

5 particular testimony with respect to each specific NUREG ;
*

6 0654 requirement, I could look to the RAC review, is that{
7 correct?

3 A Would you restatc :he question again, please?

9 Q Yes. If I wanted to understand specific basis'

10 for your statements in here with respect to the adequacy or

33 inadequacy of various aspects of the plans, I could refer to

12 the RAC review to look at the specific --

33 A Yes, that is correct, and I made reference to

(n) 14 that, I think in question 10 that attested to the fact that
_

15 that was necessary. When you are dealing with six different

16 plans, all trying to meet in one form or in the other, or

17 another, rather, the criteria of 0654 is extremely difficult

13 to give you a response to the general nature of these ques-

19 tions. You would have a voluminous reference, where con-

20 versely, if you go to the plan review, which did that very

21 thing,-you have answered the question.

12 Q So these -- this testimony is essentially a

23 summary then, referenced to the Intervenors' contentions of

24 the RAC review and the exercise review?
_s

23 A I don't think I would say it is a summary-

( 3.,
.

< .

%
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k8
|.

i reference.. I t --

'~'

2 0 or an application of those documents.

3 A I answered the contentions in the best and most
I i
\~/ 4 efficient manner possible under the terms that they were

5 offered,. and under the terms that I was subjected to at the

6 time that they were offered, within the time constraints.

7 Each of the answers, relevant to each jurisdiction is availa-

3 ble through cross referencing of the plan review, with the

9 understanding that that is an interim position of a draft

10 in many cases, plan.

33 Q Do you believe in your personal opinion that

12 the references in the various plans to the protective action

33 guidelines were sufficient to enable an emergency planner

[ ] 14 to make the choice of protective actions?
.\

15 A In the case of the two counties, San Clemente

16 and the Marine Corps, yes.

17 0 okay, I am still on the top of page five there,
-

13 and in the second half of the complete sentence that is

19 contained on that page, you indicate that funther develop-

20 ment of protective action procedures for the ingestion path-

21 way EPZ has to be completed? Is that correct?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Is it your opinion that as of the time you wrote

24 this -- or as of the planning review that you did that the-

' ' '
25 NUREG 0654 criteria with respect to the ingestion pathway

:

/~N'

| 5.

!

!

t
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|
'

c yk9 1 planning had not been met?
:

a
2 A To the extent that there was some conflict

3 perceived by the RAC in regard to the responsibility and
: 8

'5/ 4 support in response to ingestion pathway actions between-

5 the local jurisdictions and the state. The state has not

6 completed its subordinate level planning by state department

7 of radiological health that is inherent to the emergency ,

3 response capability, or they had not at that time, and that

9 had.a direct reflection upon the responsibility outlined in

10 the plans of the local jurisdictions.

11 Again, you have a position, if you will, that

12 the capability exists in the application of federal and

13 state to the nature of the problem, so a capability -- a

() 14 minimal capability exists, but there were some conflicts

15 and they need to be resolved, which in why we addressed it

16 in that fashion.

17 Q Am I correct in interpreting your testimony,

13 though, that as far as protective actions for the ingestion
-

19 pathway at the time you made your review, you did not think

20 that the regulation 50.47 B10 was met?

21 A To the extent that further development of pro-

12 tective procedures for ingestion pathway must be completed,

23 no,

24 ///

(.s.] 25

Ov

.
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tp19 3' O. Have you reviewed the testimony of Mr. Pilmer'

7
,

'''
2 in this casa?

'_ 3 A I read through it, yes.

f (\ )'
'

- 4 0 You read through the exhibits to it as well?

5 A I glanced at ther

g Q Are you familiar with the treatment in those

7 exhibits with respect to the ingestion pathway planning that

3 is in progress?

9 A Not to the depth that I could respond to them

| 10 without, you know, some clarification. In other words, I

33 don't recall exactly what was said in that particular

12 ' reference.

13 Q Are you able or were you able to form an opinion
r^s
() 34 as to whether the actions set forth in those exhibits would

15 be sufficient to meet the planning standard?

16 A I don't recall at this time what those were.

17 Q You didn't form such an opinion, though, at the

18 time you reviewed that?

19 A That's correct.

20 Q Okay. I'd like you to turn to page number 6 in

21 the testimony. In your answer, the first part of Question

22 12 on that page, you indicate that to t-be extent that the

23 standards of NUREG 0654 FEMA Rep 1 Revision 1 have been

24 applied to the review of emergency response planning and

'
25 capability of implementation regarding SONGS 2 and 3, and

n
b

9
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'

2~ 1 assumin- the contention asked if there is reasorable assur-,. 1
'

)a
2 ance that 'che items A through K, less J, will be or have

3 been addressed in planning, the answer is in the affirmative.
( _)

/1 4 Could you explain to me what you mean by "will be"?'

5 A Yes. That relates to the fact that we are in

6 an interim planning stage that the documents that had been

7 submitted have been reviewed informally by the RAC and our

3 review comments have been submitted back to them and the

9 interjurisdictional committee is in the process of reviewing

10 those comments and will most likely consider some of for

11 inclusion in the revised plan or plans.

12 0 If I struck those two words, would your answer

13 still be in the affirmative?
,~() 14 MR. HOEFLING: What two words are we talking

15 about?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: "Will be".

17 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think it is difficult, if not
.

.16' impossible, to recpond to that question either without a

19 lot of additional analysis and it probably would be answered

20 in-the affirmative and in some cases in the negative in

21 others. I mean I obviously put-a contingency upon the status

22 of planning and in some cases it has been met or I wouldn't

L 23 have said "have been" and in some cases it hasn't, in which

24 case I said "will be".3v
25

-OO
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3 1 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

2 Q So making reference to the contentions, the

3 GUARD Contention No. 2, A through K, at the time you made

4 this review some of those contentions, the plans with

5 respect to some of those contentions may have met the NUREG
,

6 standards or not. Is that what you are saying?

7 A Yes.

3 Q Are you in a position to tell us which ones of .

9 those contentions require the caveat of the "will be"?

10 A Weil, if I were to go back and go through each

11 of the A through K references I probably could respond to

12 that, yes. I'm not sure to what depth. I think that has

13 been done in the plan review and in the -- well, I'll leave

( 14 it at that.

15 Q So in other words, if I wanted to find out

16 whether the planning standards were met with respect to

17 these various contentions I would refer to the appropriate

18 NUREG in the plan review.

19 MR. IIOEFLING: What does "cr.rropriate NUREG"

20 mean?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: The one that would apply to the

22 contention.

23 MR. HOEFLING: The standards.

24 MR. MC CLUNG: The standards contained in NUREG

O 25 0654.

O
,

_ _
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't 1 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, If you are addressing
/

'''
4 2 the NUREG substandards under II of 0654, that is correct

/,_
3 because they are nothing more than a transfer of those

:

k/ 4 criteria that fall under 10 CFR 50.47, word for word, in

5 many cases if not all.

6 JUDGE KELLEY: When you are through with this

7 one, Mr. McClung, I'd like to ask a question about it.

3 Go ahead.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: This particular point?

10 JUDGE KELLEY: Yes.

Il MR. MC CLUNG: Go ahead and ask.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Reading this answer on page 6

13 and comparing it to the additional testimony which we discus-

(-3 14 sed earlier, they seem to me in substance to say, to bei
x-)

15 saying something rather similar and they seem to be saying

16 that -- well, they are saying at least we are looking at

17 the matter, we are studying the matter. But I'm not really

18 sure if it says anything more than that.

19 WITNESS NAUMAN: I'm not certain where you are

20 going with that, sir, but I think what it says is that we

21 are in an interim state of 91anning and they are very close

12 to meeting the standards of 0654, first, and secondly,

23 that the standards are more or less considered minimal

- 24 standards and, you know, what we are looking .for then becomes

V
25 a professional judgment issue of in this specific citation

Oq)

.. - _. -
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^'
5 1 or ' jurisdiction does a capability exist in our or a certain; --

, x_,/

2 individual's professional judgment that will protect the

3 public.
),

'

~ 4 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, looking at page 6 and the

5 answer, the first three lines: "To the extent that the

6 standards in-0654 have been applied to the review of the

7 plans for SONGS." It doesn't say whether they have or they

8 haven't. It just says "to the extent they have", in the

9 first place. Just looking at the words. That's what I see

10 in the first three lines.

11 And then we go on and you say "and assuming

12 -the contention asks that there is a reasonable assurance that

13 Items A through K will be addressed in planning". Now
g
( ,) 14 " addressed in planning" means to me will the plans address

15 these standards. It doesn't say it will meet them; it just

16 says it will address them.

17 WITNESS NAUMAN: It says " addressed in planning".

18 -JUDGE KELLEY: Right.

19 WITNESS NAUMAN: And the point is that in the

20 future, in the corrected or revised plan or the change that

21 is issued I cannot determine at this juncture whether they

22 are going to address it or not. They may through clerical

23 omission or through choice or whatever maybe not address

. p~s 24 the thing.

()
25 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. But does " address" mean

p
.
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6 y comply with? Meet? Satisfy? Or does it mean something

2 less than that, perhaps?

7 3 WITNESS NAUMAN: Ycu could interpret " address"

4 as being complied with ber ause if they address the thing they

5 are issuing their -- that's really what we are looking for

6 from'a minimal standpoint is that they address particular

7 criteria. If they choose to rebutt, if you will, the

a criteria, they are saying we don't feel it is appropriate

9 for this jurisdiction wh'ich, in many cases, occurred in

10 state parks and San Juan Cap's general response to the thing.

yi We have to acknowledge that they addressoa the specific

12 item in 0654.3

33 Now we may have cause for cancern over that

14 and issue that cause back to them in the way of a statement

15 that says hey, gang, let's look at it again. But in the

16 general nature of the contention as it was provided to me

f. 17 and without any further analysis or elaboration of the thing

!s I have to be careful in the way I respond to it, to try to

19 make sure that we are, you know, honestly and effectively

20 responding to the thing. I have no argument that they aren't

21 broad.

22 But the whole status of planning is a broad

23 thing right now because we are dealing with interim plans.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, I still have trouble

O
25 reading this and knowing clearly in my own mind just what

O
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f 7 ( the answer says in the way of the extent of compliance of the

" ' '

2 plans with the standards or the extent towhich these various

3 contentions have been met. And I don't --
-

. ,

! w /. 4 WITNESS NAUMAN: Okay. The "to the extent", sir,

5 that. is addressed there deals with the fact that some of the

i
P ans have dealt with the criteria and some of the plans !l6

1

7 haven't. That I guess relates to the fact that you've got

3 to go to the plan review specifically item-by-item through

9 the NUREG criteria to determine whether or not they have

10 addressed the standards.

yy JUDGE KELLEY: I guess I come out thinking that

12 the statement doesn't really tell me much as somebody who

33 has to decidewhether the plans have met 20.47.

,m,

; 14 WITNESS NAUMAN: That's right. And I think thei gw)
15 only way we can do that is to -- that there are other ways

16 to get to that conclusion. There are other ways to reach

17 an assessment. I wouldn't want to offer what those might be.

13 And you are dealing with six or seven -- well, six plans in

19 this particular instance. That's a big, a big issue.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: But we have to decide, don't we,

21 as to the contentions anyway that these plans are satisfactory

22 under the regulations.

23 WITNESS NAUMAN: That is correct. And we have

24 responded to that in the form of the plan review and we have7_s

'''')'

25 said they have addressed some issues and they have not addres sed

n
ib

- . - - . _ _ . . - ._.
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g1 8 1 others and we' expect that in their change or revision to thos
-

e
i!

~

2 P ans they may get to it. They may completely meet all ofl

'

3 the 0654 requirements, but I can't tell you thc.t at this
i

Y 4 point.

5 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

6 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

7 0 I'd like to clarify one other thing in that

8 response and that is the parenthetical remark at the end

9 of the response, Aich says "this assumes re-entry and'

| 10 recovery planning will be accomplished". What did you mean '

i

j 11 by that?

12 A You are catching me at a loss on that particular

13 reference. There was a reason for that entry and I thinki

|

. (-~~) 14 it dealt with either the interpretation of the question or

15 the fact that it was omitted from the contentions as 1
|

| 16 received them. I might refer that to Mr. Hoefling, who

17 passed the information to me. At that time, Item J I believe

18 was to be dropped from the discussion and I don't know

19 whether that had any relevance or not. Do you remember?

20 MR. HOEFLING: I can't add anything, No.

|

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: Okay. I'm not sure I could

22 respond to it without taking some time to look at it and

25 try to relate back to the time that I wrote the document.

24 I think that, you know, just generally speaking that re-entry

O' 25 and recovery planning is part of th,e 0654 criteria and,

,m
):-v
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9' i while they are briefly and generally discussed, the conclusica

2 is that some additional information may be necessary, too.

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

4 Q So in a general way the local response organiza-

-5 tions' plans don't meet the NUREG 0654 criteria with respect

6 to re-entry and recovery?

7 MR. PIGOTT: At the time this document.was

a written?

9 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

10 WITNES3 NAUMAN: It may be that that caveat
.

gi wr.s extended there because of the fact that there was a

12 reference made in the documents that it would be accomplished

33 in the future, as I recall. Again, I'd have to go back to

() 14 the documents and kind of study the issue and determine why

15 I wrote that. I'm at a loss to recall right now.
7-
"

is ///

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

0 25 f
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|

1 T20 kl 1~ BY MR. MC CLUNG:,,

t i
~

2 Q Let me ask you then -- do you have a copy of the

3 NUREG 0654?
_

.I L

'v/ '4 A I do.

5 0 Could you refer to planning standard M on page

6 70? I would like you to refer to number one, which says
4

7 that each organization as appropriate shall develop general

8 plans and procedures for reentry and recovery and describe

9- the means by which decisions to relax protective measures

10 e.g., allow reentry into an evacuated area, are reached.

11 .This process should consider both existing and potentialt

12 conditions. Could you describe what you personally believe
!

. 13 is required by that st:..idard?
' ~s

(J) 14 A Yes. I will preface the final remark with the'

|

! 15 fact that reentry and recovery planning is very difficult

| 16 ina pre-crisis status. In all of the years of planning I

17 have experienced in the Department of Defense where the same

j 18 requirement essentially exists for disaster response planning,

19 no one has ever. addressed it for lack of time and significan
|

| 20 priority, while it certainly is something to be considered,
!

21 it is more or less a recovery post-crisis event and action

12 to be completed, where a -- you have te know the nature of

23 the disaster to be able to respond and develop a recovery

( 'l.

24 plan, and with all of the massive forces' dedicated to-s

''# 25 planning and gen,eral operations cf the military, they just

-

v
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( k2 1 dontt get around to doing it for both priority and for nature
~

,

i _)
2 of_the basics of the plan and the need or -- why do I want

3 to call it -- they need to know what the standards and the
,

L (' i .
's / 4 requirements are before they can respond to it. And with

5 that in mind, reentry and recovery as it relates to this,

6 can only be minimally addressed in the way of identifying

7 who would be responsible and probably only generally speakinc

3 how they would respond to it. In other words, something to

9 the effect that certain agencies would be responsible for
,

10 developing that, but that would be developed in a post-

11 crisis condition addressing the post-crisis status of events,

| 12 and would be the responsibility of such and such an agency,

13 and that, as I recall, has been addressed in the majority of
,.

|

|(s) 14 the plans, the Marine Corps, the counties and the city of

|

15 San Clemente. Again, I am a little vague on the other two.

16 Q And so -- at least your personal opinion of this
,

|

| 17 particular NUREG planning standard is that just referencing

18 to the various subparts of the agency who are going to have

i 19 the responsibility to take care of reentry and recovery woulc.
l
| 20 be sufficient to meet that standard?

21 A That is correct, As the standard states, shall

22 develop general plans and procedures for reentry and recovery.

I

23 -And will describe by means by which decisions to relax pro- i

24 tective measures. That has also been addressed and is a
fs

25 decision relevant or dependent upon the nature of the problem .
,

|
|

,-~ |

I%./
\
.
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k3 1 You know, where is the plume? How much deposition has therey,

*
i,

2 been? Ilow broad is it? What is the nature of the external'''

'

3 events that have occurred, that might have an impact upon

k_) 4 the nature of the problem? There are so many variables that

5 it is verp, very difticult to begin any kind of basic frame.

6 Believe me, I have given it a lot of consideration, because

7 being a, if you will, on the IG team, the inspector general's

8 team of a variety of military units, to go out and inspect

9 these things, I have to be able to give a position to these

10 individuals ~as to what it is that they haven't done, and it

11 is extremely difficult.

12 Q So based on your background in emergency planning ,

13 you think that the amount of planning that can realistically

p) 14 be done in this area is small, is that correct?
g

G
15 A That is correct.

16 Q What do you take to -- strike that.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Do we need a break at this point?

'' 18 Nods?

19 MR, MC CLUNG: Yeah.

20 MR. PIGOTT: Three or four days.

21 MR. MC CLUNG: I will second that motion.

12 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, let's take 10 minutes.

23 Off the record.

_
24 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

kl 25 JUDGE KELLEY: Back on the record. Just looking

.
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k4- l' at the clock for a second, I think we will be running over
;

)
~'

to tomorrow morning just on cross with this witness. It is2

3 about ten of five. We will go to five-thirty anyway, or so,

i

_./ 4 and see. Okay?

5 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

6 0 okay. Turning now to -- I am still on the

7 bottom of page six, the second part of question 12. You

j g make reference to the contention number 2(a) which deals

9 with the-notification of the response organizations and the

10 continued communication among the personnel. First question

gy I have is with respect to your answer to that -- to that

12 question. You state that you -- in the answer -- that you

33 reviewed this contention againsti NUREG 0654 standards 2 --

im
34 roman numeral two E and F, and I wanted to know why you did)(V
15 so, how you made that choice?

16 A Well, if I can recall correctly, there was some,

17 confusion generated by the nature of the contentions as they

gg were submitted to me and the fact that I didn't think they
,

19 related correctly in the sequence that was provided, so I

20 took them as they were offered and responded to them. I

21 don':t-know whether.I misunderstood them, or whether they

22 were somehow juxtaposed to the position that we weren't'

23 making the correct references, but I was dealing with them

24 as they were offered, and I know there was some confusion

- 25 at the time of trying to address them.

n
U
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#|i5 l' I am not sure what you are looking for in the

-.J
2 way of a-response. The procedures for notification and

3 communication were examined under those criteria. E is
,

(> 4 notification methods and procedures and F is emergency com-

5 munications. We used the 0654 criteria aind applied them.

6 Q No, I am sorry. Maybe the question was a little

7 too vague. What I am trying to get at is, did you have some

8 ' sort of method -- in all -- in many of these questions you

9 chose certain NUREG standards and applied them, which I

10 think is appropriate with respect to each contention, and I

11 just wanted to know in a general way how you want about

12 choosing which NUREG requirements. Did you use the referencc s

13 to the -- did you use the references to the statutes that

I ' 14 are in the contentions -- I mean.to the regulations that are
G

15 in the contentions?

16 Let me -- don't bother answering, Mr. Nauman.

17 Let me ask you this -- you stated earlier that the planning

18 guidelines in NUREG 0654 are very similar if not identical

19 to the planning standards set forth in the regulations 50.47

20 B one through 16?

21 A Th;L is correct.

22 C Did you have some way -- did you use the

23 referencco in the contention to pick which NUREGs to judge

_ 24 the -- each contention by?

(_)~ 25 MR. CASEY: Which standard do you mean?

[T
U

_ - _-- _-
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(''j 'k6 l' Which NUREG 0654 standard?
U

2 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes.

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, I did, and that is why I
,

, '%.>'
. answered your question originally the way I did. Some of4

\l.
ii.

J 5 them were all right, and then I got to a couple of them and

6 it didn't seem as though the standards related directly to

7 the nature of the question. There was some difficulty

3 there.

9 ///

10

11,

12

13

() 14-

1,

16

17

! 18
!

! 19

! 20

21
,

F 23

5 24

O
25

O
:
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tp21-1 3' Q' Now turning to Question No. 13, which' asks you

2 whether or not the contention meets the planning standards

3 set forth in the regulation 50.47B(6) , you answer yes. Now

4 after your answer of yes you state that " additionally,

5 siren systems are being installed at this time and are fore-

6 cast to be in place before licensing". Is that a qualifica-

7 tion or could you explain how that relates to your. answer

3 of yes?

9 A There are a variety of notification methods. If

10 you didn't have the siren system installed as the Applicant

33 has provided for it at present and you were to have a crisis,

12 you would have to use alternative methods and those alter-
~

13 native methods, for example, could be the ur,e of sirens and

14 PA systems attached to the top of emergency response vehicles

15 or whatever other solution might be offered. One of the

16 Positions of these jurisdictions is that if it became

17 necessary before the sirens were operational they would use

13 just such methods. Th;f have the capability through their

19 existent systems, therefore they have met the standard.

20 Q Do the various response organizations have an

21 SOP or standard operating procedure amongst themselves for

22 continued communication in the event of a radiological

23 emergency?

24 A I believe --

O 25 MR. CASEY: If he knows.

O
1
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} ~; -2 1 WITNESS NAUMAN: I believe one is being developed ,

' |'

2 As to what status of development it is in, I do not know.

3 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

(b
'_J 4 0 Do you believe that such an SOP would be

5 important as far as the timely communication of information

6 between the response organizations?

7 A Presumably,

s 0 In your comparison or analysis of this particular
|

9 issue of notification of the various response organizations

10 did you make any study or did you make any review of the

11 time that it would take to notify the various response

I 12 organizations?

13 A Within the requirements of 0654, yes.
| /~s

( ) 14 Q And is it your opinion that all the various,

'
,

15 response organizations could be notified or would be notified

I
'

16 in 15 minutes of an emergency status at the power plant?

f 17 A Generally speaking, yes.
|

18 Q Could you describe briefly the basis of that

| 19 statement?

20 A The existent communications systems. Orange

21 County has an elaborate com system or a highly sophisticated
i
'

22 com system that can meet the requirements. You have inherent

23 com systems within San Diego County and within San Clemente,
i

24 The San Juan Cap jurisdiction is connected to,the OrangeG
>i''f--

25 county system. The utility has hot lines and redundant

'

r
-

o

I<-
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e 3 i communications systems'to relay information through to the |

|'

!
' ' ~ '

2 various jurisdictions in the EOF.

3 0 In your review or your analysis did you determine
- '.,

s_) 4 .whether each of the various response organizations would
f-

5 have someone there to receive that message on a 24-hour-a-

6 day basis?

7 A I did.

g Q And would the City of San Juan Capistrano have

9 someone there on a 24-hour-a-day basis?

10 A Generally speaking you could say yes. There is

it a period of time I think between 12:00 and six o' clock that

12 they do not have anyone directly connectedito the hotline,

13 but there are procedures that have been established subse-

fD 14 quent to the exercise to assure that alert capability does
G

15 exist, as well as the fact that Orange County has responsib-

16 ility for any capability that San Juan Cap cannot meet, as

17 I understand the revised response capability. I think Ms.

18 rguson addressed that in her testimony.

19 Q llave you reviewed che transcript of Ms. Ferguson' 3

20 testl 'ny?

21 Yes..

22 Q And what is your understanding as to the new

23 SOP, if you will, or procedure that they 411 use which will

24 rectify the situation between the hours of 12:00 and 6:00 in-

''
25 the morning?

Ch
'd
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'

i 4 1 A I don' t recall it in depth, but I believe that
o'

2 there was a capability that indicated that if during the

,/,
3 periods that the phones were not manned in public works, j

,

't I

N'' 4 which I think is their point of communications, that

5 responsibility would go out to Orange County to either,;

6 assume the alert notification system within their own juris- |
7 diction or to relay to someone let's say that was at home

8 or on a recall -- I think a quing device. I forget what they

9 call them.

10 Q And does that procedure exist now, to your

11 knowledge?

12 A I'm led to believe it does, yes.

_13 Q And is that from the testimony in the record?
,y

|lq,) 14 A Yes, and additional information provided through

| 15 conversations with various people.
!

| 16 Q And is it your opinion that the decisionmakers
|

| 17 who have to man the EOC for the City of San Juan Capistrano
|

18 will be notified within 15 minutes during the night?|

! 19 A I believe that that is inherent in the nature

20 of the plan, yes. Obviously theyhhave to meet an alert

21 notification requirement and that corrective action that

12 they have addressed to meet that requirement presumably

23 would give them a.15 minute capability. It has not been

24 evaluated, so I cannot validate that it has been successful.-

25 MR. PIGOTT: Could we have a reference as to
"

A
f i
-\ j
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/^'s 5 I where Intervenors consider that the 15 minute communication
b

2 exists in 06547

3 JUDGE KELLEY: Can you provide that?

4 MR. MC CLUNG: I don't believe that I made a

5 statement that it necessarily existed in NUREG 0654. It

6 exists in --

~7 JUDGE KELLEY: Can we just establish this

8 quickly? I've heard reference to 15 minutes fron time to

9 time. Does anybody know the genesis of this time period?

. 10 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes. Certainly. It's in the
,

i 11 Appendix E, Emergency Planning and Preparednesc for Productio t

12 and Utilization Facilities, to 10 CFR Part 50.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: What part?

h) 14 MR. MC CLUNG: And it is in Notification Pro-
j s_/

| 15 cedures, which is D and it would be in No. 3.

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Is there a Roman numeral first?

17 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, sir. It would be IV.

18 JUDGE KELLEY: IV D 3. First sentence.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: First sentence.

20 JUDGE KELLEY: Thank you.

21 WITNESS NAUMAN: I think it also should be noted

22 that the relevance of this requirement upon San Juan Capis-

23 trano is probably subject to question in light of the fact

24 that they are sorely dependent upon Orange County for support
'

25 and I think that it would be my opinion that if -- I'll go |

D
V,
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I

6 1 so far to say it is my -opinion that if Orange County is

2 alerted and their agreements exist between San Juan Cap

3 ard Orange County that that would meet the notification

4 requirement for San Juan Cap.

5 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

6 Q Do you or did you make any review of how long

7 it would take to notify these various organizations?

,- 8 A I'm not sure just exactly what you are af ter

9 there and therefore have difficulty in responding.

10 Q That's okay. I appreciate that. I asked you

11 carlier what the basis of your judgment that this could be

12 done was and you responded to the general statement thnt

13 just the existing capability that exists to communicate.

() 14 Now what I'd like to know is whether there was some actual

15 investigation which you made with respect to specific notif-

16 ication of a specific response organization or some timing
17 that you may have made or one of your staff may have made.

18 A No. The attestment of the capability through

19 the plans is sufficient until it is exercised and there in

20 a negative demonstration.

21 Q So you base your judgment on the fact that the

22 plan or the plans state that they have the capability to do

23 this?

24 A Within the requirements of -- within the criteria
-

- 25 of 0654, that is correct. If it is attested to by the

O
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.

/ 's 7 1 governing body of the particular jurisdiction we feel that
U.

- 2 that is satisfactory until it is demonstrated to the nega-

3 tive.
;

' \_/ 4 Q So in your statement that it meets the require- |
.

5 ment you are relying on the judgment of the local planning

; 6 officials, is that correct?

7 A To the extent that it is adequately demonstrated !
,

8 in the plans, yes. If they indicate that there is a

9 capability and it seems logical within our review of the ;

I
10 plans, I have to assume that there is a capability there. j

11 It is not incumbent upon FEMA to go out and test every

12 statement that is made within a plan, other than through an

13 exercise process, exercise evaluation.

14 ///''

15

16

17

18
;

19

20

21

. 22

23

25

-
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,

-T22 kl 1 Q With respect to the state parks, is it your

2 understanding that they have the capability to accept the

'I message on a: 24 hour basis?

'4 A I believe so, but I am not certain of that.

~5 I would have to reference the documents to corroborate that.

6 They do have pagers, I believe, that gives them the where-

7 withal and I believe planning has been done to have some

8 organization that has 24 hour capability to alert them in

9 the hours that they would not be at their primary stations.

10 Q Do you know what hours they may not be at their

11 primary station?

12 A Not off the top of my head, no.

13 Q So your response that they could be notified

() 14 on a 24 hour basis would be based on what?

15 A If I were to refer to the plan I believe I could

16 answer your question r* 16 whether the capability exists.

17 I do not recall a+ h?. tuc.e whether or not they have a 24

18 hour capability anu, . v to their own organization, either.

19 through a pager system or through an onsite individual at

20 the other end of the yellow phone, if you will, or whether

21 they have to be alerted through some other jurisdiction in a

22 cooperative response.

23 But the, ultimately speaking have a 24 hour

24 response capability.

25 Q Did you bring the plan with you today?

O

_ . .
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k2. 1 I I did.

2 Q Could you make reference to that, please?

3 MR. MC CLUNG: For the record, this is Exhibit

4 Number 57, I believe.

5 MR. PIGOTT: Maybe it isn't essential that I

6 know, but what are we trying to prove right now? What area

7 are we in, if I might --

3 MR. MC CLUNG: What do you mean what are we

9 trying to prove?

10 MR. PIGOTT: We are going to the state parks

33 plan, is that right?

12 MR. MC CLUNG: That is correct.

33 MR. PIGOTT: And I' guess I just lost track of

34 the question. Is there anything in particular that the

15 Witness is looking for?

16 MR.NMC CLUNG: Yes, he is looking for the 24

17 hour notification capability --

13 MR. PIGOTT: Okay.

19 MR. MC CLUNG: -- of the state park --

20 MR. PIGOTT: Okay,

21 MR, MC CLUNG: -- organization.

22 MR. PIGOTT: Can it be -- purely in the hopes

23 of expediting, can it be --
i

24 MR. MC CLUNG: Of course, go ahead.

0 25 MR. PIGOTT: -- clued in a little bit?

O

~
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k3 1 Roman numeral VIII-1, page VII-1, top.

2 WITNESS NAUMAN: Yes, I was just looking at that.

3 MR. PIGOTT: I am just too impatient. I am

4 sorry.

5 WITNESS NAUMAN: It does -- it does state under

6 VIII-l for notification tht,t they will be notified by direct

7 telephone, dedicated telephone, from SONGS, which I had

i
8 already stated, upon declaration of any of the emergency

9 levels. Notification will use -- or ulternate methods of

10 notification include the telephone system.

11 It would appear from addressing the plan review

12 document and section eight that a 24 hour capability does

13 exist, but I don't see it stated per se in here.

14 BY MR. MC CLUNG:

15 Q Are you saying that in the RAC review, Exhibit

16 13, somewhere in there it references this 24 hour capability

17 as being --

18 A It does not find that the 24 hour capability

19 does not exist, therefore I have to assume that we confirmed

20 in our review that it did exist.

21 MR. PIGOTT: I would submit that Intervenors

22 should take some note of the evidence that has proceed this

23 Witness. Mr. Stowe from the Parks Department has testified

24 that they have a telephone system, that they do go off duty,

25 that there is a klaxon that brings them from their barracks,
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k4 1 and for that matter the people at the control center at the

2 plant as a back-up have the phone numbers for the various

3 people at the parks. I mean this -- the idea of taking an

4 otherwise -- reviewing witness who is not deeply intwinedw-

5 in every possible detail of every plan is just -- it doesn't

6 seem to me to be either fair or probative.

7 MR. MC CLUNG: If I might respond to that, the

8 Witness in his prepared testimony ~ speaks in a conclusiary

9 fashion that certain contentions are satisfied or not, and

10 I think it is incumbent upon me to test that conclusion by

11 relating to specific facts. I don't know what other way to

12 test the conclusion.

13 JUDGE KELLEY: What particular part encompasses
,.

14 the state parks notification?

15 MR. MC CLUNG: What do you --

16 JUDGE KELLEY: Page seven, the second part of A?

17 MR. MC CLUNG: We are on question number Q13,

18 and the answer was yes to that qu stion.

19 JUDGE KELLEY: But you are on page seven, third

20 line? Is that correct?

21 MR. MC CLUNG: I thought I was on page seven,

22 about the middle of the page, where it says yes there. The

23 question is Q13.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: All right. Just a minute.

25 Well, I think both Mr. Pigott and Mr. McClung have a point.

,-
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i*

Ii.
,'"X k5 1 Obviously we can'.t go through every plan point by point with I

)
a

2 this Witness. We shouldn't try to do that. On the other

3 hand, you are testing on an illustrative basis, I gather,
m

f

KJ 4 f om various plans and various points, and that seems to us

5 to be fair enough, and with that understanding, go ahead.
.

6 .BY MR. MC CLUNG:

7 Q So, for your statement in this particular docu- ,

-3 ment, the testimony, and your answer -- at least as regards

9 the particular response organization of the state parks,

10 you based your response on the plan review, the RAC review,!

| _11 is that' correct?

12 A That is correct, and it should also be noted

L 13 that you have taken at issue or to issue or to task the two

p)
( 14 jurisdictions having the least capability to respond, and
x-

|
L

15 therefore we are addressed with the -- we are addressed by

16 the informal RAC review in a more or less circumspect nature

17 because they failed in many cases to meet the majority of

I 13 the 0654 standards, and our recommendations reflected that.

19 The emphasis of trying to deal with six different plans and

20 remain efficient in those as to page and paragraph of the
i

21 activities is extremely difficult, not even counting the

22 other tasks to which we are assigned. If you want to talk

23 to capabilities of counties who have 24 hour dispatch sys-

24 tems and total capability to respond, which is where FEMA's-

~/ 25 emphasis generally is directed, you will find that the

im
f
x_s

. - . __ ..
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rw fk6 g capability is there. And we have enunciated that point in
3
!;

the exercise findings, in the plan review, and in our over-'~'

2

3 all comments, and we have suggested inclusion of those plans,
c.

(J -4 if you will, into other documents to avoid the very issues

5 of meeting the criteria of 0654.

6 Q Well, with respect to the state park, do you

7 know what is off hours? When people are away from the of- j

g fice with respect to the yellow phone?

9 A The answer I gave you before, I think, answers
~

that question. I do not off the top of my head recall the
10-,

hours that they are not at hand. It was my opinion statedyy

carlier that I felt that they had a 24 hour capability
12

either through a-direct line or through a pager system or
13

'[~ [ y4 'some means of notification. And it was corroborated by the
%J

fact that it was not identified in the cursory review of
15

16 that particular jurisdiction.

17 Q And do you have any way of knowing whether '. hat

yg particular capability is implementable within 15 minutes?

19 A Their capability to respond was demonstrated in

20 the exercise.

21 Q But the exercise took place during working hours ,

isn't that correct?22

A That is very accurately stated, and our require-23

ments do not call for a 24 hour capability attestment in24
1\
-

\.j' 25 the course of that exercise.

O

4
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723, 1g 1 Q Turning to the question of communications among

2 the response organizations af ter the initial notification of

3 an emergency, is it your opinion that the system which you

'~

4 reviewed in the RAC review for interjurisdictional

5 communication was sufficient at the time that you made your

6 review?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Do you think that a dedicated line which could be

9 used exclusively for and by the planning officials who must

10 make the protective action response decision would be helpful?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Do you believe t' '' there should be standard

~'s 13 coerating procedures devised which would indicate what people
i

-

-

14 should use the dedicated phone line?

15 A I holieve that those SOP's are already in

16 development, to specifically respond to your question, yes,

17 I do. The significance of telephone discipline has been

18 demonstrated in the exercise, both at SONGS and a number of

19 other areas, number of other exercises that I have attended,

20 it is vitally important. It isn't necessarily completely

21 addressed in an SOP. It is a matter of drill experience.

22 Q Could you describe what you mean, briefly, by

23 telephone discipline?-

24 A The specific identification of the nature of
-

' 25 communications to be transmitted across specific-
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:24 1 communicative lines, who has the authority to use them, and 1

,

'

f'h .
2 the nature of the communications. In other words, dedicate'

~ ./

3. lines to specific functions, and only allow certain people

'''T 4 to use them for certain reasons.
J

5- 0 And could you tell us why it vould be helpful in

6 that regard to have a dedicated line that would be used

7 exclusively by the decision makers who must make protective

8 action respense. decisions?

9 A It allows them immediate coordination capab!.lity

10 to reach conclusions in the least amount of time. It does

11 not require distractive thought or process to get to -- to

12 create that capability, and therefore, they can be more

r'' 13 efficient in the process of handling the nature of the
N )S

14_ emergency.

15 0 In your opinion, ~could the lack of phone

16 discipline, as you have described it, significantly

17 impair the response capability of the local jurisdictions in

18 the time of an amergency?

19 A It is possible it could, but I would only say it

20 is possible.

21 Q And why would -- how could that be possible?

22 A I believe that has generally been alluded to,
A,

23 the fact that if somebody else is using the phone for some+

24 other purpose than a major decision making coordination
,

k 'i't

25 requirement, your process is impeded. If you have dedicated
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3, lines for dedicated functions, you can handle those when it1

,

2 is necessary in a time-oriented, time-efficient fashion. If

3 you don't have that capability, you can't -- you are impeded,

} 4 and that impedance may or may not have a major significance to

5 the-nature of things.

6 The utility has provided additional lines, direct

7 communication lines in addition to the ones that they

8 originally installed, and have addressed if not completely

9 corrected the nature of the writeups as.: we produced them

10 as a result of the exercise.

11 0 Could you briefly tell me what the substance of

12 what you just said was? I don' t understand -- your conclusion

13 that -- in your answer here was not based on anything that

14 happened subsequent to the exercise.
,

15 A You didn't ask me, in the nature of the question

16 as I interpreted it, that that was the time constraints you

17 were putting on it. I told you what the opinion was on

13 regarding a problem of telephone discipline, and I simply

19 alluded to the f act that additional actions have been taken

20 to correct the nature of the prot em as we perceived it

21 during the exercise. It was added comment.

22 0 Okay. And are those actions completed?
,o

'V7 23 A Are you addressing the installation of the phones?

24 Q I don't know what the actions are.

([]) 2s A Then 1 can't answer the question.
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4 L, .Q Well, they are the actions you referred to. What
.x

). 2 are the actions that you are referring to?

'3 A The . installation of additional phone lines, to the

{} 4 best of.my knowledge, are in being, and may have been
v

5 completed . I would suggest addressing Mr. Pilmer in regards

6 'to.that, to find out the exact status of events at this point.

7 MR. PIGOTT: Mr. Pilmer advises he has been

8 excused.

9 JUDGE KELLEY: Very shrewd. It may be a good time

'10 to Juit, or at least recess for the day. We have got a

11 couple things to talk to you about, but Mr. Nauman, I guess

12 we will sco you in the morning, nine o' clock. One of the

(~} 13 things we are going to talk about is how much we work
\_/

14 tomorrow. The Board is inclined to do some work, if not all
i

15 day.

16 MR. PIGOTT: Applicants are inclined not to call

17 their -- to line up their - low power witnesses, given the

18 state of cross-examination of Mr. Nauman, the fact we have

19 another witness --

20 JUDGE KELLEY: That seems -- seems correct, and

21 I don't see any way we could do low power, even if we worked

-

all day, unlikely to get to low power.22
.

'

23 MR. PIGOTT: In any event, I will not he calling''

24 those witnesses.

\-- 25 JUDGE KELLEY: Right. That is correct.

- - - . - . ._.
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5 1 MR. MC CLUNG: One point, I just -- you mentioned

2 scheduling. I indicated earlier, I believe on the record, that

3 Mr. Caravalho, our additional witness, would be coming Monday

4 morning. He advised me today that it would be better f or him"

5 to start af ter lunch on Monday, and I told him that would

6 probably be all rignt with everyone, so any problem?

7 JUDGE KELLEY: I don't think we see any problem

8 with it.

9 MR. MC CLUNG: I just wanted to let everybody

10 know. I don't --

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Is he two or three hours, do you

12 think, for him? I mean total?

-s 13 MR. MC CLUNG: Oh, yes. Less.
|

14 JUDGE KELLEY: OKay.

15 MR. PIGOTT: Was that at le a s t , or less?

16 MR. MC CLUNG: Less.

17 JUDGE KELLEY: Well, we raised the subject of

18 working tomorrow. Why don't we go ahead and dispose of it.

19 The Staff, you indicated you wanted to work tomorrow, right?

20 MR. HOEFLING: Yes.

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Do you want to work all day, or

22 part of the day?

i 23 MR. PERRY: Mr. Chairman, depending on how long

24 Mr. Nauman is going to be on the stand, I do make a special

L 25 plea for him, Sunday is his birthday, and the last flight to

1
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6 1 San Francisco is tomorrow at 5:30, so he would like to, if at

2 all possible, to be able to get away for that.

3 JUDGE KELLEY: That is certainly understandable.

4 One can almost vote individually, or I don't want to work that

5 long tomorrow. I am thinking about going to San Francisco

6 myse lf . But let me go around. I think we are inclined to

7 work in the morning, at least, maybe knock off after --
'

<

8 knock off at lunchtime , one o ' c'ock, something like that, but

9 let me just finish. How does tPat strike you?

10 MR. HOEFLING: That is f.ine with us.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: McClung, what time is your wedding?

12 MR. MC CLUNG: Off the record yesterday, I said
3

/ 13 I would rather not do it, and I think I could make my wedding

14 if we quit by lu nch , so I would propose that we do that. Not

15 my own wedding, though.

16 (Laughter)

17 MR. MC CLUNG: I hope I could schedule that on

18 another day. -

19 WITNESS NAUMAN: Did you write your own vows?

20 JUDGE KELLEY: So how do you just haw do you--

21 translate that? Do you want to quit by one o' clock, is that

22 good enough for you?

23 MR. MC CLUNG: Yes, that would be good.

24 JUDGE KELLEY: All right.

25 MR. PIGOTT: It is fine with Applicants.
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7 1 MR. HOEFLING: One ctarification. Docs it look |

2 lika that .d finish Mr. Nauman?
-

3 WITNESS NAUMAN: Could you rephrase the question,

4 Counsel?

5 MR. HOEFLING: Specifically it is a question of

6 how much time we would --

7 MR. MC CLUNG: If we could go off the record?

8 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. Off the record for a minute.

9 (Discussion off the record)

10 L DGE KELLEY: Back on the record.

11 The Board wants to give a cartial ruling on the

12 motion to strike Dr. Lyon's testimony the other day. The

13 motion that is pending is a motion to strike all Dr. Lyon's'^

a
14 testimony, plus his statement , plus I believe it is Exhibit

15 9, which is the study, staten. . and the exhibit were marked

16 up to some extent, but they are also before us for admission,

17 and the submission of those two documents is opposed, and the

28 motion is to strike the testimony that is already in.

19 MR. PIGOTT: I am not sure if it is 9 or 11

20 Could thatbe subject or check at a later date?

21 JUDGE KELLEY: Sure. I think we know, though,

22 what te, are referring to. We have decided to grant the

23 motion to strike as to the testimony concerning tables 7.3

_
24 : and 7.4 in the final errironmental statement, and Dr. Lyon's

' ,\

25 interpretation and the inferences drawn from those tables.
|
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8 1 ?v.r decision is based on the witness's lack of

2 technical qualifications to give that particular kind of

3 testin.any, and on what we view as the impermissibility of )

4 his analysis. We thought it would be seful that you have

5 this part of the decision now. We wil. provide for the

6 record on Monday a furtno statement of our -- an explanati]n

7 of our reasons, particularly with regard -- well, basically

8 with regard to what we consider the flaws in Dr. Lyon's

9 analysis.

10 Also at that time, there are other portions of

11 Dr. Lyon's testimony that don't speak to tables 7.3 and 7.4,

12 and we want some further chance to review those before

13 making any ruling on them.

14 Now, on Monday, we would plan to provide, in

15 addition to the fu .her statement of our reasons, we would

16 provide exactly what pages of the transcript we are

17 referring to in granting the raotion to strike less than all,

18 unless we de 3 cide to strike the rest, as we have been asked

19 to do, in which case it would just be all of the Lyon's

20 testimony, and we will also then provide our rulings on the
i

!

21 statement in the Exhibit.

22 On a different subject, the Counsel for the

23 Applicants asked us informally whether we were -- they were --

24 they are putting together their rebuttnl case, and asked us

25 informally whether we would be interested in hearing

s
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9 1 further from Dr. Linneman, and we think that would he helpful.

() 2 We would like to ask him some questions, and so if it is

3 possible for him to come for that purpose, we would like to

(}j 4 see him.

5 MR. PIGOTT: The arrangements are that he will

6 be here. We expect him here Monday afternoon. He would be

7 avai]able Tuesday and Wednesday.

8 JUDGE KELLEY: That is fine. Anything else?

9 Left to right, anything else before we quit?

10 MR. HOEFLING: Nothing from the Staff.

11 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay.

12 . MR . MC CLUNG: Nothing from the Intervenors.

13 MR. PIGOTT: Nothing.

14 JUDGE KELLEY: Okay. We will adjourn until

15 tomorrow norning at nine o' clock.

16 (Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the hearing was

17 recessed until 9: 00 o ' clock a .m. , saturday, september 26,

18 1981.)

19

20

21

22

4 n

24

25

|

i
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